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; ) ~V.i~' An investigation Into the biology of the potato cyst nematodes 
(peN) Globodera rostochlens Is (Ro) and G. pall ida (Po) was undertaken in 
. --
the South Island of New Zealand. The study fol lowed two basic pathways. 
(I) An examination of their ecology In order to Identify factors which 
influenced their population biology and effect on the potato host. (2) A 
comparative study of the two species In the same geographical area where 
they were subjected to the same environmental factors. The two species 
were stud I.ed in I so I at Ion and in mixed cu I tures. 
Potato cyst nematodes estab I ish we I lin the South I s I and and 
m ul tip I y qui c k I Y under repeated annual cropp i n g of the h 0 5 t • I n 
'repllcated field mlcroplots with low pre-plant densities a maximum 
multlpl ication rate of about 90x was observed. A mean maximum density of 
~OO eggs/ml of soi I was measured and an equilibrium density of about 150 
eggs/mt was achleved ' with continuous' cropping. 
Significant yield loss of host crop occurred at a pre-plant 
dens I ty of 15-20 eggs/m I of so i I arid the percentage crop loss increased 
at h J.g her egg den s j tie sun t i J m a x i m i u m los s 0 f 95% was 0 b t a i ned. No 
difference in the pathogenicity of the two species was detected. 
Nematodes In early cropping ground at Outram had a much lower 
multiplicat i on rate ,.which varied through the season. Early harvesting of 
crops could reduce The multipl icatlon rate substantially. If the crop 
was al lowed to mature, multip\ Icatlon rate rose by up to six times. The 
cyst population produced from early harvested crops could be divided into 
three components, (i) cysts produced ear I y that fe II of t the roots at 
harvest and matured in the so ii, (I i) cysts produced I ater that were 
st I II 1 mbedded I n roots as immature fema I es at the time of harvest and 
developed to maturity on the moribund root and (iii) residual eg9s whlc,h 
Occurred within the cysts of the initial Inoculum. Early maturing cysts 
made the greatest contr i but i on to the I nocu I u m potent I a I for the 
following crops whereas residual eggs made the least. The presence of 
selfset potato tubers had differing Influences on the three inoculum 
components. 
Life taDles were constructed for both species at three locations 
(sol I types) and tor two p I ant I ng dates (so j I temperature d If ferences). 
Larvae within the cyst (life style A) had low mortality but once hatched 
and tree In the soil (life style B) mortality increased. Soil 
temperature af fected the 'eve' of morta II ty. Once estab I I shed r n root 
tissues (I I fe cye lee) morta I i ty decreased but rose s I gh1- r y when adu I t 
temales matured (life style D) and protruded Into the 50i I. Soil 
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temperature and host vigour influenced the fecundity ot developing 
females. 
Comparisons of the two species In the same environment showed that 
Ro hatched ear I I er t and su f f ered less morta I i ty and had a shorter 
d u rat ion t han P a I n J I f est y I e B. 0 n c e ins Ide the roo ttl s s u ~ (I i f e 
style C) mortality of Ro was often greater than In Pa. Life styles C and 
o were also of shorter duration in Ro than Pa under most conditIons. 
When mixtures of the two spec i es were kept together on the same 
host Ro was competitively superior and was proportionately more dominant 
In the next generation. This was observed over a range of Ro:Pa ratios. 
Reduct Ion in overa I I nematode dens i ty appeared to I mprove the re I at I ve 
success of Pa. At very low proport Ions Pa r s ab I e to rna i nta in its 
position and an equl Ilbrlum between the two species Is establ ished. 
Spontaneous hatching (the major component of population attrition) 
in the absence of host stimulation occurred in both species and fol lowed 
an exponential decline curve over time. Soi I type Influenced the 
attrition rates which were highest In Canterbury sl Its. Attrition rates 
differed significantly between species and were higher in Ro. Cyst size 
had I Ittle ~ffect ori th~ attritIon rate. Reduction in egg numbers 
observed with time was 'Iargely a result of active egg hatching rather 
than within cyst mortality_ 
This study supplied the basic biological Information on potato 
cyst nematode In the South Island of New Zealand, and when combined with 
the results of chemical control experiments and advances In the breeding 
of resistant· potato cultlvars has produced-~ largely successful control 
and management program for ihis pest. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
G lobodera spec I es are among the most hIgh I Y spec I a I I sed and 
successful plant parasitIc nematodes. Six species are known to 
parasitIze solanaceous plants such as potatoes and tomatoes. They belong 
to the family Heteroderidae and were placed In the genus Globodera by 
Mulvey and Stone (1976), Two species, Globodera rostochiensls 
(Wollenweber. 1923) and Globodera pailida (Stone. 1972). are known 
collectively as potato cyst nematodes (PCN). Both species occur In most 
potato growIng areas, but betore 1972 ~ pal I Ida went unrecognised or was 
cons 1 dered a pathotype of Q.:. rostoch I ens i s. They are be II eved to have 
co~evolved with the potato In the Andean region of Peru and 801 Ivla 
(Evans et ~., 1975) and they now occur along with their hosts throughout 
much at the wor I d. I n many countr I es potato cyst nematodes depress the 
yield of potato crops to an uneconomic level. 
Control Is difficult because this pest has a well developed 
host/parasite relatIonship which ensures good multiplication under a wide 
range of climatic conditions. The_ development of a large number of eggs 
I n a pers i stent cyst _stage at the end of the life cyc I e a I so ensures a 
high I eve I of surv i va I between host crops. I n a commerc i a ( 5 I tuat Ion 
these sma II cysts are d I ff I cu I t to see and can be read II y sh I fted with 
5011 adherIng to produce and to farm machInery. 
The ex I stence at t,wo s I m I 'ar spec I es, and at I east eIght 
genet I ca I I y d If ferent pathotypes wh I ch are character I sed by d It ferences 
In host range has hindered understandIng and successful control of this 
"group ot nematodes • 
. I n-creased use ot G. rostoch I ens I s res I stant cu I t I vars of potatoes 
revealed the existence of Isolated pockets of "resistance breaking 
stral nsl! (Dunne-tt. 1957> or pathotypes at potato cyst nematode. Many 
observations on the characteristIcs of th~se pathotypes have been 
reported. Gui Ie (1966, 1967, 1970) recorded that the Immature cyst of Q.:.. 
rostochlensls pathotype A changed to a golden colour shortly after 
rupturing the epldermfs of the potato root. but that the cyst of 
pathotype E, of the,same species (sensu latu), remained whlt~ for an 
extended period after Its appearance on the roo~ surface. Evans and 
Webley (1970) described differences In larval morphology and In the shape 
of the sty I et knobs, and I n the same year Jones at ~. (1970) postu I ated 
that two species mIght be present. Trudglll et~. (1970) noted 
differences between the adult male of G. rostochlensls and the probable 
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undescribed species. Using electrophoresis, Trudgl I I and Carpenter 
(1971) subsequently demonstrated differences In protein bands from 
macerated Immature golden and whIte females. Green (1971) recognised 
differences In vulval patterns of females of the two populatIons and soon 
after Stone (1972) reported a consIstent difference In the IIp structure 
of second stage larvae trom each population. Parrott (1972), and Franco 
and Evans (1978) demonstrated that the two forms would not interbreed. A 
second species was finally described by Stone (1972) as Heterodera 
.£.8 I I i da • 
Interbreeding experiments contInued wIth the work of Kort and 
Jaspers (1973) who questioned the findIngs of Parrott (1972) as they 
found the two specIes could Interbreed and produce hybrIds. Using a new 
culturIng technIque Mugniery (1979) showed that both species would 
Interbreed but that the resultant progeny were inferti Ie. In this way G. 
par I Ida was firmly established as a distInct species. 
Several pathotypes of ~ rostochlensls and ~ pal I Ida are now 
recogn j sed I n a II countr i es harbour t ng the- pest, but the nomenc I ature 
used to describe them has no~ been consistent and It has been difficult 
to determine whIch pathotypes were common to different regions. Kort et 
ai. (1977) clarifIed the situation by proposing an international scheme 
for classifyIng pathotypes of Q.:.rostochiensls and ~pall Ida (Table 
1.1). ThIs has been adopted internationally and the nomenclature Is 
followed in this study. 
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TABLE I. I 
I 
International nomenclature for describing pathotypes of G. rostochiensls 
and G. pall ida. {According to·Kort et~. (1977)1. 
D I Herent i at I ng 
plant 
s. tuberosum ssp. tuberosum 
S. tuberosum ssp. andlgena 
Plant Pathotype 
resistance R01 R02 R03 R04 R05 Pal Pa2 Pa3 
code 
+ + + + + + + + 
epe 1673 R01 4 , + + + + + + 
s.' kurtz 1 anum 
h.y b rid 60. 21 • 1 9 
.S. verne.1 
hybrid 58.1642/4 
S. vernel 
hybrid 62.33.3 
S. vernej 
hybrid 65.346/19 
S. multldlssectum 
hybrid P55/7 
S. vernel 
69.1377 /94 
Ro = G. rostochlensls 
Pa = Q.:. pa I r I da 
R0 1,2,3 
R01 .2,3.4 
Pal,2 
RO I ,2,3,4,5 
R01 , 2, 3 14 • 5 
Pa1,2,3 
+ + + + + + 
+ + + + + 
+ + + + 
+ + + 
+ + + + + + + 
+ = Species and pathotype wi I I reproduce on this clone. 
= Specles'and pathotype wi I I not reproduce on this clone. 
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1.1 DISTRIBUTION OF POTATO CYST NEMATODES IN NEW ZEALAND 
Dale (1972) reported the discovery of potato cyst nematode in New 
Zea I and at Pukekohe, an ear I y potato grow i ng d I str i ct. P I ant inspectors 
of the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries (MAF) were seconded from al I 
I 
districts In New Zealand to survey Pukekohe potato crops In 1973 and in 
the following seasons they Inspected crops elsewhere. 
In 1975, Marshlands and Cranford Street, adjacent to Christchurch, 
were found to be infested, and In 1976 nematodes were found at Outram and 
Port Chalmers near Dunedin. Isolated infestations were found in the seed 
producing areas of Waddington and Halkett (Figure L1) In 1975, and In 
home gardens In Chr i stchurch, Oamaru, Pa I merston, A I exandra and 
'nvercargl". Subsequently., surveys have been carried out annually In 
all potato producing areas of New Zealand but new infestations have been 
confined to the previously known areas of Infestation. 
Although the sites of nematode Intestatlon are widely distributed, 
on I y three commerc I a I potato produc I ng areas are know n to be i nf ested. 
They are Pukekohe (582 he), Christchurch (1018 ha) and Oblnedln (281 ha) 
(Davie, Hubbard and Harding pers. comm.) .which together represent 2.2% of 
the total cumulative potato area (82,920 ha) registered during the last 
10 years. 
1.2 DISTRIBUTION OF SPECIES AND PATHOTYPES IN NEW ZEALAND 
Wouts (1976) verified that both species were present In New 
Zealand and the major known populations have been pathotyped by Foot 
(pers.comm,) and myself. The known distrIbutions of these pathotypes are 
shown in Figure 1.1. Further deta I [5 of cropp i ng patterns and pathotype 
occurrence are given In Table 1.2. For management purposes all Infested 
tlelds are considered to be separate populations and are assIgned a 
coding by MAF personnel to IdentIfy the dIstrict and fields Infested. The 
species have been tound both as pure and mixed populations and the.lr 
distrIbutions have no obvious geographical pattern. 
FIGURE' .1 
Outl Ine ma~ of New Zealand showing known distribution of potato cyst 
nematode. 
Place names In upper case Indl~ate infestations In areas of commercial 
potato production, place names In lower case Indicate Infestations In 
domestic gardens. Underlined names indicate major towns adjacent to 
infestations. 
WADDINGTON --~---.. 
HALKQI ~~----~--
.. Oamoru ( 
• Polmerston 
Alexandra ~ 
f~ 
:~ ~ 
" . AUCKLAND PUKEKOHEf ... 
MARSHLANDS 
---~ CHRISTCHURCH 
OUTRAM ~ -PORT CHALMERS 
L-DUNEDIN 
f"'... 
Invercargill ~ .. 
200km 
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TABLE 1.2 
SpecIes and croppIng patterns associated with PCN Intestatlon in New 
'Zea I and. Order of predomInance of pathotype shown where known. 
Location 
Pukekbhe 
Christchurch 
Waddington 
HaJkett 
Oamaru 
Pa'imerston 
Outram 
Port Chalmers 
I nvercarg i I I 
Alexandra 
Cropping 
pattern 
Early crop 
,Ear I y and maIn 
crop 
Seed crop 
Seed crop 
Home garden 
Home garden 
Early ' cr.0p 
Ear \ y and main 
crop, home garden 
Home garden 
Home garden 
Pathotypes present In 
order of predominance 
Pa2 Pa3 RO l 
R04 Pa3 RO l 
unknown 
unknown 
Ro 
Pa 
RO l 
R04 Pa 
Pa 
Ro 
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1.3 POTATO CULTURE IN THE SOUTH ISLAND OF NEW ZEALAND 
Potato grow I ng is widespread I n -the South 1 s I and where the 
principal cultivar Is 11am Hardy. llam Hardy Is planted In spring 
(September-November) and in areas close to urban centres some crops may 
be harvested in December to meet the Christmas demand for new potatoes. 
However, 1 n a I I d I str 1 cts the bu I k of the crop I s I eft to mature and Is 
not lifted untl I autumn (April-May). Crop rotation Is practised on most 
large holdings, but on the smal Jer Intensively farmed horticultural units 
It is not uncommon tor successive crops ,of potatoes to be planted on the 
same ground. 
The market gardens of Outram and Port Chalmers have a unique 
cu_lturaJ pattern. There, early pota~oes are the principal crop and 
specially acclimatised Seed potatoes are sprputed (chltted) before 
planting In mid-winter (July-Augu-st). These potatoes mature rapidly and 
are harvested at the end of November when tney command a premium price. 
Following this crop the ground Is cleared.' cultivated and replanted In 
oats, a green crop which grows untl_1 May'when it is dug rn durIng ground 
preparat ion for potato. p I ant I n9 I n the fe.1 lewl og Ju I y-August. Other rna In 
crop petatees grown in the- otago. district fel I'ew the normal spring 
planting pattern. 
t.4 RESEARCH RATIONALE, 
With the dl,scevery ef petate cyst nemated~ at Pukekehe, the 
Ministry qf Agriculture and Fisheries devised and 'Implemented a pel Icy 
designed to. centaln and centrel the pest (The petate cyst nem~tode 
regulatlons'1974, Government Printer 1974/220. Ministry of Agriculture 
and Fisheries 1975). This pel Icy Is stl II In ferce and all aspects ef 
research are subject to. the strict quarantine r,equirements set eut In the 
pollcy. Initially MAF, pel icy was based en overs'eas infermatlen. To. 
p'rov i de mere substant I a I data Nemato legy Sect i en ef the Depar.tment of 
Scientific and Industrial R~search,(DSIR) cem~enced researc~ en the 
contro.l and biology ef potato cyst ne'metede In'N'ew Zealand, and Crop 
R~search .Dlvls~on ef the_DSIR [nltlated a ~eslstarice breeding -program fer 
beth G. rostoch I ens I s' and Q.:. pa'l I Ida. 
Neinate I eg I ca r research. 'began at Pukekohe. I t concentrated en. G • 
.E.. a I I I d a w h I c h, at the tim e, was the 0 n I y s p e c I e 5 k new n i"n New Z e a I and. 
Hewever, after potato. cyst nematede was· d I scevered in the South 1st and 
(1976) research was regional Ised and I was made responsible fer-the South 
ISland pregram. 
The presence of Infestatlens ef beth species In the Seuth Island, 
a range ef so.l I types, diverse envlrenments and different crepplng 
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patterns confused Interpretation of biological events and Implementation 
of control procedures. This was further confounded by the appearance of 
mixed populations at many of the Infestation foci. 
Clearly, before a long term strategy could be devised for control 
of the pest In the South Island, essent'lal ecological Information was 
required. Different cropping practices, climate, soils and population 
composition largely precluded direct application of North Island 
experience to the South Island situation. 
This study was designed to provide an understanding of the biology 
of the two Globodera species In South Island infestations and to provide 
the basic information on which to bui Id sound pol icy. 
The objectives were:-
1. To monitor the dynamics of a range of populations and to explain 
rates of r ncr ease and dec II ne. 
2'- To Interpret deve I opmenta I b j 0 logy and i dent i fy key components f n 
survival/mortal [ty events. 
3. To I n ve s t I gat e po s sib I e I n t era c t Ion s bet wee nth e s pee I e sin mix e d 
populations. 
4. To define host responses to levels of parasitism. 
Th i s t/'les Is [s presented in the to I low I ng torm. 
A descr[ptlon of research sites, operation of quarantine at these 
sites and, the management of host and i nocu I u m· Is given [n Chapter 2. In 
addition a description is given of specific experimental techniques used 
for InoculatIng. growing, recovering and recording both cyst numbers in 
the so I I and deve lop I ng larvae in the roots. 
Host responses to d r f ferent I eve I s ot potato cyst nematode ina 
simulated tield situation are given In Chaptet '3 where the dynamics of 
each spec I es and ·~he et fects they have on the host were exam I ned. The 
life hlstor-y of a Q.:.. rostochlensls population at Outram was studied and 
the I nf I uence of different I nocu I um sources on the popu I at I on dynam I cs 
were examIned and are ~resented- [n Chapter 4. 
Chapter 5 presents the developmental biology of both species In 
.d 1 tferent env [ronments and so i I types. Key factors I n the morta II ty ot 
each lite hIstory are dIscussed and spe~ies differences highlighted. 
Interactions between mixtures of both species on the same host are 
Investigated in Chapter 6 ahd the probabl I ity of slng!e specIes dominance 
in a field population Is discussed. 
In Chapter 7 changes In egg numbers and the status of the eggs 
within oormant cysts are examined and the influence of species, sol I type 
and cyst size are examined In relation to the rate of natural population 
dec line. 
The entire study is reviewed in Chapter 8 and the basic biology of 
peN In the South Island Is discussed and considered in a broader context. 
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CHAPTER 2 
GENERAL 
2.1 RESEARCH SITES 
As required by the potato cyst nematode Regulations MAF 1974, 
research was carried out under strict quarantine condltlons. An enclosed 
compound known as "54" with an area of 0.5 ha and d I v l ded I nto three sub 
un its I s used by d i f ferent research groups. The groups cons i st of OS I R 
nematologists and plant breeders, and MAF plant health and diagnostic 
staff who process all survey and diagnostic material. The research area 
used by the nematology group (Figure 2.1) Is divided Into three Isolated 
plots, one for G. rostoch I ens 1 sin festat ions," one for G. pa I I Ida 
infestatIons and another for mixed specIes studies. S4 experimental area 
Is situated on the free drainIng soi Is of the Walmakarlri fan which are 
composed mainly of stony greywacke alluvium and In places a thin layer of 
loess (Cox, 1978) (Figure 2.1). A profile description of S4 soi I types 
Is given In Appendix I. 
In addition to S4, research has been·carrled out at Cranford St. 
which is located on the highly organic peats north of urban Christchurch. 
Soils of this area developed behind coastal sand dunes and when drained 
are highly -productive. They have supported horticulture since the 1870's 
(Raeslde and Rennie, 1974). Research plantings at Cranford St. (Figure 
2~) were made in fi~rous brown partially decomposed peat which had been 
broken down by extensive cultivation (Figure 2.2). The are-a is drained 
by extensive tile and open drains and does not puddle In winter. 
Occasional flooding of the whole area occurs, however. A profi Ie 
description Is given in Appendix 1\. 
Outral)1, 11 km fr.om Duned I n iss I tuated on the flood p I a in of the 
Taleri" river. The'Clutha 51 It loams of Outram (Figure 2.3) are confined 
to a small geographic area derIved from flodd plaIns prod~ced by the 
Talerl River. Profi les vary considerably because of the fluvial origins 
of the soil, but the principal parent material is schist. A little basic 
volca~lc alluvium also-occurs. T~rs 5011 heats up quickly and has good 
drainage.' The research area at Outram is sited on a geritly sloping bank 
IN I th a north fec I ng aspect. Deta i I ed so I I pr<?f.1 I es are Inc J uded r n 
Appendix III. 
To ensure that the Infestations did not spread from the 
experimental areas, a1 I areas were fenced with wind-break cloth and 
topped with barbed wire. Access was restricted to DSIR statf. Cranford 
St. whIch is prone to flooding, has a corrugated Iron footing embedded 
arOUnd the fence r ine to def I ect flood waters (Figure 2.2). 
FIGURE 2.1 
General view of nematology research area. 
So i I prof i I e of S4 show i ng so I I I ayers (changes In prof i I e marked 
by arrows) and underlying shingle and stones. 
200 
mm 
FIGURE 2.2 
General view of Cranford Street research area showing wind-break 
cloth and corrugated Iron footing embedded around the fence line. 
Soli profile of Cranford St., showing upper layer of finely 
cultivated peat 'slttlng on top of fibrous partially decomposed 
peat, clay and tree roots. Changes in profile marked by arrows. 
200 
mm 
FIGURE 2.3 
General view of the Outram research area showing wind-break cloth 
fence and ti n m i crop lots. 
So II prof 11 e of Outram; upper 1 ayer mod 1 tied by the r nc I us; on of 
organic materIal from cropping; lower levels largely silts and 
fluvIal sands. Changes In soil profi Ie marked by arrows. 
200 
mm 
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2.2 OPERATION OF QUARANTINE 
Access to 54 Is restricted to authorized staff who are trained In 
quarant I oe procedures. The un It is def I ned by a t.8 m high barbed wire 
fe'nce with a I m w rod-break c.loth battened at the bottom and Is protected 
from the preval ling north-west winds by a shelter belt of conifers. AI I 
cultivation and harvesting Is carried out with equipment permanently 
located in the compound. 
Waste material Is either burnt or dumped In deep pits located 
within the unit. Potato tubers are decontaminated (Figure 2.4) with a 1% 
solution of sodium hypochlorite (Wood and Foot, 1977a) prior to removal 
trom the unit and are dumped In a local pit and burled. AI I unprocessed 
50tl and cysts are devltal Ised by heat In an oven at 10o,°C for 24h before 
being dumped Into the pits. AI I concrete work areas are graded to ensure 
that waste water flows off I.nto settl ing tanks and enclosed soak pits. 
All areas are washed down thoroughly after use. 
On the subs I diary research areas at Cranford St. (F I gure 2.2) and 
Outram (Figure 2~3) plant and 5011 s.amples col rected. are sealed In 
multlwall paper bags and removed to 54 for processing and disposal. 
2.3 J NOCULUM 
With one except I on a I I nematodes used In exper I rnents were pure 
populations of 2.!. rostochlensl5 (Ro4 ) and Q.:.. pallida (Pa}). At Outram 
,the res I dent pathotype was Q.:.. rostoch I ens I s (R0l')' 
Original populations were obtained from natural field popUlations 
In Canterbury and Outram. Pathotype purity and Identity was confirmed by 
screen I n9 over the range of genet led I fferent I a I s estab II shed by Kart et 
21. (1977) <Table 1.1) •. 
Inoculum was multiplied on an .IIam Hardy potato under field 
conditions. Cysts used In the, experiments 'were produced as single 
generation populations, all of the same ag,e and uncontaminated by 
parental cysts. AI I cysts used were produced the season prior to their 
Use. After the host p I ant and tub'ers had been removed, cysts and sol [ 
were pi ac'ed with patti ng mlx'l n a tery I ene bag and buri ed [n 'a f Ie I d plot 
'at S4 until nee·ded. A I I cysts 'stored th I s way were used with Inn 1 ne 
months. 
FIGURE 2.4 
Equipment used to decontaminate potato tubers prior to removal trom $4 
compound. 
Infested tubers are loaded into baskets in lifting frame and lowered into 
decontamination tank for two hours. After this time the baskets are 
Ii tted ou"t, and the tubers washed down and moved out of the compound on 
the overhead ra i I. 
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2.4 HOST 
Government certified (Group ' one) 11am Hardy potato seed was 
obtained from the same grower's line and used In all experiments. This 
cultlvar Is susceptible to both species of nematode and is the dominant 
cu It i var grown 1 n New Zea I and, compr I sing 46% of the tota I potato 
plantings. Tubers were hand selected on the basis of size (50-100 g) 
and freedom of surface pathogens. 
2.5 FIELD EXPERIMENTS 
Where' poss I b I e, exper I ments were carr I ed out in the fie I d. Th Is 
was achieved either by usIng terylene bags which contained an Individual 
plant rhlzosphere In a field environment or by using tin microplots. 
2.5.1 Single host units 
Terylene bags simi lar to those used by Foot (1978) were used to 
a1 low Individual plants to be exposed to a predetermined nematode density 
and also to allow subsequent Intact retrieval of 
system and Its assoc I ated nematode popu I at Ion. 
-samp I I ng of nematode progeny was ef f Ie I ent as none 
dur I ng harvest. 
an entire plant root 
This ensured that 
of the 591 I was lost 
Terylene bags were sewn double walled J but differed froin those 
used by Foot (197Bb) I'n that they were in the form of a' sewn tube of 125 
micrometre single thickness terylene mesh (Figure 2.5A) which was pushed 
Inside itself "hose on hose" when In ,use to form a double skinned bag 
wIth a soIl capacity of 2.0-2.5 I itres (Figure 2.58). This modification 
facl I Itated bag manufacture and the removal of both the sol I and the 
growing plant, especially after vIgorous root development. Although some 
root haIrs grew through the double skin, the majority of the roots, were 
etfecti'vely contaln~d ' inside the bag. 
2.5.2 Field Mlcroplots 
Field mlcropiots were used to determine multiplicatIon rates and 
equl I Ibrlum densitIes under flel~ conditions. The 20 plants used in each 
,p! ot 'were cons I dered to be ' su f tic i ent tor a'na I ys Is of Y j e I d responses to 
,different nematode concentrations. 
Microplot units (Figure 2.6) were constructed of 0.95 mm 
galvanlsed flat Iron. Each unit was folded to size and spot ,welded or 
pop riveted together on site. Wal Is were 600 mm deep and were placed In 
a trench to halt this depth. The trench was excavated with a self 
propel led chain trencher which minimised disruption of the soIl profl Ie. 
FIGURE 2.5 
Tery I ene bags wIth "hose on hose" daub Ie wa I I construct Ion and 
squares of terylene used as sachets. 
Terylene bags with a single potato plant (referred to in text as a 
single host unit) and Inoculum sachets combIning cysts and 5 ml of 
sol J. 
Potato plants growing In terylene bags during lIfe table 
experIments. (Scale;one division = 20 mm). 
c 
FIGURE 2.6 
Tin mlcroplots which were tormed from galvanlsed flat iron embedded in 
the ground contained both infested and clean plots of sol I. These plots 
were used to determIne host response to attack by both species of potato 
cyst nematode. 
A. A general view at the mlcroplot area at S4 showing the identical 
arrangement of the plots used tor Ro and Pa. (Pa on lett, Ro on 
right). 
B. Close up view of single plot showing nematode damage and an 
adjacent unlntested control plot. 
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E a c hun I twa sma de up 0 t e f 9 h t e qua lsi zed plot 5 9 xl. 4 m. T his 
area was calculated from normal commercIal potato plant spacings, I.e. 
760 mm between rows and 300 mm between tubers. Four tubers were planted 
per row so as to minImise container edge effects which gave a total of 20 
, tuber s per plot. 
r n each un It, four of the eight plots se I ected from ran dom number 
tables were Inoculated with nematodes at first planting. The nematodes 
were dispersed equally around each tuber, and the sol I was then moulded 
up. The remaining tour plots, were used as non-inoculated controls. 
Plots were cu I t I vated by han d tork I ng and w r th a sma I I portab I e 
garden rotary hoe. Seed potatoes were planted and moulded by hand. 
Selected 50-100 9 seed tubers (Government certltled Ilam Hardy) 
were planted In 81 I plots. Weed control was obtaIned with Sencor (Bayer 
Metr I buz I n) at the equ I va rent ot 0 • .50 kg/ha app I I ed as a post emergence 
herbicide. Solanaceous weeds such as hairy nightshade (Solanum 
sarracho I des) that were not k i I I ed by Sencor were contro I led with spot 
applications ot Basogran (SASF aentazone) at the equlvalent ot 2.0 
I itres/ha. Soil terti Ilty.'was assured by applying potato tertii iser (N4 • 
P5' KO· $11') at the equ I va I ent rate ot 625 kg/ha at the t I me ot 
~lan~lng. Fertiliser was Incorporated Into each row. Water was appl led 
wIth a portable agricultural -overhead sprinkler (Rainblrd Harvins with a 
5 mm Jet) and the equivalent ot 2.5 mm ot raIn was"appl ied at a time. The 
frequency ot application was determined subJectively; but ensured that 
plants were ~ever water stressed. 
It late blight (Phytophthora Intestans) conditions ot high 
humidity and temperature were Imminent, a blanket appl Icatlqn ot Rldoml I 
(She I I Meta I axy I) at an equ i va'l ent rate ot 1.0 kg/ha was app lied to a I I 
p I ants in the research area. B lIght cond j t ions are rare I n Canterbury, 
and Rldoml f re5f~tance was not encountered. 
The crop was harvested atter the p I ants had· dIed down and the root 
system had decayed. 
~.6 INOCuLATION 
2.6.1 Sachets 
Inoculum was dispensed In 5.achets (Figure 2.5 A&B) which were 
constru~ted ot 125 ml~rometre mesh terylene cloth. The terylene was cut 
Into 150 x 150 mm squares and cysts p I us 5 m I ot graded 250-600 
m 1crometre so t r were p I aced on them. The sachets were closed with a 
tWisted wIre closure. Eight sachets were used to distribute the Inoculum 
through the soil wIthin each bag. The InclusIon ot 5-10 ml of soil In 
sachets was considered to be essential as It appeared to maIntaIn a 
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'cont I flU I ty of so i I mo i sture w hi ch a I lowed the cyst hatch i ng factor to 
stimulate hatching (Jones and Winslow. 1953). On one occasion when only 
cysts were I nc I uded I n the sachets the host p I ants did not become 
infected. 
Sachets were placed in the bags at the same level as the tuber and 
equidistant between it and the side we! Is of the bag. Exact placement is 
probably not important as Foot (1978b) found It had little effect on the 
final multlpl icatlon of the nematodes. At the end of plant growth 
sachets were retrieved and hatching success was determined. 
2.6.2 Egg suspens ion 5 
When the two species were at low egg densities during the 
interaction experiments, Inocutatlon with free eggs (i.e. released from 
the cysts) was required. Cysts were crushed gently in a tissue grinder 
and shaken I n a sma I I va I ume of water to dIsperse the eggs. The 
resulting egg suspension was adjusted with distl I led water to produce the 
required number of eggs/ml of water. 
A suspensIon was injected wIth a large bore syringe into the soil 
around an actIvely growing plant and watered in. 
2.7 RECOVERY OF CYSTS FROM SOIL 
2.7.1 Matur e cysts 
To recover cysts, the infested soil was air dried (15-20°C) and 
cysts were concentrated by washIng thro~gh a ~odlfied Fenwick can (Figure 
2.7M as described by Wood and Foot (1977a). The elutrlated material was 
co t I ected I napa I r of E ndecott sf eves of mesh sIze 850 m i crometre and 
250 mlcrometre,respectlvely. The larger sieve removed unwanted rubbish 
and the sma I I er reta i ned the cysts; anyth i ng sma I I er than 250 
mlcrometres was discarded. 
Cysts were washed onto a 100 mm dIameter filter paper disc and the 
water was -drained away. I f large quantities of organic matter were 
~resent In the funnel. a second wash with 95% ethanol was carried out. 
fh I s -caused the cysts to f I oat c I ear of the debr I sand' accumu I ate I n a 
ring around the top of the filter paper. The drained cysts and filter 
paper were spread out on a semi-circular counting plate (Figure 2.78) and 
examined with a stereo?coplc microscope at 6-40 x magnifIcation. Cysts 
Were picked off the fi Iter paper with forceps and stored In 25 ml brown 
glass bottles. 
FIGURE 2.7 
A. Modified Fenwick can used ,to separate dry cysts from a soil sample. 
The sieves separated the coarse debris from the cysts. 
8. The cysts and fine debris were collected on a semi-circle of fi Iter 
paper and counted under a stereoscopic microscope. 
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'2'.7.2 Immature white cysts 
I mmature cysts w II I not t loat atter air-dry I ng the so I I and hand 
sorting. a sol I sample Is labour Intensive. To alleviate both problems, 
the Immature cysts were extracted Immediately atter the sample had been 
collected. White cysts wi I I remain suspended In a column ot water for a 
short time and If the water is decanted rapidly the cyst wli I be carried 
over with the water. A simple system of agitation and decantation which 
took advantage of th I s cyst behav i our was deve loped and is deta i I ed as 
follows. 
A 100 ml soi I sample was placed in a 710 mlcrometre mesh siev'e 
with a 250 mlcrometre mesh sieve beneath. T~e sample was washed 
v 19orou sly th rough the -s I eves an d th e mater lal reta j ned on th e sm a I I ei-
sieve was co I I'ected. Coarse sed i ment and cysts reta·f ned by the 250 
m I c rom e't res I eve \II ere was h e din to a w hit e so r tin g t ray (3 a 0 x 300 x 7 5 
mm)'which was filled to a depth ot'25 mm. 1h'e sediment and water were 
s I u I ced to and fro unt II most of the wh I te cysts were suspended I n the 
water. They wer~ decanted onto a 250 mlcrometre sieve, the tray was 
ref i.! led with water, and th~ proces's was repeated',untll' no more white 
cysts were detected. The'concentrated cyst sample was then washed 'Into a 
Doncaster 'count I ng ce I I :' (Doncaster, 1962) for count i ng. 
2.7.3 Cyst viabi\ Ity 
Contents of 81 I cysts were examined for viabi I lty using the vital 
stain New blue R, also known as Merdola's blue (Shepherd, 1962a). A 
0.05% solution In water was used and the cyst contents were soaked for 
48h. Dead eggs took on a purple/black· granular appearance where~s mature 
live eggs and larvae exhibited minimal stalning,and were opalescent. 
Empty egg: she I Is rema I ned unsta I ned and tran sparent. 
This rap'ld stainIng technique gave consistent separation of live 
and dead eggs and empty shel Is. 
The vlabl I Ity of eggs in Immature cysts could not be assessed with 
th j stech n I que as the sta in did not d r f terent I ate between I I ve and dead 
eggs. 
2.8 ASSESSMENT OF LARVAE IN ROOTS 
To render larvae more visible In root tissue they were stained 
before extraction. 
2.8.1 StaIning 
Standard Cotton Blue lactophenol (Southey, 1970) was used to stain 
nematodes In roots. Washed potato roots were cut Into 10 mm sections and 
dropped into boi! ing lactophenol containing 0.1% Cotton Blue for five 
minutes after which the roots were cooled and left to stand in clear 
lactophenol for 24h. The balled roots and liquid were washed over a 150 
micrometre sIeve which retained roots and dIslodged cysts whIch were 
transferred to clear lactophenol prior to examination. Material treated 
/1'1 this way did not deteriorate with extended storage. 
2.8.2 Extraction 
A 5 g root sample was macerated In an 'MSE' blender for 20 sec and 
particles smaller than 250 mlcrometres were sieved off and stored. Root 
particles larger than 250 micrometres were remacerated for an additional 
20 sec and resleved. ThIs process was continued tor a total of 60 sec. 
ThIs stepwise maceration/sieving technique removed the larvae 
before they cou 1 d be damaged by extended macerat Ion. Marks and McKenna 
(1981) developed the extended maceration technique on whole samples but 
found that L2 I arvae were destroyed (Marks pers.comm.) The sma II er than 
250 micrometre fraction was diluted In 200 ml of water and stirred before 
a 25 m I subsamp 1 e was removed and p I aced I nag I ass bottomed plankton 
counting chamber. Fifteen ml of 1% 'Calgon' (sodium hexametaphosphate) 
dispersant was added and the chamber was topped up with 25 ml of water. 
The fine plant tIssue remained dispersed and slowly floated to the 
surface wh II e the sta i ned I arvae sank to the bottom of the chamber. If 
the plant tissue /1'1 the sample aggregated before reaching the top of the 
column It was discarded and replaced by a smarler 12.5 ml sample. This 
procedure was necessary as the aggregated Tissue trapped the sma I I er L2 
I arvae. Recovery of I arvae was show n to be as good as hand separat I on 
(Appendix IV) and an increased number of samples could be processed in a 
day. All nematodes present in a samp,le were counted using an inverted 
compound microscope (Figure 2.8) at lOOxmagnitlcatlon. All larval 
stages were recogn I sed and c I ass I fled as second, th I rd or fourth stage 
(Figure 5.2). 
2.9 ANALYSIS OF DATA 
AI I data collected were entered directly on computer punching 
sheets, stored on a floppy disc and transferred to main frame storage. 
All analysts was performed on the DSIR main trame VAX computers 
and I oca I work stat Ions us I ng stat 1st i ca I packages "Genstat'" and 
"Mlnltab". 
Significant differences (using Students t test) between sets of 
data at the 5% level are expressed In the text as (P<O.OS). A non 
'·slgnlflcant difference Is Indicated by (P>O.05). Log transformations of 
FIGURE 2.8 
A. Arrangement of stereoscopIc microscope used to count cysts 
extracted from dry sol J. 
B. Glass bottomed settling chamber In position on an inverted 
mIcroscope prIor to countIng the nematodes which have settled out 
from suspended plant tissue. 
" 
.. . . ~ . - , ..# "-• • 
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I () 
data are a I I to the 109, O· 
The liEd i ttl package was used to man i pu I ate the data f i I es. The "PN 
graph" package produced the graphics which were plotted on a Hewlett-
Packard x-y plotter. 
2.10 SOil TEMPERATURE AND MOISTURE DETERMINATION 
So i I temper atur e 
At a II three 5 i tes a probe connected to a battery operated "Grant" 
paper-tape recorder was used to record the soi I temperature continuously 
at a depth ot 100 mm. These un i ts ran for the durat ion of the study and 
the minimum and maximum dai Iy temperatures were transcribed from the 
tapes and stored on a computer f i I e. For the J i te tab I e study (Chapter 
5) dally means were calculated. In the attrition study (Chapter 7) 
weekly means were calculated so that seasonal differences bet .... een soil 
types could be examined. 
So i I mo i sture 
So i I mo I sture .... as recorded week I y for the durat ion of the study. 
Four, 250 ml soil moisture cans .... ith lids were filled with soil trom the 
top 100 mm at each study area. 
The Outram sample was obtained by a farmer who sealed the tins and 
posted them to lincoln. The tins plus soi I were placed in a drying oven 
900 C for 24h. Soil moisture was taken to be the loss of weight expressed 
as percent oven dry weight. 
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CHAPTER 3 
POPULATION INCREAS E AND CROP LOSS 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Understanding the relationship between nematode density and crop 
losses Is fundamental to any program established to develop control and 
management strategies. 
Although it is generally recognised that the relationship between 
nematode numbers and yield is primarily a function of pre-plant densities 
<Oostenbrlnk, 1966: Seinhorst, 1965, 1968, 1970, 1982; Jones, 1969; 
S e I n h 0 r s tan d den 0 u den, 1 97 1; Bum b u I u c zan d 0 Y d v in, 1 976; F 00 t e t ~, 
1980; Stelter et ~,1980) specific nematode responses such as 
multiplication rate, maximum density, equi I ibrium point and equil ibrium 
density must also be determined to understand the dynamics of this 
relationship. 
In the South Island of New Zealand this basic information was not 
available for either species of potato cyst nematode, and there was no 
information on the comparative responses of the two species in the same 
environment, a subject on which the avai lable I iterature also appeared 
deficient. 
To provide information on the dynamics of both nematode species 
and host response, separate fie I d based lit in m i crop lotslt (C hapter 2.5.2) 
were establ ished. Unlntested control plots were maintained to compare 
yield responses between infested and uninfested host plants. The 
experiments reported In this STudy ran for three years. 
3.2 METHODS 
3.2.1 Experimental design 
Microplot methodology developed by Jones (1956) was used in this 
exper I ment as It s i mu I ated fie I d cond i t ions and norma I p I ant growth and 
largely avoided the sampl 1ng problems associated with patchy nematode 
distributions. 
The randomised block design of both Infested and control plots 
produced a more rigorous statistical data base for both nematode and host 
responses. In th I s study four m I crop lots for each spec i es were r nit i a I I Y 
InOculated Initially with a range of nematode densities and a crop of 
potatoes was grown to establ Ish the population in the soi I. 
Both Pa and Ro were established separately In identic~1 microplots 
at similar initial densities (Table 3.D. 
TABLE 3.1 
Pre-plant densities (eggs/ml) for both Pa and Ro in original and revised 
microplot experiments. 
Original experiment 1979 - 1981 (n=4) 
Plot number 
2 3 4 
mean (+SE) mean (+SE) mean (+SE) mean (+SE) 
Species 
Pa 3.4 (+0.46) 7.3 (+6.15) 13.1 (+2.05) 20.5 (+ 6.67> 
Ro 3.8 (+1.14) 8.6 (+7.56 ) 15.4 (+3.06) 81.8 (+27.]) 
Revised experiment 1981 - 1982 (n=3 ) 
Plot number 
2 3 4 
Species 
Pa 3.0 (+1 .4) 10.0 (+2.6) 50.0 (+6.8) 100.0 (+24.2) 
Ro 3.0 (+ 1.9) 10.0 (+3.4) 50.0 (+9.1) 100.0 (+31.6 ) 
The rationale behind the use of a range of initial densities was 
to shorten the time needed to observe the changes in nematode numbers 
from the lowesT detectable density to the highest sustainable density. 
It was considered that the time taken to fo! low a single population 
through the natural development of population densities was beyond the 
time scale of this thesis research. 
The experiment began in 1979 and at the end of the 1980-81 season 
the yields of most infested plots were severely affected by the nematode. 
At the same time it was apparent that pre-plant densities between 10-100 
eggs/ml of soi I were not wei I represented and this showed up clearly in 
the curve relating pre-plant density and multipl ication rate. 
The original experiment was stopped except for one microplot set 
and the control plots of al t other microplots were used to set up a new 
set of microplots in which required nematode densities were establ ished. 
They were produced by shifting appropriate quantities of infested soil 
containing hIgh density populations into non infested plots (Table 3.1). 
Management of the original and modified microplot experiments has 
been outl ined in Section 2.5.2. 
3.2.2 Assessment of population density. 
After each harvest the soi I was raked level and thoroughly mixed 
with a small cui tivator (Chapter 2.5.2), The mixed soi I was raked and 
lett unti I the fol lowing spring when it was recultivated, ferti I ised and 
the pre-plant density of nematodes determined. 
From each repl icate plot (including the controls) five soi I 
samples were collected. Each sample was made up of ten, 100-150 ml soil 
samples collected wIth a garden trowel at equal spacings along the 
microplot length. Samples were bulked into a plastic bucket, mixed 
thoroughly and a 200 ml composite sample was removed. The remaIning soi I 
was thrown back onto the plot. This procedure was repeated at five 
equally spaced points across the plot. During the course of the 
experiment the post-harvest level of the preceding generatIon was used as 
the pre-p I ant va I ue for the fo I low i ng crop. In th i s way any natura I 
population attritIon between crop harvest in autumn and replanting in the 
following spring was el iminated from the pre-plant densIty determination. 
Treatment ot sol I samples is detai led in Sections 2.7.1 and 2.7.3 
3.2.3 Assessment of host yield. 
After natural plant senescence, tubers were dug from each 
microplot and stored in a label led multiwal I paper bag. At the 
. Completion of harvest tubers from each microplot were graded for weight, 
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(> 1009 table size; < 1009, seed size) and number. The raw data were 
stored on computer fi Ie. 
were calculated. 
Mean plot weights and numbers tor Doth sizes 
To el iminate year to year variation, 81 I data are expressed as 
percentage loss relaTive to the controls of the relevant season. 
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3.3 RESULTS 
3.3.1 PopulatIon dynamics 
Changes in the density of viable eggs per ml of soi I from year to 
year were recorded for both species in each microplot and are presented 
in Table 3.2. 
TABLE 3.2 
Egg density (eggs/ml) in four microplots for the two nematode species 
between 1979 and 1982 (n = 4). 
2 3 4 
Year mean (+SE) mean (+SE) mean (+SE) mean (+SE) 
Pa 
1979 7.3(+ 6.]5) 3.4(+ 0.46) 20.5(+ 6.67) 13. I (+ 2 .05) 
1980 134.7 (+31 .4) 297.7(+13.3) 329 . 5 ( + 3 3 . 1 7) 229.7(+]8.59) 
1981 249.7(+ 8.19) 236.0(+30.6) 253.0(+36.5) 215.0(+28.0) 
1982 97.7(+21.83) 
Ro 
1979 8.6(+ 7.56) 3.8(+ 1.14) 81.8(+27.7) 15.4(+ 3.06) 
1980 156.5(+96.8) 336.2 (+ 30. 1 ) 424.5(+53.2) 422.5(+65.9) 
1981 224.0(+124.4) 220.0(+52.4) 281.7(+50.49) 298.0(+44.5) 
1982 133.3(+ 8.511 
Pa 
1981 3.0 10.0 50.0 100.0 
1982 63.1 (+ 1. 4 ) 100.3(+ 2.6) 21.3(+ 6.8) 116.6(+24.2) 
Ro 
1981 3.0 10.0 50.0 100.0 
1982 110.0(+ 1.9) 217.0(+ 3.4) 229.2(+ 9.1) 75.0(+31.6) 
Figure 3.1 shows the relationship between pre-planting and post 
harvest population densities for both species in the microplots. There 
was an initial rapid increase in population density (eggs/ml) and most 
populations reached maximum density within one or two generations (Table 
3.2). Mean maximum population density (Table 3.3) obtained by the Ro 
popu I at ion was sign i f i cant I y higher (P<O.05) than that of the Pa 
population. 
TABLE 3.3 
Mean maximum population density (eggs/ml) attained by Pa and Ro in field 
microplots. 
Species n mean (+SE) 
Pa 16 283.2 (+12.5) 
Ro 14 404.1 (+24.7) 
The maximum density attained by both species was not sustained in 
subsequent generat ions and inmost cases I ater post-harvest I eve I s were 
below the pre-plant level. 
Equi I ibrium points were calculated for Pa and Ro at 307 +SE 1.7 
and 321 ~SE 37.4 respectively. These values were not significantly 
different from each other (P>O.05) and were obtained from selected 
individual pre-plant densities that had multiplication rates approaching 
unity (+ 0.1). Equi I ibrium values for both species are shown in Figure 
3.1. 
There was considerable variation in the pre-plant densities which 
gave rise to this low mUltiplication rate and is reflected in the 
different location ot plotted and calculated equi I ibrium points (Figure 
3.1) • 
Mu I tip I i cat i on rates tor both spec i es over a range of pre-p I ant 
densities were calculated. The change in multiplication rate with 
increasing density was exponential and for analysis the initial density 
and multipl ication rate were transtormed to a logarithmic scale (logl0) 
(Figure 3.2). 
Linear regressions were performed on these transformed data and 
Significant fits .were obtained (P<0.05). 
FIGURE 3.1 
The relationship between log pre-planting densities and log post-harvest 
densities from the 1981-82 experiments with pre-plant densities of 3, 10, 
50, 100, 150 eggs/ml of soil. 
Equilibrium point (Eq) calculated from selected populations of the 1979-80 
and 1980-81 experiments with pre-plant densities that had Increases In 
dens i ty approach I ng un i tV. 
Calculated Eq Pa = 307 eggs/ml (log 5.72) 
Ro = 321 eggs/ml (log 5.77) 
swiss cross = Equilibrium point 
circles = Ro 
triangles = Pa 
sol I d II ne = Ro fitted line 
short dashed [I ne, = Pa fitted [ Ine 
long dashed line = non response line (a=1 ) 
(smoothed line fitted by eye). 
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FIGURE 3.2 
The density dependent relationshIp between rnultlpl Icatlon factor and ' 
initIal density of viable eggs (eggs/ml 5011) for both Pa and Ro. 
(Straight I tnesfltted by least squares line of best fIt). 
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There was no significant difference In the slopes of the 
regression lines for the two species but Ro had a significantly (P<0.05) 
higher multiplication rate than Pa (mean difference 0.27 + 0.01). From 
the regression equations It Is possible to calculate an expected 
multiplication rate for a given initial density within certain limits, 
(Oostenbrlnk, f~66). 
3.3.2 Relat"ionshlp between Initial density and yield loss. 
Mean yield and numbers of table and seed sized tubers (> and < 
100g, respectively) from infested and control microplots are shown in 
Appendices V and VI. 
The 'results from infested plots were converted' to percent loss 
relative to the control. This eliminated seasonal variations In' yield 
and al lowed for direct comparlso~ of al I results. 
Percent loss of tuber weight and numbers for table and seed sizes 
are plotted against the log of the pre-plant density in Figure 3.3. 
Regression analysis showed that over a range of pre-plant d~n~itles both 
Pa and Ro produced a simIlar host response. 
Subsequent analysis of the combined Pa and Ro data showed that a 
good fit with r 'values greater that 70% (Table 3.4) was obtained for 
table weights' and'numbers but the relationship between changes in seed 
weight and increasing nematode numbers was not wei I defined with r values 
between 27.2 and 28.4%. 
As the density of nematodes Increased there was a reduction in 
total weight of tubers, this percentage loss became significant (P<0.05) 
at densities greater than 15-20 eggs/mi. 
Loss as a result of nematode attack was reflected In decreased 
yields of both. table and seed size classes. At densities below 20 
eggs/ml the percent loss was generally greater, in the seed size class 
than the table class • .However, as' the density of nematodes Increased the 
percent loss 6f seed stab I I Ised but the table size class suffered 
Increasing losses until an upper limit of 85-90% loss was sustaIned • 
. Loss I n tuber numbers' fa I lowed .the same trends as tuber we r ghts 
and th~re was an overal I reduc~lon In the total numbers of tubers formed 
·w,lth Increasing eg~ density. The greatest reduction In numbers occurred 
In table sized tubers. 
FIGURE 3.3 
Observed values for percentage loss In tuber weight and numbers, fo~ 
tab I e, seed and tota I tuber size c I asses with I ncreas I n9 pre-p I ant 
nematode dens i ty (Pa and Ro va I ues comb I ned). Lines fitted by I east 
squares. i 
A = table weight 
E = total weight 
B = table number 
F = total number. 
C = seed weight o = seed number ', 
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TABLE 3.4 
Intercept and regression coefficients of linear regression equations 
relating percent loss of yield (tor al I tuber size classes and numbers) 
to log of the pre-plant nematode density. (Analysis performed on combined 
Pa and Ro data.). 
Size class Intercept Slope r 
Table weight -10.9 17.169 73.3 
Seed weight -1.01 7.08 28.4 
Total weight -9.65 14.11 56.4 
Table No. -'14.9 17.28 75.2 
Seed No. -2.13 6.87 27 .2 
Total No. -7.86 10.74 59 •. 7 
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3.4 DISCUSSION 
The use of repl.lcate mlcroplots with a range of initial densitIes 
was an effective tec~nlque for obtaining fle!d based population and host 
_ response data. A wide range of nematode densities and repeated cropping 
of host plants al lowed population development to be monitored over a 
relatively short time scale. 
Populations of both species Increased rapidly when introduced into 
a new environment: 
The 'ncrease I n nematode numbers shown 1 n Figure 3.1 Is typ I ca I of 
those described In other published works (Den Ouden and Selnhorst, 1965; 
Seinhorst, 1966, 1967a. "1967b; Winslow and McKenna, 1973). My study 
showed that there were slgnificantdltferences In the biology of the two 
spec I es as the nee II I n9 I eve 111 (Jones / 1956) and mu I tIp I I cat I on rate was 
higher for Ro than Pa. Examination -of the observed differences is 
descr i bed 'n deta II I n Chapter 5. The_ equ ( II br j um poi nt on the other 
hand - was simi lar for both species and suggests that the ability of the 
bost to sup port the pop u"' at Ion s tron 9 I yin f I uences the mu I tip I I cat.! on of 
the population especially at high pre-plant levels. 
"The effect of nematode attack on the potato plant has been -
extensively examined by Trud-gi II et~. (1975a, 1975b) and -Evans et ~. 
(1977). They found that nematode attack slowed root development and 
reduced overal I root system size which In tUrn Influenced the rate _of 
nutrient uptake. Bird and Loveys (1975) working with Melo-Idogyne were-
able to s~ow that the developing females uti I lzed large amounts of plant 
photosynthetl c product when produc I ng eggs. Foot (1978b) found that at 
high nematode densIty the mortal ity of developing adults was higher than 
at low nematode densltle~. -
These results Indicate that density dependent responses evident at 
lower densltles- (Figure 3.2; Jones and Kempton, '-978) are modified at 
higher de~sltl~s by the capaclti of the host plant to grow and to supply 
the nutrients necessary to enab-Ie complete development of the parasItes. 
Mu It 1 p r I cat Ion r.ates for both spec I es we,:"-e c I ear I y 109-1 i near over 
the -r:ange of densities examined, but calculatIon at mult/pl Icatlon rates 
tram In i t I a 1 d.sns 1 ties be I ow 3 eggs/m I of so I I showed that the I I near 
model tends to over -estimate multiplication rate. This could be a result 
of under population effects In which a dispersed low density population 
was not able to real"lse Its full reproductive potential. Such effects 
· have been observed by Kort (1962) and Selnhorst (1968). Alternatively It 
Could be the result of distortions produced by the analysis at 
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logarIthmIcally transformed data. Van der Plank (1975) and Wal lace 
(1973) have commented on thIs problem, but In the present study It was 
not possIble to determine whIch was the most lIkely explanatIon. At the 
other end of the dens i ty seal e, (above 350-400 eggs/m I) mu I tIp I I cat Ion 
rates decrease to 1x or less and do not fIt the log-linear relationship. 
This deviatIon Is most likely the result of the host response commented 
on In the previous paragraph. Between the lower and upper densitIes the 
log-I inear relatlons~lp adequately descrIbes ,the relatIonshIp between 
multlpl icatlon rates and inItial nematode density. 
At the end- of the exper i ment the nematode popu I at ions in the 
microplot were app~oachlng an equl I Ibrum state, although population 
oscIllatIons (Jones· and Kempton, 1978) had not been produced'. 
Development of the population wIth an Initial lover shoot I fol lowed by a 
reduction to the equillbrum level suggests that thIs Canterbury 
population was no different 'from those examined by Jones and Parrott 
(1969) and Jones (1974). Jones and Parrott (1969) suggested that the 
damped equIlibrIum (iharacterlsed by smal I scale asci I I~tlons about a 
mean) was I arge I y the resu, I t of' re'duced root sIze (I e carry I ng capac i-ty 
of host) balanced agaInst a reduced populatIon den~ity. 
The, relatIonshIp between nematode numbers and yIeld losses were 
I dent lea I for Pa and Ro. A log-II near re I at I onsh i p between percent loss 
In table tuber weIght and numbers, and log of the ··Inltlal nematode 
dens r ty was found. A 5 I m I I ar re I at I onsh I p was estab I I shed ,for the tota I 
yield (weIght and number) but seed tuber weIght and nematode numbers did 
not show the same relatIonship. 
Yield loss from nematode damage was sIgnIfIcant only above 15-20 
eggs/ml of 5011. An InItIal reductIon In table and seed tuber weIght 
occurred but losses aT tbe former contInued and in the mlcroplots losses 
of 85-90% were recorded-before a yield loss equIlIbrium was establ ished. 
This equll,ibrlum level, was much hIgher than the 50% 'loss level recorded 
for Pa at Pukekohe (Foot et, ~., 1980). 
1.1 
3.5 SUMMARY 
1. Both Ro and Pa are capable of rapid Increases In population 
density. Increases occurred over a wide range of Initial 
densities untl I a ceiling level was achieved. 
2. The ceiling levels of 283.2 eggs/ml and 404.1 eggs/ml for Pa and 
Ro respectively were significantly different (P<0.05). 
3. . Equilibrium points for Pa and Ro (307.0 and 32'.0 eg9s/ml) were ' 
calculated and were not significantly different. 
4. Multiplication rate was densIty dependent over the range of 
Initial densities tested, and the tog-linear relatIonship between 
Initial and final densltJes was maintained over a wide range of 
densities. 
5. Ro had a sIgnificantly higher multiplication rate (P<0.05) but 
density dependent responses were the same for both species. 
6. Yield loss was related to the pre-plant nematode density and 
maximum percentage losses reached 85-90% before establishing an 
equilibrium. 
7. There was no difference In host response between Pa and Ro at the 
same densities. 
8. Ylel,d loss was signIficant above '5-20 eg9s/ml of 5011 with the 
greatest loss occurring In table sized tubers. 
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CHAPTER 4 
INFLUENCE OF EARLY CROPPING ON A NEMATODE POPULATION 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Potatoes planted In Outram are harvested as an early crop (Chapter 
1.3). This practice appears to Influence the nematode population as 
cysts recovered from Infested fields are smal I (250-500 mlcrometres) and 
Individual cyst fecundity is low 05-50 eggs/cyst). Cyst size In other 
populations In the South Island Is up to 710 mlcrometres with a 
fecundity between 150-380 eggs/cyst. At harvest, cysts are whIte, 
Immature, and easily dislodged from the roots. Despite this, a proportion 
of the Immature (early L4 l male and female populatIon was stl I I Imbedded 
In the root tissue after harvest. 
Harvestl n9 methods have become more mechan I sed and the or 19 I na I 
hand picking has been replaced by machine harvesting. During the period 
of handpicking al I plants and discarded tubers were removed from the 
field, but with the advent of machine harvestIng most discarded tubers, 
plant tops and roots are left In the field and Incorporated Into the 
soil. A green crop of oats Is planted after harvest and within this crop 
selfset potato plants develop. The potatoes mature before the green crop 
Is ploughed In, In preparatIon for another crop of early potatoes. Cysts 
have been found on mature selfsets. 
From these observat Ions It was apparent that the product Ion and 
maintenance of the Outram population Is made up of a number of components 
der I ved from severa I sources. The most obv lous components were; 
(I) Immature cysts dislodged Into the 5011 at harvest (hereafter 
referred to as 5011 source); 
(II) Immature L4 females which develop In the discarded root after 
harvest (hereafter referred to as root source) and 
(III) the residual Inoculum carried over from the original cyst Inoculum 
(hereafter referred TO as res I dua I source). 
I n add I t lon, a secondary· gener at I on cou I d occur on the se I f sets 
and the '·nocu I um for th 1 s generation cou I d come from any or a II of the 
above sources. An experiment was established to examine the contribution 
of these com ponents an d of the se I f set gener at Ion. to th e rna I ntena nce of 
the Outram population. A population of unsegregated components was also 
establ Ished . and monitored In the same way. 
The experiment which was established at Outram In July 1979, ran 
-through two early potato crop cycles and was terminated In May 1981. 
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4.2 METHODS 
4.2.1 Exper I menta I des I gn 
Fifty 2.0 II tre tery I ene bags (Cbapter 2.5.1) wer e f I I (ed with 
unlnfested Outram soi I and Inoculated with the equIvalent of 20 eggs/ml 
of Outram produced cysts. ThIs Inoculum was contained In eight sachets 
(Chapter 2.6.1) d I str I buted around a sprouted 50-100 g I I am Hardy seed 
tuber. An additional 24 bags Inoculated with 10 eggs/ml of soi I were set 
up In the same way, but during the growing season they were sacrifIced to 
determine the tuber bulking rate and an appropriate harvesting date for 
the or i gina J 50 bags~ A II 50 bags were harvested I n November 1979 when 
the tubers had bulked to a commercially acceptable size. The sacrificial 
bags also supplied data for lIfe table stUdies the results of which are 
presented I n Chapter 5. 
At harvest, the tops of the' plants In each of the 50 2.0 litre 
terylene bags were clipped off, discarded and the bags-emptied. The 
or i gina I I nocu I urn sachets were reta i ned as were the tubers. Each p I ant 
root system was vigorously knocked against the side of 8'20 lItre bucket 
to simulate mechanical harvestIng. The soil, dislodged cysts, and the 
thrashed roots were collected and retained. 
4.2.2 
(I) 
( II ) 
(J II ) 
Population components 
The harvesting operatIon produced three population components: 
Immature cysts In sol I (sol' -source). 
Immature males and females In the host root system (root source). 
Residual eggs in the original cyst Inoculum (re~ldual s6urce). 
At harvest, the components were separated and the nematode status 
of each was monitored for a complete croppIng cycle both In, the presence 
~nd absence of" a"selfset generation ~etween the miln cropping cycle. 
A flbw diagram constr~cted to I I lustrate the combinations and time 
sequence of the experiment Is show In Figure 4.1. 
I n add I t Ion to the component treatments, 10 bags conta I n I [\g the 
unsegregated comp'onents were set up both for a 51 ng Ie generati ori and for 
a se I fset generat Ion. The b"ags w·ere -processed I n the same way as the 
ma I n exper I ment. 
I ' ) ') 
FIGURE 4. I 
Flow diagram showing the experimental design used to Investigate the 
influence of inoculum source on multlpl ication of potato cyst nematode at 
Outram. 
F I tty 2.0 11 tre bags each with a sing I e seed tuber and 20 eggs/m I 
infestation planted July 1979 
I 
~I I bags harvested November 1979 and components of plants and nematodes 
separated 
~1 -------I--~II~------~I 
I mmature cysts I mmature cysts Res i dua I cysts Unsegregated 
In 
In tected ,so i I 
se I fset 
replanted 
11/79 
Unplanted 
Frosted 
off May 
1980 
I 
In 
roots 
I 
clean 
sol I 
selfset 
replanted 
11/79 
Unplanted 
Frosted 
off May 
1980 
I 
All bags lifted (harvested 1 f needed) 
in 
sachets 
I 
clean 
soi I 
Unplanted 
se I fset 
rep lanted 
11/79 
cysts 
selfset 
replanted 
11 /] ... 9 y 
Unplanted 
Frosted 
of f ~1ay 
1980 
I 
Frosted 
off May 
1980 
I 
and rePIante1 in September 1980 
with rrouted, seed. 
All bags harvested in December 1980 to complete early cropping pattern. 
I I I I I I I I 
Roots and sol I returned to individual bags and replanted in soi I to al low 
cysts to mature. Sampled May 1981. 
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SoIl source 
All Infested 5011 was mixed and rebagged lrito 10,20 litre 
terylene bags. Five of these bags were planted with a freshly harvested 
50-100 9 tuber whIch slmul~ted the presence of a selfset plant that could 
develop after harvest. The five unplanted bags monItored the population' 
under a sIngle cropping system In the absence of selfsets. 
Root source 
As the number of females In the root could not be determined in 
the field and to avoId subsequent sampl 1ng errors because of low density 
populations, these were rebagged at the rate of two root systems per 2.0 
Iitres of uninfested Outram sol I. Once again fIve bags were planted wIth 
a fresh I y harvested seed-s I zed potato tuber and the other five bags In 
the treatment remaIned unplanted. 
'ResIdual source 
Twenty sachets VI I th the res,1 dua I egg content of the or I gIna I cysts 
were rebagged In 10, 2.0 II tre bags conta I n I ng un Infested Outram so I I and 
In keeping with the other treatments ha,lf of the bags were replanted with 
,~ freshly harvested tuber. 
4.2.3 Monitoring population leVels of components. 
It was not possIble to measure InitIal densitIes as eggs/ml of 
so 1'1 when the component sect Ion of the exper I.ment was estab I I shed, as the 
vIability of the Immature cysts In the 5011 source could'not be 
determined (Chapter 2.7.3). The number of females in the discarded root 
source was not determlned,~lther as It was not known how many, ~ould have 
,survIved the trauma of early harvestIng. Therefore, the final density 
(eggs/m I) was determ I ned I n September t 980 (F I gure, 4. t) from component 
trea~m~nts without selfsefs a~d th"s value' was used as the Initial 
'd~nslty ,for calcul~tlng the multIplIcatIon of the same component 
treatment but ,In the presence of a sel fset tuber. 
I n September 1980 a I I, 1 b bags of each treatment were empt I ed, 
tubers ~ere'~emoved, and 501'[ mi~ed and replaced In clean 2.011~re 
'terylene ,bags. From every bag in the experiment a 100, mt 5011, samp,le was 
taken and mean egg densIty was determined. At thIs tIme (September 1980) 
a Sprouted 50-100 9 ~eed t~ber was planted In each bag and the experIment 
was replaced In the tleld as before. As In the fIrst plantIng a 
sacrIfIcial set of bags was used to determIne the harvestIng date for the 
experiment. Tubers were not of a commercial sIze untl I the fIrst week of 
December 1980. At th 1st I me a I I P I ants I n each treatment were harvested. 
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The tops were clipped off and dIscarded as were the tubers but the roots 
were thrashed agaInst the bucket and recombIned wIth the sol I. The sol I 
'plus root from each treatment replIcate was rebagged separately and held 
untl I May 1981 when final egg densIty was calculated from a 100 ml 
subsamp I e from each bag. The root system had decayed by th 1 s t I me and 
81 I cysts withIn th~ root and In the sol I had matured. ThIs enabled 
viable egg numbers to be determined. 
4.3 RESULTS 
The number of cysts an d cyst fecund I ty were determ I ned for each 
treatment In the ,experiment (Figure 4.1). From these data mean survival, 
and, multlpllcatlo('! tactors were calculated and are presented In Tables 
,4.1 and 4.2. 
4.3.1 Single generation effect 
Table 4.1 shows survIval, fecundity and multlpl icatlon factor for 
three nematode comp6nents wheh ~xposed to a single crop per year. Table 
-4.2 has the same format b'ut the 'effect of a selfset generatIon In between 
the two ear,ly crops Is included. 
Female survival (number of eggs introduced as inoculum divIded by 
the number of cysts produced) dIffered sIgnIficantly (P<O.05) between 
residual source sachet and both sol I and root source derived treatments. 
However, there was no signIficant difference In temale survival between 
~ol I and root ' source treatments. 
Fecundity (eggs/cyst) was generally low with cysts derived from 
the root source 'treatments beIng the lowest (59.4 eggs/cyst). Cysts 
derived from sol I source treatment had an Intermediate fecundity <76.5 
, eggs/cyst). 
In al I t~eatments the fecundIty of cysts produced w~s ,simI tar to 
that l'n the In r t I a'i ,I nocu I u r'!l except for the res f dua I source I n the 
sachets. Multlpl I'cation (female survIval times fecundity) reflected 
female survlv'al so th'ere was 'signIficantly less (P<O.05) multiplication 
I~ the residual source treatment (5.5x) than In the other treatments 
\'!hlch were not ,SignifIcantly dlff-erent trom each oth~r (a mean 
multip I (cation factor of (29'.1 x). 
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4.3.2 Selfset effect 
The effect of a selfset generation which occurred between potato 
crops in the normal potato/green crop cropping pattern Is shown In Table 
4.2. 
I nc I us Ion of se I fsets st I m u I ated hatch I n-9 and I arva I deve I opment" 
I n the so i I and from res! dua I sources. I n the 5011 source treatment an 
overall increase In egg density In the 5011 (eggs/ml) was found but 
because of a highly variable response between replicates no significant 
differences could be demonstrated. The number of cysts present also 
Increased but again the numbers present were highly variable." 
The f I na I dens r ty (eggs/m I) of each treatment produced from The" 
selfset generation was used as t~e Initial inoculum for "subsequent second 
crop plantings. After harvest, changes In the fecundiTY, eggs/ml and 
cyst numbers/IOO ml of soIl were determined. 
The progeny of the sel fset generation when used as Inoculum for 
the-second earry planting ~xperlmeht gave rise to a populaTion which 
showed a marked- I ncr ease In fema _I e surv I va I compared TO thaT produced by 
the se I fset generat Ion. However, when compared with tema Ie" surv I va 1 In 
the s~~gle generation experiment there were no great differences except 
that progeny derived from the r~sldual source treatment after a selfset 
gener"atlon had the highest survIval of all treatments. Fecundity o"f 
cysts pjoduced from the selfseT progeny treatment was sIgnIfIcantly 
(P<0.05) higher (140.9 eggs/cyst)" than In cysts produced In the soil and 
root source treatments 07.4-46.6 eggs/<?yst respectively), The latter did 
not differ significantly. 
Egg density (eggs/l00ml of 5011) of the three life history 
components <Tab r e 4.2) after a se 1 fset generat ion was compared with the 
same population after a single annual generatIon and showed that the 
selfset generaTion slightly Increased the egg density In the sol I source 
treatment, and depressed It In The"resldual source treatment. 
The second early crop Increased the density of al \- treatments but 
the" pop_u I at Ions wh I ch were produced from a sing I e generat! on without the 
additional selfset generatl6n had a ~igher ffnal "density Than those 
exposed to. a S9 I fset generat ion. 
The difference "betw~en treatments Is shown In"Figure 4.2. It Is 
apparent that the Inoculum derived from partially mature cysts which were 
dis lodged at harvest made th e greaTest contr I but I on to the popu I at Ion 
Increase. Cysts that developed In the root made a lesser contrlbutlon 
and the progeny from the res I dua I i nocu I urn had the I east impact on 
POPUlation Increase. 
FIGURE 4.2 
The deve I op ment of nematode popu I at Ions at Outram and the In f I uence of; 
seltsets on nematode numbers. ~ 
circles with solid II ne = root source wthout selfset 
cIrcles with dashed I ina = root source with selfset 
trIangles with sol id line = 5011 source without seltset 
triangles with dashed line = 5011 source with selfset 
diamonds with sol id II ne = sachet source without .selfset 
diamonds with dashed line = sachet source wIth selfset 
squares wi th sol i d II ne = total source without selfset 
squares with dashed line = total source with seltset 
Planting tImes are: 
1 = first entry 
2 = selfset 
3 = second entry 
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TABLE 4.1 
Initial and fInal densitIes of the three populatIon components and their 
survIval, fecundIty and multIplication when exposed to a single crop per 
year. 
(Harvested November 1979 with no selfsets, replanted September 1980 wIth 
sprouted seed). 
InItial dens Itt Flnal.densltt Survival Fecundity Mu!tJ-
(eggs/ cyst) pi Icat j on 
mean (SO) mean (SO) factor 
Root source (n=5) 
3 .• 2 eggs/cyst (5.9) 59.4 (20.8) 0.49a 59.48 29.0a 
5 •. 1 eggs/m J" (2 .• 5) 143·.3 (62.5) 
23.2 cysts/l00ml ( II .3) 251.2 (116.9) 
··Sol I source (n=5) 
4i.7 eggs/cyst (4.3) 76.5 (28.4). 0.38a 76.5a 29.28 
8.5 eggs/rnl (2.2) 248.5 (107.0) 
·40.3 cysts/l00ml (8.9) 325.0 (120.2) : 
Resl dua·' source (n=10) 
.19.2 egg~/cyst 100.4 (16.4) 0.05b 100.4a 5.5b 
9.6 eggs/ml 53.9 (23.8) 
cysts/100ml 53.5 (21 .8) 
-Figures with the same letter besIde them are not significantly dIfferent 
at the 5% level. 
}'i 
'nit lid "nd tjruli densitIes 01 l~H;I 'Three pOj)uillrlOllS :a"~ thel!" sUl"vlvlIl j IDCUll~'ty ~nd multlpllcotlon .. h~n e)(pDSed 103 
$& I' !Oo"t !:pmornt Ion be1"w$efj t(\o 501 n910 ~l1mi()1 crop. 
1 ... r~.sle4 ~ovombM 1979, rcplantod ,,11"h sol '5.15 NOYMbar 19)9. 
.prou~ad ••• 4 ond Iinelly h.rv.ST~ O.c.~.b.,. 1980. 
H~rvast&<! July IgaO, r.~I."lod I"",sdloTely "'II~ 
I A It I 01 d.nsI1~ OOAS 11~ ., tor •• 1,,6'1 har"est !<vlT 1~llc.t lOA O"n5It~ .T 'I n&1 hllr'"YQ51 'Iv Itlpllcotlon 
rrlOlln (SO) mearl (SOl SurY'lv~j Fecund Ity f:acto; m •• n (soi Sur,,1 y.1 Fecundity 'ilCtor 
(ogg,hy.t) (0995/ cys1 ) 
Roo1 sour-Ca (n~5 ) 
43.7 1).9) 39.8 (II) 0.0030 39.Ro· , .la 46.6 (19.6) 0.)2. 46.60 14.9 • 
• ~gs/cyst 
, .1 12.5) 5.6 (2.4 ) 83.3 (34.6) 
099'/"'\ 
11.6 (I I .J) 14.5 (8.81 184 .0 126.2) 
cysts/IOOml 
Soil source (n~5) 
4 1.7 (4. )) 52.1 (20.2) 0.045" 52. ,. <.J. J7.4 (24.7) 0.26. 37.4. 9.7. 
agg./cyst 
8·5 12.2) 20.4 1 II .7) 224.8 !l76.') 
699s / ml 
20.1 4.4 38.S 16. ) 536.0 12(4) 
cysts/I 00", I 
Res f duo I sourca In~\Ol 
19.2 22.6 C9.2) 0.001 b 22.Sa 0.030 \40.9 ('.6) 0.67e 140.9b 94.4" 
ogg./cyST 
9.6 0.23 10.B) 21.6 16.7) 
egg'/"'I 
1.2 to.7) I} .4 (5.8) 
CY~Ts/ I 00", I 
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4.3.3 Unsegregated population 
Unsegregated populations (Table 4.3) with either a single annual 
generation or an additional selfset generation showed simi lar patterns 
for al I the component treatments. 
The presence of a seltset generation reduced the Initial nematode 
density from 23 to 18.4 eggs/mi. This In Itself was not a significant 
reduction but It did fit the pattern of poor performance observed In the 
component exper I ments under a se I t set. - A 5 i ng I e ann u a I gener at i on 
produced the highest final density of al I treatments. Cyst fecundity In 
the unpartltloned treatments was sImi lar and consistent to the response 
produced In the component experiments. 
TABLE 4.3 
Changes In fecundity and density of an unsegregated population' when 
exposed to a single annual crop and a selfset crop, (n=5). 
Single 
annua I 
crop 
fecundity 
(eggs/cyst) 
Density 
(eggs/mU 
Multlp I icatlon 
factor 
Seltset 
, crop 
Fecund-I ty 
(eggs/cyst) 
Dens Ity 
': (aggs/m I ) 
Mu I tIp II cat I on 
.factor 
Pre-plant 
Density (SO) 
32.4 _. (9.6) 
23.0 
Pre-plant 
density (SO) 
32.4 (9.6) 
23.0 ( 14.4) 
(14.4) 
Post-harvest 
Density 
60.4 
21.0 
9.1x 
Post-harvest 
se I fset 
Final (SD) 
45.6 (21 .4) 
18.4 (14.0) 
a.ax 
(SD) 
( 19.6) 
(88.3) 
Final 
dens I ty (SD) 
39.4 (6.9) 
165.6 (110.0) 
9.1 x 
~-----------------------------------------------------------------p~ 
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4.4 DISCUSSION 
The production 6f early potatoes each year at Ou+ram has stressed 
the cyst nematode populatIon but despite repeated early harvesting It has 
established and multlpl led. Because of limited time for reproduction 
and maturatlo~ the population Is of low fecundity and average cyst size 
1 s sma II er than · I n other pop u I at Ions 1 nfest I ng rna 1 n crop potato areas. 
Although most cysts In the population are outwardly simi lar in size and 
fecundity they are produced from different parts of the previous 
generation. 
This situation has occurred because of Interrupted reproduction 
and development of the nematode population when the potato crop was 
removed. At thIs time a proportion of the population that had developed 
to the Immature female stage contained non-embryonated eggs. These 
females were dlsl'odged from the root surface at harvest, fel J Into the 
5011 and prod~ced mat~re embryonated cysts In the absence of a supporting 
host. Embedded within the discarded root system, a smaller but less ·well 
developed proportIon of ~he po~ulatlon was also present • . " This contained 
both ear I y L4 rna I es and femal es. .. I f an Infested roo.t was I ncorporated In 
the soi I after harvest It persisted long enough for the females to 
develop~ befertll Ised and mature. 
. Carryover of I arvae I n the res I dua I .f nocu I um cyst was est I mate·d 
to be about 20%. This residue when stimulated by the sec-ond ear ly potato 
crop hatched completely but the female survival rate was significantly 
(P<0.05) lower than those of sol r and root ·sources and show that the 
residual pop~latlon was not as vigorous as a comparable . number of 
previously ··unstlmulated ·Iarvae. As a survIval strategy they had great 
·va I ue as a Itsecond chance" or Insurance mechan l.sm I n the event ot a 
complete failure of the bulk of the population and theIr lowered vitality 
I.s probablydl-rectly·re·lated to ·energy resources wlth!"n the L2 • Omldvar 
(1961) estimated that L~ wlt~ depleted fat rese~ves had a lowe~ 
establishment rate .than those with a good fat -reser·ve. 
Although the . developmental status of ·the sol I and root source 
popu I·at Ions .was d I Herent. they both had the potent I a I to ·reproduce ·atter 
a p~rlod of maturation and muitlpl Icatlon and .tecund{ty were .very 
slmll.ar. 
Multlpiliatlon rates for sol I and root source pcipulatlons were 
good as a result of high female survival, but the residual source 
Inoculum had a low female survlv~1 which resulted In low multlpJ Icatlon. 
FecundIty of the progeny derived trom the residual Inoculum source 
Was approximately twice that of the other population sources. The 
Increased number of eggs found suggests that the residual populstlon 
eIther hatched earl fer or developed more quIckly than the 
components. 
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other 
'Selfsets Influenced the development of the Outram populatIon and 
the degre!'l of r nf I uence var I ed accord I ng to the I nocu I urn so'urce. 
Soli source cysts wh I ch fe II of f the roots at harvest were we I I 
developed and had tIme to mature before the selfsets broke dormancy; 
produced roots and stimulated the larvae to hatch. Female survival of 
the seltset generatIon was lower than In the early single crop generatIon 
which is not surprising as the sol I temperature was hIgh (Appendix VI I) 
and soIl moIsture was lower (Appendix VII) in late January when the 
larvae would be present in the sol I. Once In the root, normal 
development was possIble untl I the host was kl,1 led, by frost. At this 
~fage -It appeared ~hat the population was sufficiently wei I advanced to 
enab.le temales to mature and eggs to develop. 
Cysts produced' from the root source were not stImulated to hatch 
by the presence of se I tsets and, It Is fe I t that th'ls \ ack of response 
reflected the Immaturity of the population. 
Se I f sets 8J so st! mu I ated the conte'nts of reS I dua I cysts' but fema I e 
survlva I was very r ow compared 'to fema Ie surv iva I I n sol I and root 
sources. Those I arvae that were successfu I estab" I I shed I n the host root 
and produced ~ few cysts that had almost half the fecundity of tho~e from 
the other Inoculum sources. From this It appears that the resIdual 
population Is not corid.lt'loned to respond to seltset stImulation and does 
so only when,the selfsets are wei I advanced. ,ThIs conclusion Is ~ased on 
the low level of cyst fecundIty which showed that egg development was 
less ~dvanced before the host dIed. A generation on a selfset host is 
'largely detrImental to the residual larvae In the cyst but It transforms 
a low fecun~lty vestlgal population I.nto a higher fecundity populatl6n 
~rthough at the co'st of lowerIng the fInal density. For all, Inocu-Ium 
sources the prese~ce of a selfset generation Is not as productive as a 
,~Ingle generatJdn based 'on an early potato crop. 
When expos€ld to an early potato crop the progeny of _ the seltset 
generatlo'n were"stlmulated to hatch, reproduce' and multIply and were no 
different trom the populatIon produced from a single annual crop regIme. 
There was 'no signifIcant dIfference In fecundIty, female survival or 
multIplIcatIon rate for root and soil sou~ces. However, the progeny 
der,ived .from residua-I larvae in the prImary Inoculum had a signifIcantly 
(p<O .05) higher surv I va I, fecund I ty and mu It 1 p I I cat Ion rate than those 
from the other two sources. This was largely a consequence of a lower 
Initial density of Inoculum which al lowed a ful I utIlisation of prime .pa 
feeding sites and resulted In a greater proportion of temales in the 
population and a greater multiplication rate. 
The contribution of the population components to the overal I 
density In the soil was hIghest for the soil source Inoculum tal lowed 
closely by the root source Inoculum. The residual source though starting 
from a simi lar Initial density made a much smaller contribution. The 
comparable unpartltloned population had a lower multiplication which was 
probably the result ot higher Initial density and resulting, density 
dependent processes. The Inoculum mixture with different reproductive 
capacity should also have had an effect. There was no great dltference 
between the fecundity of the tlnal population In the partitioned and non-
partitioned populatIons. 
The similarity In the tecundlty at the populations developed from 
the two sources was remarkable 6S the 5011 source cysts developed In the 
absence of supporting hosts and rei led on the resources of the temale. 
The number of larvae developed by free temales was limited to the number 
of eggs produced at the time of harvest. These eggs appeared to develop 
at the expense of other less wei ( developed egg material.· On the other 
hand, at harvest the root source material was stl I I embedded in the root 
tissue, but was capable of developing Into mature females with eggs 
before the root tissue disintegrated. There Is no ~vldence for any 
genetic limitation of fecundity because when allowed to develop to fuLl 
maturity without removal of the host, the same population had a much 
. higher fecundity (Chapter 5.3.4). 
4.5 CONCLUSION 
The Outram nematode popul~tion has developed under suboptimal 
conditions associated with early planting and early harvesting of the 
host potato crop. Early harvesting of potatoes produced two 
developmentally different groups In the population: one derived from 
early maturing females which are dislodged at ,harvest and mature In the 
soil without the host; and another group derived from the less wei I 
developed traction ot the population which at harvest is stl I I embedded 
In the host root. This latter population developed on the moribund 
roots. 1 nocu I um carry overtrom the or 191 na 1 cyst was a I so present and 
constituted a third Inoculum type. The chance Introduction of selfset 
tubers stimulated hatch In both the sol I derived progeny and the residual 
Inoculum. Female ' survival on selfsets was generally low ahd 
.; IIlUltlpllcatlon Insignificant. The root source Inoculum was not 
~stlmulated to hatch by the se/tsets. A second crop of early potatoes 
i~:stlmulated all components. Survival and fecundity were sImilar for al I 
~)noculum sources and differences In multiplication were most likely a 
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;0 consequence of different InItial densities. The residual source however, 
has a much higher cyst fecundity and Influenced the multfpl [cation rate. 
4.6 SUMMARY 
Outram population development Is restrained by the 
harvesting of the host plant. 
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early 
2. Because of Interrupted female development, fecundity of cysts is 
low (mean '52 eggs/cyst), 
3. At harvest a population can be separated Into three major groups:-
(I) Advanced temales that fal I off the root and continue to 
develop In the absence of a sustaining host. 
(11) Irnma,ture (L3 and L4 1 larvae stili Imbedded In the host root 
at harvest which develop to maturity on moribund roots. 
(III) A res'ldual pOP41ation which Is carried over In the' InItial 
~noculum cysts and can represent up to 20% of the original 
Inocu I'urn. 
A. Selfsets grow after harvest and stimulate hatch In sol I source and 
' residual I~oculum cysts. 
(I) The selfset generatIon has low iemale survival 
mu I tip I leat Ion. 
and 
(I I) ,The root source I nocu I um Is ' I arge I y ' u'nst l.mu I ated by 
sel fsets. 
Sol I source cysts make the "greatest contribution to the 
maJntenance of the Outram popul~tlon fol lowed by root sources. 
R~s~dual InOCUlum has a I Im1t~d Impact on population Increase. 
CHAPTER 5 
LIFE TABLE COMPARISONS OF TWO SPECIES 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
Severa I attempts have been made to e_xpress mathemat I ca I I y the 
changes that occur In a population of potato cyst nematodes under 
different environmental conditions. (Jones, Parrott and Ross, 1967; 
Seinhorst, 1967a, 1967b). Models based on the logistic equation; 
Where N = population size 
t :: tIme 
r = rate ot population growth per capita 
K :: upper asymptote or maximal value of N 
are most wIdely used and satisfactorIly describe the final multlpl icatlon 
of a population trom an Initial known density (Morris, 1971; Sarakoski, 
1976). However, despite modification to account for the observed 
Inf I uences of: 
1. partial hatch of the Initial population, 
2. shifts in sex ratios of the developing population Induced by an 
increase in intraspecific competition as the initial nematode 
density Increases (EI lenby, 1954bj Trudgi II, 1967; Ross and 
Trudgill, 1969; Mugnlery and Fayet, 1981), 
3. influence of environmental effects such as sO,i I temperature and 
moisture (Fenwick, 1951; FerrIs and Mai, 1956; McKenna and 
Winslow, 1972; Stone and Webley, 1975; Hominld<,1979; Foot. 
1978b; Franco, 1979). 
4. day I ength and length' of grow i ng season (E 11 enby, 1958; Ell enby and 
Smith, 1975; Franco and Evans, 1979), 
the I og:1 st I c equat 1 on does not prov i de I ns I ght j nto the impact of 
the above factors on the deve lop! ng popu I at 1 on with i n the root. 
, Foot (1978b) examIned the relative importance of factors that 
~- Influence the population dynamics of potato cyst nematodes under 
( different cropping patterns. She recognised and defined four distinct 
~f_ Phases or I I fe sty I es <Tab Ie 5.1 j Append 1 x I X) for the potato cyst 
nematode and developed a method for drawing up lite tables to describe 
the growth and mortality of a population. 
TABLE 5.1 
Division of the potato cyst nematode life cycle Into I If a styles and 
assoc I ated entry phases for I I fe tab I e ana I ys I s. Life cyc I e status In 
the absence of a host, that I s cyst qu I ascence, is not inc I uded (atter 
F oat 1 97 8 b ) • 
Life style Entry phase 
A. With I n cyst 
(encysted eggs) 
B. With I n so I I 
(actIve second stage 
juveniles) 
c. Within root 
(feeding Juveniles 
2nd and 3rd stage) 
D. Adulthood 
(sub-adult (4th), and 
adu It stages)-
1. EffectIve eggs In Inrtlal cohort 
2. Second stage juvenrl~s entering 
soli 
3. Second stage juveniles penetrating 
root system 
4. Juveniles entering sub-adulthood 
(fourth stage) 
5. Breeding adults (based on females 
becoming mature cysts) 
Foot's work Is the first successful applIcation of life table 
methOdology to the cyst forming nematodes._ 
I hava used her I If a style criteria in drawing up I ife tables tor 
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experimental populations of R04 and Pa3 produced under two different sol I 
types I n Canterbury. 
The Outram population was also considered, but because of the 
different pathotype found there (Rol)' direct comparIsons could not be 
made with the Canterbury populations. However, the effects of early 
harvesting date and full maturity of the host plant on the mortality of 
the population were examined. 
5.2 METHODS 
5.2.1 Experimental design 
Morta I I ty and deve lop rnent of §.:. rostoch I ens i s (R0I' R04 ) and .§.;. 
pall Ida (Pa3) were examIned under dl fferent conditIons In three soi I 
types; sl It (S4), peat (Cranford St.), 51 It loam (Outram) (Table 5.2). 
At each location, experiments were conducted to compare ,the two species. 
Initial plantings at Outram (early ~otatoes grown In silt loam) were made 
fn August 1979 but planting for the Initial experiments in 51 It (S4) and 
peat (Cranford St.) was deferred (In accordance with local practlc~) 
untl I O~tober 1979. InitIally al I samples were taken at 14 day Intervals' 
as recommended by Foot <1978bl. However, It was found that this interval 
was too long for South Island populatIons which, dev~loped much, more 
rap I d I Y than those at Pukeko,he. I n Canterbury, wh I te cysts appeared o'n 
r.oots between 28 'and 42 days after p I ant I ng. As a consequence, 
I nadequate data were co I I ectsd and the I nit I a I exper i ments Ins I I t and 
peat were abandoned. Fortunate I y, th'e, week I'y samp 1,1 n,g program used In 
5 I I t loams (Outram) prov I ded adequate' data for I I fe tab I e purposes. 
Exper.lments in sl It (S4) and, peat (Cranford St.) solis were repeate'd In 
1980 when two planting 'da~es, 15 September and 22 December were chosen to 
approximate early and late plantings. 
The soils at S4 and Cranford St. are normally cool (10-11 °C) and 
moist (22-26% and 75-90% oven dry· weight for S4 and ,Cranford St., 
respect I ve I y) but after the ear r y p I ant I ngs had been set up ,an abnor ma I I y 
dry perIod occurred. During this tIme the soi'l moisture at S4 dropped to 
13-1~% oven dry weight and at Cran'ford St., It ferl to 58-62%. As a 
res'u It, P I ant, growth and cy-st hatch I ng at S4 I n part I cu I ar were 
Unsa"tlsfactory. Consequel1tly, the early pl~lntlng experiment was scrapped 
and begun again on 13 October 1980 after heavy rains had Increased so! I 
moIstUre to 23% oven dry weight. To ensure that cool moist 5011 
CondItIons were maIntained In silt (S4), a 50% - lIght excluding shade 
frame was erected over the replanted experiment • 
. 
...... 
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The peat soi I (Cranford St.) was not shaded because moisture In 
the peat soi Is had not been depleted to the same degree. The second 
planting date (13 October) was stl II considered early for planting in the 
Cranford St. district. 
TABLE 5.2 
Summary of 111e table experimental conditions. Code name, season 
commenced, population density, time of commencement, size of cohort and 
Inoculum containerlsatlon is shown for each treatment. (0 = Outram, S4 = 
S4 Lincoln, C = Cranford St.). 
Code 
Density Comrnence-
Season eggs/ml ment date 
RoO 
PaS4 
PaC 
W i,nter 
Early 
Spri ng 
Early 
Spring 
ROS4 Early 
RoC 
PaS4 
PaC 
Spring 
Early 
Spring 
Early 
Summer 
Early 
Summer 
RoS4 Ear I y 
Summer 
RoC 
-
10 - 15/8/79 
10 13/10/80 
10 .. 13/10/80 
10 13/10/80 
10 13/10/80 
10 22/12/80 
.10 22/12/80 
10 22/12/80 
10 22/12/80 
Cohort size 
eggs cysts 
. 24,000 151 
25,000 104 
25,000 104 
28,000 15) 
28,000 151 
25,000 104 
25,000 104 
28,000 151 
28,000 15'1 
I nocu I urn 
contalnerisatlon 
(sachets x cysts) 
8 x 19 
8 x 13 
8 x 13 
8 x 18 
8 x 18 
8- x 1-3 
8 x 13 
8 x 18 
8 x 18 Early 
Summer 
~-------------------------------------------------------
t.16 
To summarlse~ successful experimental populatIons used for life 
table analysis were set up In slit ($4) and peat (Cranford St.) on 13 
October and 2~ December 1980 and In si It-Ioams (Outram) on 15 August 
1979. 
5.2.2 Cohort/host unit 
Potatoes In terylene bags containing standard Inoculum (Chapter 
2.5.0 were used In the experiments (Table 5.2). The Inoculum used at 
Outram (Ro l ) was collected from an exp-erlmentally produced field 
population at Outram. This Inoculum had a resIdue of the unhatched 
I nit I a I I nocu I u m dl spersed throughout the so II wIth the new I y produced 
cysts. The lower eggs/cyst count of this mixture, compared with Inoculum 
used at S4 and Cran tord St. was compensated for by the use of a greater 
number of cysts. -I n each cohort/host un I t, the I nocu I urn was d I sp·ersed 
throughout the sol L except for four cohort/host un I ts that were 
inoculated with eIght replicate sachets containing the s'ame quantity of 
Inoculum. These cohort/host_ units were used to determine the proportion 
of egg hatch at the end of the exper I mente Because the t I me needed to 
complete the experiment was unknown at the start, and because the plants 
were destructIvely sam~led, 90lno~ulated cohort/host unIts were made up 
.for each spec I es, p I ant I ng date and J ocat Ion. Th Is pe'rm I tted a max! mum 
of 22 samp II ng occas Ions. 
On each s~mpl fngdate, four cohort/host units for each species 
were coil ected from the peat sol_Is (Cranford St.) and s i I t so 115 (S4) and 
processed Immediately at the 54 laboratory. Samples from Outram were 
collected by MAF staff and road-freighted In an Insulated box to Lincoln. 
These samples were processed within 24h of being collected from the 
field. The Outram samples were collected weekly. 54 and Crarlford St • 
. samples were drawn- at three' and four day Intervals unti I white cysts 
,appeared on the roots~ Thereafter, the sampling Interval was extended to 
approximately seven days, but In early plantings, ~amples were taken at 
abo~t 14 day Intervals atter the experIment had run for 70 days. 
5!2.3 Parameters measured 
Envl'ronmental monItorIng - A temperature sensor connected to a 
:i Contrnu~us ~ecorder 'was Inserted 100 mm below the soi I surface into the 
L.r-oot ball of one growing plant within each experiment (Chapter 2.10), 
f" D ~t ally temperatures were calculated from recorded maximum and minimum 
it re d I ~~ a ngs. The sImple arithmetic mean 5011 temperature Tor the duration 
~.:of 
,,,",, each life style was also calculated. 
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on each sampt Ing occasion and used for soil moisture determInations 
(Chapter 2.10). From these measurements the mean soi I moisture (% oven 
dry weight) fo~ each I ife style was calculated. 
Other parameters measured on each sampl ing day were those detailed 
by Foot (1978b). Some of her procedures were stream I i ned however, 
especially the extraction of larvae from the host roots. 
Assumptions and errors implicit in life table analysis have been 
reviewed extensively by Foot (1978b) and the procedures for collecting 
data for I I fe tab I e ana I ys I s as out' I ned by her were fa I lowed I n the 
current program. 
To calculate survival within each of the four! ife styles of 
Globodera specIes, the number of individuals entering each life style and 
the number reach i ng reprod uct I ve matur i ty were est i mated. These 
estImates were calculated from a number of parameters monitored during 
each series CTable 5.3), The census sequence avai lable for analysis 
consisted of mean values for each parameter measured, plus. an estimate of 
between-unit varl'ation for each (see AppendIces X to XIV). The 
parameters listed In Table 5.3 were calculated as described below. 
Number of cysts per bag - Ten counts of the number of cysts per 
I nIt I a I I nocu I urn were made. The mean va I ue gave s. 
Number of eggs per inoculum cyst (k1noc,>. and initial egg status 
(II ve ~ dead .£0 hatched .5!c) - rep I i cate samp I es of 20 cysts were chosen 
at random dur I ng preparatIon of the I nocu I um. Cysts were broken open 
with needles to release the eggs, which were stained with New Blue R 
(Chapter 2.7.3). Twenty percent of the eggs In each repl icate sample 
were counted and the proport; ons II ve, dead, and hatched were measured. 
DivisIon of the egg count by four produced an estimate of the number of 
eggs per cyst for each replIcate, and the mean over 10 repl icates gave 
k 1noc • The proportions b, c, and d for each : replicate were obtained 
directly from the 20$ counts, and their means over the 10 repl icates gave 
bo' co' and do. 
Total cyst content in the cohort Inoculum (a) - This was the sum 
of the estimated total number of cysts/bag, multipl ied by the mean number 
ot eggs per cyst (k lnoc .)' 
Egg status at samp I e date n( bn, cn ' dn ) - At each samp I e date n, 
four cohort/host units were uplifted for census. The 15 cysts forming 
the dispersed inoculum were removed from the soil within each bag, and 
egg status was assessed as described. This was continued unti I the new 
~ysts produced on the roots had turned brown and could not be 
,distinguished from the Inoculum. At the last sampling date the bags 
'~Ontalnin9 the inoculum In sachets were collected to gIve the final 
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estimate of egg hatch. 
Mean status of the four cohorts provided bn, cn ' and dn • 
Number of Juven I I es wIth I n the root system at sam pie date n 
(fln,f2n,f3n' srn) - Root systems of each of the four cohort/host units' 
uplifted at sample date n were separated carefully from the 2.5 I Itres of 
soil. Fine roots were removed with forceps. Each root system was washed 
over a 150 mlcrometre sieve, and the slevings which passed through were 
returned to the soi I which was retained for assessment of adult nematode 
(I nl numbers. The washed root system was cut into 20 mm I engths and 
fixed, stained and stored In clear lactophenol. 
Five grams of root/material from e~ch sample were taken at random, 
washed clean of stain, drained for 60 seconds and examined for nematodes. 
Because of the number of samples collected d-urlng the experiment the 
manual extractIon method used by foot (1978b) was not feasible. Instead, 
a combInation of mechanical maceration and selective sieving was used as 
described in Chapter 2.8.2. 
The development of- each IndIvidual was determined and numbers of 
second (fll, third (f 2 l, and fourth (f3l stage juveniles ·In the root 
sample were counted. An Individual was classified as beIng of a 
particular stadium on a moult to moult basis. Estimates for each total 
root system were calculated, and the mean value from the tour repl icates 
gave fln~ f 2n·, and f 3n , 
Sex ratio (sr n) - The sex of al I fourth stage juveniles counted in 
each samp.le was determined to provide a cohort sex ratio estimate, sr. 
The mean value for the four cohorts sampled gave sr n. 
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TABLE 5.3 
Parameters measured during the life of a cohort of potato cyst nematodes 
(after Foot, 1978b). 
Initial assessment 
a 
bo 
Co 
do 
"-ssessment at 
en 
dn 
f 1 n 
f2n 
f3n 
srn 
In 
number of cysts per bag 
number of eggs per inoculum cyst 
total cyst content In cohort inoculum 
proportion of live eggs In i nocu I um 
proportion of dead eggs in i nocu \ urn 
proportion of hatched eggs In inoculum 
each sample date n (== t days from beginning) 
proportion of live eggs in cohort at nth sample 
proportion of dead eggs in cohort 
proportion of hatched eggs In cohort 
number of 'second stage juveni les in root system 
number of third stage juveniles in root system 
number of fourth stage juveni les in root system 
sex ratio (~) of fourth stage juveniles 
~+Cf 
number of adult females 
kn number of eggs per adult female 
Final assessment 
date 
bfln • cfin. d fln • - Final state of'lnoculum-cists (proportion oteggs 
I I ve, dead, and hatched) as a mean ca I cu I ated from a II 
post-activity sample dates 
sr tot 
tin a I Ii U m be r 0 f ad u I t f e rna J e s as a mea n c a I cui ate d from 
al I post-activity sample dates 
overal I sex ratio calculated trom 
n sr Ii f3n 
srn f3n + (l-sr n) f3n 
n Ii 
proportion of live eggs per new cyst (vlabi I lty of 
progeny) at final. sample date. 
p 
vp 
total progeny (ne~ eggs) produced = 'fin •• kn 
total viable progeny produced == v.p 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
:" 
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Number of adu l t females (In~ - Adult females drop off the. root 
dur I n9 extract i on of the root system from the so II of the cohort/host 
un It. Therefore, for each of the four un Its samp I ed at date n, an 
estimate of adult temales (new cysts) was obtained after root extraction. 
The cohort soil was mixed thoroughly betore three, 100 ml samples of soi J 
were taken and Immediately placed In 5 Ittres of water. The new white 
cysts were decanted off from a tray to a sieve (detal led in Chapter 
2.7.2.) and counted. Multlpl ication of the mean number of cysts per 100 
ml by the appropriate factor (total sol I volume divided by sample volume) 
provided an estimate of adult female density In sol I. An estImate of the 
number 'of adu It fema I es st i I I attached to the root, obta i ned dur j n9 
examination of the sample root for Juveniles, was add~d to this to 
provide a total estimate of adult females In a cohort. These 
measurements were d I scont I nued when cyst co lour at progeny (I n) became 
I nd 1 st i ngu I shab Ie .from that of the I nocu I urn. The mean va I ue over four 
cohorts gave i 11 
Final values b tin • '£fln. it!n. -ifln. - Post-activIty status of 
these' parameters was detlned as the state at which rate of change of the 
parameter approached un I ty. For examp I e, ~here va lues bn to bn+x were 
not significantly different . (P>O.05), then al I unit repl icate values u~ed 
to est I mate bn+1 to bn+x were comb i ned to prov i de an overa I I f I na I 
estimate b tln • from 4(x-l) unIt repll.cates. 
Number of eggs per adult female (knl 
Before the root bal I was djsturbed~ 10 cysts taken at random . trom 
a leMgth of root were ' removed tor the estimation ot mean female 
fecund i ty. The number of eggs/cyst prov I ded a cohort fecund i ty va I ue. 
The mean of four cohorts gavek n• 
o v era I I sex rat I 0 {s r to t • ~ - T h r s was the sex rat roc a Ie u I ate d 
from' the estimated total numbers of fourth stage males and fourth stage 
~ema I es present over a I I sam pie dates. Summat ron ot i nd I v r dua I samp Ie 
dates was necessary because. of a change r n sex rat low rth t r ma. 
ViabIlity of progeny (v) - During estimation of the number of 
adult temales on the tlnal sampling date, the vlablr Ity of eggs in 20 new ' 
cysts (proportion of live eggs) was determIned using New Blue R as 
described earller. Mean value over the four unIts gave v. 
Equations used In the constructIon of life tables were developed 
by F90t (1978b) and during thIs study a comput~r program was written by 
M ' 
r. B. Muschamp of Physics and Engineering Laboratory, DSIR, to allow 
: ~apld computation of the results. The text equations and tormulae used 
by Foot (1978) have been Included In AppendIces XV and XVI. 
FIGURE 5.1 
Inoculum cyst status. The proportion of live eggs (b n >, dead eggs (c >.J 
and hatched eggs (d n). j n the cysts of Q.:.. rostoch lens I sand Q.:.. pa I I i dana~ 
three sites and two planting dates are shown. 1 
A = $4 early planting; B = $4 late planting; C = Cranford St. earl~ 
planting; 0 = Cranford St. late planting; E = Outram early planting •. 
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5.3 RESULTS 
Life tab I e data co I I ected t rom the f I \/e exper I ments carr i ed out 
durIng 1979 - 80, 1980 - 81 are presented In Appendices IX to XI I I. 
5.3.1 Egg hatching 
Hatching of inoculum was consistently high and is shown in Figure 
5.1. The tinal proportion ot eggs hatching for both species in different 
exper i ments j s shown in Tab I e 5.4. 
TABLE 5.4 
Mean proportion of eggs hatched (bfln) In all experiments. 
Experimental conditions Proportion hatch.ed 
Ro Pa 
Early planting silts 0.79 0.85 
Late planting silts 0.90 0.85 
Early planting peats 0.78 0.88 
Late planting peats 0.90 0.90 
Early planting Outram 0.89 
Reg~rd I ess of p I ant I ng date and exper I menta I 5 I te there was no 
significant difference (P>0.05) In the proportion of eggs that hatched In 
either species. However, differences in the time taken to hatch were 
found between s~ecies, planting dates and experImental sites and are 
Shown I n Tab I e 5.5. 
I 
" i, 
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TABLE 5.5 
Days elapsed between pl~ntlng and inItiation of egg hatchIng and mean 
hatching time for both species In aJ I experiments. 
Experiment 
Early p J ant log s I It 
Late planting 51 It 
Early planting peat 
Late planting peat 
hatch 
Initiation 
(day) 
Ba 
lOa 
4b 
4b 
Early planting Outram 
Ro Pa 
mean hatch mean 
hatching tIme InItIation hatching tIme 
-( days) (day) (days) 
20d lac 25d 
17d 14a 19d 
t 1 ad 7a 17cd 
Dad 7a 14ad 
lOad 
Values with letters In common dId not differ significantly at the 5% level 
Except for the late p,lant!ngs - In silt (S4), Ro hatched ' 
Significantly earlIer (P<O.OS) than Pa. Once Initiated, hatchIng took 5 
- 12 days. A similar proportion of e:9g5 hatched at Outram (sll,t/loam) 
but because of Infrequen~y of sa~pl Ing the time taken to initiate, 
hatch I ng was not determ I ned pr'ec I se I y. The mean hatch I n9 po i nt of eggs 
I n each exper I menta I -s I tu~tl on was cell cu I at~d from the, t I me of p I ant I ng 
(t::::o) and the end pol~t of egg hatch whIch oc~ur'red at t=n. At Outram 
the mean hatchl 'ng point occurred ear~ler than In other popula~lons. 
The proportion of dead eggs In the samples dJd not increase 
Significantly during the- course of any experiment, but the mean 
proportion of post inoculum dead (dead1' ln deadlnoc') was significantly 
hIgher (P<O.05) tor R04 (O.23) than for Pa (O.19). 
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5.3.2 Larval development 
The frequency of occurrence of the three I arva I stages, LZ (f 1 n) 
L3 (f 2n ) and L4 (f 3n both male and females) [FIgure 5.21 over the 
durat i on of the exper I ments I s show n In Figures 5.3 5.4 5.5. L2 larvae, 
were detected early, bur It up rapIdly to peak numbers after 18-32 days 
and then s I ow I y dec I f ned. Deve lopment of the Outram popu I at Ion (s I It 
loams) differed from the others In that the L2 stage persisted for 
approxImately 61 days even though It was present early in potato root 
deve Ibpment. 
L4 stage was 
history took 
The transItion from L2 to l3 larvae and subsequently to the 
also slower at the Outram sIte where completion of the life 
approx i mate I y 150 days. Th is compared with about 60 days 
e[ sew here. The shorter life historIes were assocIated with rapid larval 
growth IndIcated by clearly defined L3 and l4 peaks. 
5.3.3 Sex ratio of L4 stage larvae 
Sex ratios of L4 larvae of Ro and Pa are shown In' Figure 5.6. In 
a I I popu I at Ions tema I es predom I nated ear I y but the sex rat i 0 changed 
rapidly with time. The rate of change was simi lar for both species In 
each experiment although It differed between sItes and planting dates. 
Mean avera I I sex rat los of L4 I arvae of each spec I es under each 
experimental cGndltion are shown in Tab.le 5.6. 
TABLE 5-.6 
Overal I sex ratIos (M:F) of L4 larvae In populations of Ro and Pa grown 
under each set of environmental conditIons. 
Experimental conditIon Species 
Early planting sl It 
late planting sl It 
Early planting peat 
Late planting peat 
Early planting Outram 
Ro Pa 
0.53 
0.47 
0.37 
0.54 
0.39 
0.40 
0.38 
0.30 
0.33 
FIGURE 5.2 
Li fe cye I e of G. rostoch I ens Is and Q:. pa I I Ida (mod if i ed from Ch i twood and 
Buhrer, 1946 l; -j I I ustrat I ng the five entry phases an d four I arva I stage 
used In the life table analysis. 
A = entry phase 1, effective eggs In Initial cohort; B = entry phase 2, 
second stage larvae entering sol I; C = entry phase 3, second stage larvae 
penetrating the root; D :: entry phase 4, larvae entering sub-adult fourth 
stage; E = entry phase 5, breeding adults. 
Within entry phases 3, 4 and 5 larval stages corresponding to fl f2 f3 and 
i deve lop. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Second stage juvenile (fll; within rOOT and undergoing second 
moult. 
Third sTage juveniles (f2 ); early stage. Th I rd stage juven I I es (t2,; I ate stage and ear I y th I rd mou It. 
Fourth stage juveniles (t 3 ) males; early stage and late tour t 
moult. 
Fourth stage juveni les (t 3 > femalesj ear-. ly stage and late 
moult. 
Adult stage; Immature adult female (I) and mature male. 
@-\ .. 1:":1 , ,~ } ~)) 
Entr~ p~ae .. 1 
2 
C Entry phB60 :) 
B Entry pllooe 2 
5 
E: Entry p~u.e 5 D Entry ph.BaG 4 
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Pa had a higher proport Ion of tema I es than Ro I n a I I 5 I tuat Ions 
but because of the limited sets of paired values (n~4) the data could not 
be ana I ysed for 5 I gn I t I cant d I f ferences. With I n each spec I es no 
significant differences were detected although a trend towards more 
females In peat sol Is was apparent. 
5.3.4 Cyst fecundity (kn ) 
Mean numbers of eggs per cyst were calculated from the developing 
females (In) (Figure 5.7) and are shown In Figure 5.8. 
The rate of egg production and final egg numbers per cyst were 
simi lar for both species living under the same environmental conditions. 
However. s'l gn I f I cant (P<0.05) differences were detected between numbers 
of eggs produced under different environmental conditions (Table 5.7). 
TABLE 5.7 
Mean numbers of tota I (I I ve + dead) eggs per cyst found in the two 
species grown under different experimental conditions. 
-
Experimental condition 
Early planting 51 It 
Late planting sl It 
Early plantIng peat 
Late planting peat 
Outram early planting 
Early harvest 100 day 
Late harvest 150 day 
Species 
Ro 
290 a 
185 b 
244 a 
159 b 
44 d 
158 d 
Pa 
260a 
197b 
207 ab 
134 b 
Values with letters in common did not differ significantly at the 5% 
(eve I • 
FIGURE 5.7 
Frequency of adu I t feme I es of G. rostoch i ens I sand G. pa I I Ida 
sites and for two planting dates. 
A = S4 early plantingj 8 = $4 late planting; C = Cranford St.; ear l 
plantlngj 0 = Cranford St., late planting; E = Outram early planting. 
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The r ncrease I n egg numbers per cyst (F I gure 5.8) was s lower in 
the ear I y p I ant I ngs than I ate p I ant I ngs at S4 and Cran ford St. but the 
f I na I number of eggs produced was s I 9n i f I cant I y hIgher (P<O.05) for the 
early plantIngs. 
At Outram, the rate of increase of egg numbers was simi lar to that 
in Canterbury for early plantings; I.e. and It took approxImately 80 days 
compared to 30-40 days for late plantings. However, the fInal mean 
number of eggs per cyst was 158 compared with an average of 198 eggs/cyst 
for the other Ro populatIons. 
5.3.6 Life tables 
LIfe tab I es were constructed for both R04 and Pa3 I n two so I I 
types and at two planting dates. Outram'ls early harvesting practices 
were examIned and the etfect on the mortality pattern of early and ful I 
maturity of the crop was examined. 
Comp I ete I I fe tab I es for a I I exper I ments are presented I n Tab I e 
5.8. Est I mated numbers of I arvae enter I n9 and I eav r ng each J I fe sty J e 
prov i ded a measure of morta I I ty (100 qx) wh i ch was ca I cu I at-ed accord r ng 
to Seber (1973) and was included in the life table computer program. 
5.3.7 Life style mortality 
Mortality values for each life style, for both species in two soil 
types and for two planting dates are examIned separately below to 
sImplIfy comparisons and highlIght differences. The Outram population is 
not Included In this comparIson as Pa was not present there. 
Morta II ty va I ues were not obta I ned I n rep I leate sam pies because 
the logistics of experImental procedures required for replication were 
beyond the capacIty of this study. statistIcal analysis of mortal ity 
va lues ob;ta I ned for each life sty I e therefore cou I d not be carr I ed out. 
Meth9ds for calculatIon of variance for such life table estimates are not 
well established (Manly, 1977). The calculations are complex and require 
considerable access to'computer time. However, to facll itate comparison 
oft h e va r I a b I e s .( R 0 v. P a , 5 I I tv. pea tan d . ear I y v. I ate p I ant I n g ) J 
each varIable was considered separately by calculatIng the mean value of 
fOur data points so that three pairs of mean values could be compared 
(Table 5.9). The variable Showing the greatest dlfterence In paIred 
Comparisons was coosldered to have had the greatest Influence on the 
mortality of that life style. 
FIGURE 5.2 
Fecundi"ty (eggs/cyst) of G. rG'..;tcchiensle; and ~f2_I_1 ida;"lt t i' ree sites 
and f e)r two " lanl'lr\(! dates-.-
A = S': early planti'lgi B :. $4 li.lte plc.:nting; C = Cran:urd ')t., e<:\f ' ly 
planting; 0 = Crantor'd St., late planting; ,!~ = 'Jutram early pl.lnting. 
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TABLE 5.8 
Life tables for Ro and Pa In early and late planted potatoes grown In two 
5011 types ($4 and Cranford St.). The number of IndIviduals enterIng 
(and leaving) each style, and the average duration of the stage and 
calculated mortal ity are listed for each lIfe style. 
Entry phases:- 1, Initial effective cohort; 2, second stage larvae 
enter I ng the so I I; 3, second stage I arvae enter i ng the root; 4, fourth 
stage juveniles (sub-adults); 5, breeding adults. 
Life styles:- A, within cyst. 8, within 5011. C, withIn root 
feed I ng Juven i I es. 0, adu I thood. 
~ Ear I y plant s'lts 
Entry Lite 
phase style 
A 
2 
B 
3 
C 
4 
D 
5 
~o late p I ant 1 ng s I Its 
Entry Life 
phase style 
A 
2 
8 
3 
C 
4 
0 
5 
TABLE 5.8 
Mean 
duration 
Ways) 
20.0 
7.1 
14.0 
26.3 
Mean 
duratIon 
(Days) 
17.0 
2.6 
9.9 
17.8 
Number 
entering 
(1 xl 
18347.2 
15845.8 
9272 .8 
5982.7 
8912.4 
Number 
entering 
( 1 x) 
18454.0 
18986.4 
8219.2 
7518.4 
5920.5 
Mortal I ty 
% 
( 100qx) 
13.6 
15.2 
53.4 
0.0 
Marta I I ty 
% 
( 100qx) 
0.0 
56.7 
8.5 
2\.3 
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~ Early plant 51 Its 
Entry 
phase 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Pa Late planting 
Entry 
phase 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
LIfe 
style 
A 
B 
C 
0 
silts 
Life 
style 
A 
B 
C 
D 
TABLE 5.8 cant. 
Mean 
duration 
<Days) 
25.0 
10.0 
20.7 
26.7 
Mean 
duration 
Ways) 
19.0 
3.6 
9.7 
14.8 
Number 
entering 
( 1 x) 
18918.2 
17185.9 
11041 .1 
10110.9 
8734.6 
Number 
entering 
( 1 x) 
17932.8 
17211.7 
3532.8 
3087.3 
3184.9 
Mortality 
% 
( 1 OOqx) 
9.2 
45.3 
6.2 
0.9 
Marta! ity 
% 
(100qx) 
4.0 
79.5 
12.6 
0.0 
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TABLE 5.8 cant. 
~ Early planting peats 
Entry LI fe Mean Number Morta Ii ty 
phase style duration entering % 
(Days) ( 1 x) ( 100qx) 
16680.3 
A 11.0 6.2 
2 15645.9 
B 2.5 22.0 
3 12197.4 
C 6.9 19.4 
4 982.8.3 
0 12.2 23.9 
5 7481.8 
. Ro Late p I·ant I n9 peats 
Entry LI fe Mean Number Morta Ii ty 
phase style duration entering % 
(Days) ( 1 x) ( 100qx) 
18531 .7 
A 23.0 0.0 
2 18929.3 
B 3.4 70.9 
3 5509.9 
C 7.2 31.6 
4 3767.0 
0 14.3 00.0 
5 4312.1 
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TABLE 5.8 cant. 
-
~ Early p I ant I ng pea'ts 
Entry LI fe Mean Number Marta I I ty 
phase style duration enterIng % 
Ways) ( 1 x) ( 1OOqx) 
19152.9 
A 17.0 6.6 
2 17881.6 
B ' 5.6 61.2 
3 6945.7 
C 12.8 5.5 
4 6561 .1 
0 21.8 26.1 
5 4846.7 
Pa Late plantIng peats 
Entry Life Mean Number Marta II ty 
phase style duration enterIng % 
Ways) (1 x) (100qx) 
18769.9 
A 14.0 1 .6 
2 18474.2 
8 5.4 83.8 
3 2987.2 
C 16.1 4.0 
4 2868.8 
0 27.6 30.9 
5 1982.1 
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TABLE 5.8 cant. 
~ Outram 100 days. (DuratIon curtal led by harvest) 
Entry Li fe Mean Number Marta I Ity 
phase style duration entering % 
(Days) ( I x) ( 100qx) 
7149 
A 10.0 0.0 
2 7734 
8 21.4 81.1 
3 1462 
C 49.8 2.7 
4 1422 
0 127.8 5\.3 
5 692.6 
Ro Outram 150 days 
Entry Life Mean Number Marta Iity 
phase style duratIon entering % 
<Days) (1 x) (100qxl 
7237.6 
A 10.0 0.0 
2 7807.2 
B ,21.5 - 81.3 
3 1456.3 
C 50.2 2.7 
4 1416.3 
0 132.9 37.9 
5 879.3 
---------------------------------------------------------------
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MortalIty In I If9 style A (withIn the cyst) 
Percentage mortalIty In lIfe style A (Table 5.9) was low compared 
to other life styles under all experimental condItIons 
(8.9 ear / y v. 1.4 I ate). Ear I y P I ant I ng dates exposed pop u I at Ions to 
greater morta I I ty. So II type a I so In f I uenced morta I I ty, Its ef fect was 
lowest In pea't soIls U.6 peat v. 6.7 sl Its). 
MortalIty In lIfe style B (within sol I active L2 stage) 
LIfe sty Ie B had the highest morta I I ty of a I I I I fe sty I es (Tab I e 
5.9). PlantIng date agaIn had the greatest Influence, late plantIng 
caused the hIghest mortalIty. Pa had a hIgher mortalIty than Ro under 
all environmental condItIons. 
'MortalIty In lIfe style C (wIthin root feedIng juveni les L2 and L3 ) 
MortalIty In lIfe style C (Table 5.9) was generally lower than for 
style B, and in al I but one conditIon (late planting silt) was higher In 
Ro than Pa. HIgher mortalIty was observed In early plantings and in sIlt 
5011 s. 
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TABLE 5.9 
Percentage mortalIty In each life style for both Ro and Pa In two sol I 
types and for two planting dates. 
Environmental 
condition 
Early pl'antlng 51 It 
Early planting peat 
Late planting silt 
Late planting peat 
.Specles mean 
Soil type silt 
mean peat 
Environmental 
condition 
: Early planting sl It 
Early planting peat 
Late planting 51 It 
Late .plantlng peat 
, Species mean 
~;.~ So II type 5 I It 
mean peat 
A 
Species 
Ro Pa 
13 .6 9.2 
6.2 6.6 
O. 4.0 
0 1.6 
4.9 5.3 
6.7 
3.6 
C 
Species 
Ro Pa 
53.4 6.2 
19.4 5.5 
8.5 12.6 
31.6 4.0 
28.2 7.1 
20.2 
15.1 
Life st~le B 
Planting Species Planting 
date Ro, Pe date 
mean mean 
15.2 45.3 
8.9 35.9 
22.0 61.2 
56.7 79.5 
I .4 72.7 
70.9 83.8 
41.1 67.4 
49.2 
59.5 
LIfe st~le 0 
Planting Species Planting 
date Ro Pa date 
mean mean 
0.0 0.9 
21.1 12.7 
23.9 26.1 
2\.3 0.0 
14.2 13.0 
0.0 30.9 
II .3 17.6 
5.6 
20.2 
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~tal Ity In I ife style 0 (adulthood) 
The level of mortal ity In this style was variable and the presence 
of several zero values rendered comparisons meaningless. 
Life style mortality In the Outram population 
LIfe style mortality In the Outram population is shown In Table 
5.10. 
TABLE 5.10 
Percent mortal I ty of a I I life sty I es I n the O'utram pop u I at r on at two 
harvesting dates. 
Per cent 
mortal i,ty 
A 
0.0 
The pattern , of 
Canterbury populations. 
A) an,d high morta II ty 
B 
81.8 
LI fe styl es 
c 
2.7 
D 
100 days 
51.3 
o 
150 days 
37.9 
marta II'ty was ' s 1m i 'ar to that observed I n the 
Low mortal tty occurred In the cyst stage (style 
In the 5011 phase (style B). LIfe style C occurs 
wIthin the root and Its mortality was much lower than in the Ro 
populatlonsexaml~ed in, Canterbury. On the other hand, ~ortal Ity of 
adu Its (sty leD) was h I g~er than In comparab I e Ca'nterbu ry popu I at Ions. 
The effect at premature removal of the host plant (harvesting after 100 
days) was marked and mortality In' the adult stage (life style D) 
I ncr eased tram 37.9% to 5 \.3%. 
:5.3.8 Duration of lite styles 
D ur a t I on of I I f e sty I e 5 Iss how n I n Tab I e 5. 1 1. To f a c i I I tate 
},~ompar I sons between spec I es, so II type and mean p I:ant I n9 date va I ues have 
i~een calculated as described In Section 5.3.7. 
~ r.: 
+\-g The most cons I stent feature observed Is that mean durat' on of Ro I~' ~~ as shorter than that of Pa for a I I II fe sty I es. 
i.~; 
~ , The duration of life style A (wIthin the cyst) was greater In the 
~p,:eat Salls than In th.e slits and under all conditIons was slightly 
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shorter In Ro. 
LIfe style B (wIthin soil) was the brIefest of all life styles and 
In all but one Instance (Ro In peat) Its duration was shorter In late 
plantings than early plantings. 
The durat I on of I I fe sty lee (i n root) was shorter in Ro than In 
Pa and neither planting date nor sol I type had much Influence on Its 
duration. The duration of life style 0 was generally shorter in Ro than 
Pa (Table 5.11). The Influences of planting date and soil type were 
small. 
5.3.9 Overall life cycle duration 
The duratIon of life cycles (sum ot all lIfe styles) is shown In 
Table 5.12. Under almost al I conditions Ro had a shorter lite cycle than 
Pa. The e-xceptlon was late planting In silt where I ife cycle durations 
were very similar. Mean values for planting dates and 5011 types 
I nd I cated that durat i on of II fe cyc I es tended to be shorter under I ate 
plantings (48.8 v. 60.4 days) and In peatsolls (47.7 v. 61.5 days). 
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TABLE 5.12 
Duration of life cycles of both species In different environmental 
conditions. 
Experimental 
situation 
Early plantIng 51 It 
Early planting peat 
Late planting si It 
Late planting peat 
Spec 1 es mean 
Soil type: si lt 
mean peat 
Ro 
67.4 
32.6 
47.3 
37.9 
46.3 
Duration (days) 
Pa mean 
84.3 
60.4 
57.2 
47.1 
48.8 
63.1 
62.9 
61.5 
47.7 
5.3.10 Influence of physical factors on the life cycle of potato cyst 
nematodes 
Sol I temperature and mo I sture are the phys I ca I factors that have 
the greatest direct effect on growth and development of the nematode and 
Its host (Jones, 1975). The effect of soi I type was examined Indirectly 
by simUltaneously conducting Identical experiments In both 51 It and peat 
Salls. 
The influence of 5011 temperature and moIsture was examined in 
detai I during the course of the experiments and mean values for each lite 
stYle were calculated. 
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Sol I temperature 
The mean sol I temperature to which each I If a style was exposed Is 
shown In Table 5.13. In Canterbury, temperatures remaIned stable In all 
s J tuat Ions except ear r y p I ant I ngs on s I I t so I Is w here they r ncreased 
slIghtly as each successive life style appeared. Temperatures In peat 
were consistently higher than In silt. 
At Outram, the range of temperatures that each life style was 
exposed to was much greater; the maximum difference being 11.60 C between 
styles A and O. This was a consequence of the very early pl~ntrng date. 
Mortality of eggs and larvae In life style A was related Inversely 
to temperature (Figure 5.9A, Table 5.13). No significant differences In 
mortality at different temperatures were found between the two species. 
Mortality In life style B was greater at higher temperatures (Figure 
5.9B) in both Ro and PaD However, within the same range of temperatures 
Pa had a hIgher mortality than Ro. 
The population at outram behaved dIfferently in that 
mortal ity/temperature values for lIfe styles A and 8 were totally 
dissimilar to those encountered In Canterbury (Table 5.9, Table 5.13). 
Fecundity (eggs/cyst) (Figure 5.9C) showed a negative relationship 
wIth 5011, temperature and agaIn there was no dIfference between specles~ 
FIGURE 5.9 
The relationship between soil temperature and percent mortality In life 
styles A and B and the fecundity of adult females of G. rostochlensls and 
G. pa I , Ida. - 4 
- ~ 
:.: 
A = morta II ty of lite style A Ro D = morta II ty of lIfe style B Pa1 
B = morta I I ty of I ife style A Pa E = fecund i ty of adu' t fema I es Ro~ 
C = mortal ity of life style B Ro F = fecundity of adult temales P~ 
circles = G. rostochlensis 
triangles = Go" 2a111 da 
solid line = fitted regression line Ro 
short dashed line = fitted regression line Pa 
Straight I I ne fitted by least squares , fne of best fit. 
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TABLE 5.13 
Mean soi I temperatures (OC) to which each lIfe style was exposed in 
different experiments. 
Experimental 
situation 
Ro Early planting silt 
Pa Early planting si It 
Ro Late planting silt 
Pa Late planting silt 
Ro Early plantIng peat 
Pa Early plantIng peat 
Ro Late planting peat 
Pa Late planting peat 
Ro Early planting Outram 
A 
11.3 
11.8 
22.2 
22.0 
1 9. 1 
18. 7 
28.3 
28.2 
9.4 
LIfe styles 
B C 
12.7 14. 7 
12.6 15.9 
21 .8 22.9 
23.3 22.4 
18.7 17 .6 
21.0 21 :5 
29.0 28.\ 
29.9 25.0 
15.1 17.0 ' 
o 
16.1 
16.0 
22.0 
21.9 
20.8 
21.2 
26.8 
26.5 
21 .0 
Li fe 
cycle 
mean 
13.7 
14.0 
22.0 
22.4 
19.0 
20.6 
28.0 
27.4 
15.6 
Planting 
date 
mean 
13.8 
22.3 
19.8 
27.7 
15.6 
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So i I mo i sture 
Mean sol I moisture encountered by each life style of both species 
In the different environments is presented In Table 5.14. In all 
experiments water was appl ied to prevent plants wi Iting. 
TABLE 5.14 
Mean soi I moisture a5 percent oven dry weight for each I ife style of both 
species in different environmental conditions. 
Experimental 
situation 
Ro early planting s i It 
Pa early plantIng 5 I It 
Ro late planting 511 t 
Pa late planting si It 
Ro early planting peat 
Pa early planting peat 
Ro late planting peat 
Pa late planting peat 
Ro early harvest outram 
Ro late harvest Outram 
A 
25. t 
24.9 
22.6 
21.5 
85.4 
78.5 
43.7 
43.7 
22.2 
22.2 
Life sty I e5 
B c o 
23.6 23.9 18.5 
22.8 23 .5 17.0 
18.4 14.6 21.9 
16.5 14.6 18.2 
84.7 90.2 59.0 
103.0 49. t 50.4 
47.6 49.5 62.3 
47.6 58.0 74.8 
30.5 26.7 23.1 
30.5 26.7 22.4 
Life 
cycle 
mean 
22.7 
22.0 
19.3 
17.7 
79.8 
70.2 
50.7 
56.0 
25.6 
25.1 
Planting 
date 
mean 
22.3 
18.5 
75.0 
53.3 
25.3 
There was a marked difference in moisture content of si It and peat soi Is 
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but because only a few data points were avai lable for each sol I type the 
effects of different moisture regimes on the nematode populations are 
difficult to Interpret and few trends were apparent. Thus, in 
Canterbury. mortal ity in life style S <Table 5.9) was lower under higher 
soil moisture conditions for both 51 It and peat, but at Outram mortality 
was very high (81%) at an above average sol I moisture level of 30.5% oven 
dry we 1 ght. 
5.3.11 Survival curves 
SurvIval curves describing the number of Individuals entering each 
life style are shown in Figure 5.10. 
Survival curves dIsplayed a basic sigmoid shape produced as a 
result of high mortality In life style S and lower mortality in life 
styles A, C and D. 
Overai I survivorship was lower for Pa than Ro in each environment. 
Mean survivorship for Ro in all situations was 37% whereas that for Pa 
was 24%. Survival tended to be higher in early plantings than late 
plantings in the Canterbury region. 
5.3.12 Key mortality factors 
The ultimate aim of life table analysis is to Identify stages 
within lIfe cycles whIch are most vulnerable 'to change and which 
therefore have most effect on final suvivorship. The method of key 
factor analysis described by Varley and Gradwel I (1960) was used to 
determ i ne w hi ch of the four life sty I es had most i nf I uence on overa II 
mortal ity. Mortal itles of each style (logarithmically transformed; 
Appendix XVI I) are compared graphically with overal I mortal ity. Results 
are presented in Figure 5.11. 
The slope of curve kS (mortal lty of I ife style B, mimics that of K 
(total mortal ity) which indicates that larvae moving through the soil are 
the most vulnerable part of the life cycle. 
5.3.13 Multlpl ication rate 
Although high mortal ity In life style B and to a lesser extent the 
other I ife styles played a significant part in determining the final 
number o( individuals that survived to reproduce, the environment in 
Which females (style D) developed had an Important Influence on 
fecundity, measured as numbers of eggs per cyst. The measure of success 
In any life style Is the level of Increase or multlpl icatlon achieved. 
In the case of the cyst nematode only a proportion of the eggs within a 
cyst have the potential to hatch and develop (the effective Inoculurn) and 
FIGURE 5.10 
Surv i va I curves tor G. rostoch I ens is and G. pa I I I da at three sites and for' 
two planting dates. 
A = survival curves for G. rostochiensls 
B = survival curves for G. pal I fda 
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FIGURE 5.11 
Graphical key factor analysis of mortalities In the four life styles at 
three sites and for two planting dates for G. rostochlensls and G. 
pailida. 
1 = $4 early planting 
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3 : S4 late planting 
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simi larly, only a proportion of the eggs produced by developing females 
are alive (Table 5.15), 
TABLE 5.15 
The proportion of I ive eggs produced by adult females at the completion 
of 11 fe sty leD under d if terent env i ronmenta I cond I t ions. 
Sol I type/planting date Species 
Ro Pa 
Early planting silt 0.92 0.94 
Late planting 51 It 0.91 0.88 
Early planting peat 0.89 0.88 
Late planting peat 0.92 0.93 
Early harvest Outram 0.55 
Late harvest Outram 0.85 
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To estimate the effective multiplication at the end of the I ife cycle, 
the number of live eggs produced by the new generation was divided by the 
number of effective eggs in the initial Inoculum. Results of these 
calculations are shown In Table 5.16. 
MultIplication rates varied widely and were influenced strongly by 
planting date. Significant differences (p<O.OS) betwee.n populations in 
ear I y and I ate p I ant i ngs were observed tor both so i I types. Genera I I y, 
Ro had a higher multlpl ication rate than Pa, but it was significantly 
different (p<O.OS) only in the peat. Multipl icatlon rates at Outram 
differed between the two harvesting dates as a result of differences in 
both the total number of adult females produced and their fecundity. The 
practice of early harvesting reduced numbers of cysts and eggs. 
TABLE 5 . 16 
EffectIve multiplication rates of both species under different 
env I ronmenta I cond i t Ions. 
Soi I type/planting date Species 
Ro Pa 
Early planting sl It 41.2 a 51.8 a 
Late p I ant I ng 5 I It 18.4 bc 14.6 c 
Early plantIng peat 39.2 a 24.6 b 
Late planting peat 11.6 c 7.1 d 
Early Harvest Outram 0.4 e 
Late Harvest Outram 3.0 d 
Va lues with I etters I n common are not sign i f I cant I y d! Herent at the 5% 
level. 
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5.4 DISCUSSION 
Lite table analysIs was an ideal technique tor making detailed 
compar I son s between Ro and Pa I I v I ng under the same and d I tterent 
environmental conditions. A comparison of the two soil types in 
canterbury formed the core of the work and the Outram populatIon was 
Included because of the unique cropping pattern employed there. 
Egg hatching within the cyst occurred in Canterbury shortly after 
the host potato had been planted and In al I cases Ro hatched more quIckly 
than Pa regardless of environmental conditions. Mean hatching time did 
not differ significantly between species but there was a consistent trend 
for ear I I er hatch I ng In popu I at ions that deve loped in these I ate 
plantings. They were subjected to higher soi I temperatures and lower 
5011 moisture. The time taken for root Initiation In the early and late 
plantings did not dIffer significantly and In all cases, except tor 
Outram, root product i on was measurab lew i th i n seven days., 
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TABLE 5.17 
Days between p I ant i ng of host potatoes and detect i on of measurab I e and 
maximum root weight for two planting dates and three locations (n=4). 
Planting date and 
5011 type 
Early planting sl It 
Late planting sl It 
Early planting peat 
Late planting peat 
Early·plantlng Outram 
First measurable 
root weight 
mean 
day 
7 
4 
4 
4 
14 
weIght (g) 
mean (+SE) 
0.3(+ 0.07> 
0.2(+ o.on 
0.2(+ 0.05) 
-
_. 
0.5(+ 0.09) 
0.5(+ 0.04) 
Maximum root 
weight 
mean 
day 
49 
55 
40 
23 
.- 96 
weight (g) 
mean (+SE) 
28 • 9 (+ 3.91 ) 
20 • 5 (+ 2. 77 ) 
28.5(+ 2.43) 
21.8(+ 1.40) 
- 19.6 (+ 0.62) 
On the other hand. the maximum weight of root produced per plant 
was lower In later planted crops at .al I locations <Table 5.17>. 
Nevertheless, it appeared that the plants were stili sufficiently 
vigorous to sustain developing nematode populations. Premature root 
death was not ev i dent I n any of the exper I ments an d th i s a I so suggested 
that levels of nematode hatch and establ ishment In the hosts were in 
r.esponse to preva j ling env I ronmenta I factors rather than the status of 
the p I ant. The proport I on of eggs that f I na I I y hatched from a cyst was 
high and although a higher proportion hatched from Pa the differences 
were not statistically slgni·flcant. 
Morta I i ty w [th in cysts was a I ways Iowan d showed a s I I ght but non-
significant rise over the course of the experiments. Ro was capable of 
respOnding more rapidly to stimulation or perhaps to lower levels of 
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stimulation trom the host root. In a competitive situation this should 
give I tad I st J nct advantage over the other spec J es by enab ling r t to 
select the best feeding sites on the root. 
Larva I deve lopment was genera I I Y sf ower in Pa than Ro, and th i s 
appeared to be the case throughout the entire lite cycle. The difference 
between the two species was more obvious in early plantings. 
The frequency curves for L2 larvae within roots tended to have a 
flattened prof i lew I th extended ta II s. By compar I son curves for 13 and 
L4 larvae had well defined peaks with relatively short tails (Figures 
5.3, 5.4, 5.5). The frequency curves for the outram nematode popu latlon 
were particularly extended apparently In response to some indirect 
environmental effect related to slower host development. 
L4 larvae occurred either concurrently with, or seven to eleven 
days before tuber in i t i at I on regard less ot I ocat i on, spec I es or p I ant I ng 
date (Table 5.18). 
At this time the plant is in the process of tuber formation and 
the nematode feed I ng diverts metabo I r tes for the r r ow n deve I op ment. A 
heavy feed I ng demand before th I 5 tl me wou I d ser i ous I y weaken both the 
plant and consequently endanger the parasite population. 
TABLE 5.18 
The interval in days between the presence of .L4 larvae and the initiation 
of tuber forming stolons on the host plant. 
Exper,lmental 
situation 
-
Early planting 
Early planting 
late planting 
late planting 
s II t 
peat 
s i. It 
peat 
Early planting Outram 
:--
Ro 
days 
7 
11 
7 
0 
8 
species 
Pa 
days 
7 
7 
7 
0 
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Overall sex ratios (Srtot) of L4 larvae within each species did 
not differ between experiments but In Pa sl ightly more nematodes were 
female than in Ro. Ro hatches more quickly and develops more rapidly in 
the root than Pa and this suggests that Ro puts pressure on the host. In 
the Canterbury s I I t and peat so I I exper I ments, a mean ot 9 J 840 Ro L2 
larvae established In each plant, but the mean was only 5,714 per plant 
for Pa. 
Once establ ished In teeding sItes nematodes begin to grow, and 
according to Trudgi II (1967), temales develop from larvae occupying the 
best sites. Mugniery and Fayet (1981) showed' that more females developed 
In larger diameter roots than small ones, and In-s developing root 
structure the primary roots are thicker than secondary roots. During my 
experiments a larger number of Ro than Pa larvae established In the roots 
and there may have been some Intraspecific competitIon for feeding sites 
at the level of Inoculum used. As a result, some larvae probably 
establ ished on secondary roots. A lower proportion ot temales would be 
expected under such circumstances. I n contrast, Pa with Its higher L2 
morta I I ty I n the so i I cou I d be expected to show I ess I ntraspec I tic 
competition tor primary root sites and therefore a higher proportion of 
females should develop. 
The I if e tab I es showed that morta I i ty and durat i on ot the four 
lite styles varIed between specIes and within species depending on 
environmental conditions. MortalIty wIthin the cyst (life style A) was 
low In both species under al I environmental conditIons-tested and showed 
that changes with I n the cyst occurred pr i nc i pa I I Y as a resu I t of act I ve 
egg hatching and emigration. MortalIty in life style A was higher In 
early than late plantings as a result of lower soi I temperatures; higher 
mortality occurred In peat soils. The duratIon at life style A was 
I 011 g e r i n pea t t han s i It, po s s, i b I Y a s are 5 U I tot s lower d i ff tJ S ion 0 f 
root exudates through the highly" organic peat soi I. Highest mortality 
occurred In lIfe style B (wIthin 5011). ThIs emphasises the hazards 
aSSociated with the free lIving phase In the 5011 and finding the host. 
Higher 5011 temperatures associated with late plantings Increased-the 
marta I i ty of I I fe sty I e B. Ro had lower morta I I ty and shorter durat Ion 
In I ife style B than Pa under all conditions. The shor-ter period In the 
hazardous soi I environment was probably responslbl~ for the lower 
morta I I ty In Ro. P I ant i ngs at Outram were made at a lower so r I 
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temperature (9.4 0 C) than In Canterbury and mortality was higher. ThIs 
suggests that the population at Outram may be living near the lower end 
of the temperature range suitable for Ro (Foot, 1978b). Since similar 
sol I moIsture levels in si It (S4) and silt/loam (Outram) were associated 
with widely dIfferent mortalItIes In life style B (early plantings) it 
seems unlikely that 5011 moisture levels directly influence mortality. 
Mean mortalIty of life style C (within root) was much lower than in style 
Bin a I I exper I ments (18% compared to 55%) and probab I y ref I ects the 
Insulatory effect of root tissue. Once within the host root, sources of 
mortal ity present in I ife style B are no longer of much consequence. 
Instead, environmental Influences will be expressed IndIrectly 
through changes In the host's physIology. Although mortality in lIfe 
style C was not as hIgh as In I ife style B it was higher In Ro than Pa in 
plants grown in the same environment (Table 5.8), The duration of this 
lIfe style was also shorter In Ro than Pa. 'consIder that the higher 
morta I I ty In Ro I s one express i on of i ntraspec j f i c compet,i t Ion assoc i ated 
wIth its greater numbers and more rapid development. Such competItion 
probab I y occurs first when r erge numbers o'f L2 I arvae attempt to 
penetrate the host and may be intensified by the high degree of hatchIng 
synchrony In Ro and the brief soil phase at a time, when host development 
Is lImited. These factors do not necessarily result in Increased larval 
mortality (Jones and Kempton, 1978) but a greater proportion of the 
I arvae are forced into less favourab I e teed I ng sites, and thus are 
dIsposed towards maleness (Trudglll,-1967);' Mugnlery and Fayet (1981) 
a I so noted that wIth 1 ncreas i ng dens I ty, com pet j t Ion for feed i ng sites 
has an adverse effect on the deve I op i ng fema I e. The behav lour of the 
Outram population conforms to this kind of pattern. Lower numbers of L2 
larvae Invaded t-he roots over a longer perJod and thus. were able to 
sel~ct more suitable sites. The combination of low numbers and an 
extended establishment period resulted In low mortality and a high 
proport i on of f ema Ie L4 larvae. 
Measurement of mortality In adult females (life style D) was not 
satIsfactory, but the number of eggs per cyst (fecundity), the end result 
of fema Ie deve I op ment, was strong I y f n f I uenced by p I ant i ng date. 
Fecundity was higher in early plantings than late plantings In both 
SpeCIes. 
In Canterbury (slits and peats), the newly developed cyst 
co n t a I ned few de a d egg s (9 % 0 v era I I) but at 0 u t ram the pro p 0 r t Ion was 
~ rnlJch higher. Under late harvest conditions the proportion of dead eggs 
" was 15% but under ear I y harvest cond it Ions It was 45%. A pecu I ar i ty of 
i early harvest cysts was that Immediate assessment of viabl I Ity on the 
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newly produced eggs (using Meldola's method) indicated that all were 
dead, but when stored under tleld conditions for 50 days and then 
reassessed, 55% of the eggs were found to be viable. The significance of 
this finding Is that a proportion of eggs can continue to develop in a 
cyst which Is prematurely deprived of Its host. 
Final multiplication values which take Into account the number of 
cysts produced and the i r fecund i ty show that I n a II exper i menta I 
conditions except In the early planting at 54, Ro had a higher 
multipl [cation rate than Pa. In Ro this is the result of greater 
survival of L2 larvae and as a consequence the production of a higher 
,number of cysts at the end of the I I fe cyc I e. Pa on the other hand had 
greater larval mortality despite a sex ratio that sl ightly favoured more 
females and fewer cysts were produced. Pa In the early plantIng at 54 
had a lower life sty I e B morta Ii ty J but an increase in the nu mber of 
females gave a higher multiplication rate In Pa than in Ro. The lower 
soil temperatures encountered at this planting date favoured Pa over Ro. 
The main difference in the population biology of Ro and Pa appears to be 
the relative degree of larval mortality under various conditions 
particularly in life style B. The shorter duration of the Ro population 
In this life style is largely responsible. Multiplication values 
produced from the Ro population at Outram were lower than In Canterbury 
as a result of higher mortal ity of L2 larvae and lower production of 
viable eggs. The practice of early harvesting at Outram also reduced 
numbers of cysts. 
5.5 CONCLUSION 
Two rna insets of interact i og I nf I uenees affected the act i ve part 
of the potato cyst nematode I ite cyc I e and resu I ted in d if ferences I n the 
rates of mortality and multiplication under simi lar Inoculum loads. 
They are:-
( 1 ) S P e c I e s d iff ere n ce s w h i c hap pea r as de vela p men t a I and 
behavioural responses in each I ife style. 
(2) Environmental factors such as soil temperature, 5011 
moisture and host plant vigour. Changes In these factors 
may modify the success of both species or favour one over 
the other. 
Species differences and obsp.rved environmental factors that 
Influence the success of the two species are presented In the summary. 
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5.6 SUI..JMARY 
Summary of species differences and the Influence of environmental 
effects on the development of potato cyst nematodes In the South Island. 
Lite 
style 
A 
( I n cyst) 
B 
(I n soi I ) 
c 
(fn root) 
o 
(Adult-
hood) 
SpecIes differences 
Ro has shorter duration 
Ro hatches earl ier 
Ro has lower mortality and 
shorter duration 
Ro has higher mortality 
Ro has more males 
Ro has shorter duratIon 
Pa Is slower to complete 
II fe cyc Ie. 
Env I ronmenta lin f I uences 
Mortal ity reduced with 
increasing soi I temperatures. 
Increased mortal ity at high 
5011 temperature and low soi I 
moisture. Duration is reduced 
at higher temperature. 
Larval development is 
synchronised with host develop-
ment. Env i ronmenta lin f I uences 
are reduced by the Insulating 
effect of host tissue. 
Higher temperatures result in 
lower fecundity. Host status 
influences egg development. 
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CHAPTER 6 
SPECIES INTERACTION ON THE SAME HOST 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
80th species of potato cyst nematode have been found as mixed 
populations In most European countries (Parrott and Berry. 1978; Oydvln, 
1978; Magnusson, 1979; Kort and Bakker, 1980). Canto Saenz and Mayer De 
Scurrah (1977) found mixtures of Pa and Ro in relatively undisturbed 
populations in South America. The effects of competition between the two 
species were observed In the field by Cole and Howard (1962) and HuiJsman 
(1961). They found that a very low (Initially undetectable) level of Pa 
could co-exist In a field of predominantly Ro but would not increase 
until the population dominance of Ro had been reduced by the use of Ro 
resistant potato cultlvars. Jones and Perry (1978) used the data of the 
above workers to construct a model of competition befween Ro and Pa. 
However, from experimental evidence it Is unclear which species is 
dominant as no consistent response has been observed. McKenna and 
Vllnslow (1972) and Parrott et al. (1975) found that Pa was dominant but 
--
Parrott and Berry (1978) found that Ro was dominant. The observations 
of Cole and "" Howard (1962) and Huijsman (1961) support the dominant status 
of Ro. 
In the South Island of New Zealand, mLxed populations of Ro and Pa 
have been found (Nicol, 1977) but no Information has been obtained on the 
relative abundance of the two species. A knowledge of species 
Interactions Is Important for the long term management of the pest In 
Canterbury and the presence of mixtures makes it high I y: I I ke I y that at 
least some apparently pure populations In the same area are in fact 
undetect"ed mixtures (i.e. one species at very low density). I·f this is 
so, a management strategy is needed w hi ch wi I I extend the usefu I life of 
Ro resistant potato cultlvars until a cultivar with combined Ro and Pa 
res I stance is ava II ab Ie. 
As part of my study I carr i ed out exper I ments both in the fie I d 
and in the glasshouse to examine Interactions between the species and to 
determine which species is more successful. 
6.2 ExPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
Two different techniques were used In experiments I and 2. 
Experiment 
Single cohort/host units were establ ished In double war led 
terylene bags. This technique Is detai led in the Chapter 2.5.1. 
Because I twas fie I d based, the cohorT/host un its were subjected 
to normal environmental conditions which in turn Influenced the 
performance of the two nematode species. Sachets containing the 
whole cyst Inoculum were distributed through the 5011. 
Exper i men t 2 
Single cohort/host units (600 ml plastic pots) were grown under 
controlled glasshouse conditions to minimise observed 
env i ron menta I ef fects on the two nematode spec i es. Egg 
suspensions, rather than whole cysts, were used as inocula to 
minimise observed differences in hatching times between Ro and Pa. 
Both control led environments and egg suspenslon~ were used to 
produce unbiased interactions between the species and to provide a 
base line against which tleld populations could be compared. 
I n a I I exper i ments, both R04 and Pa3 were i nocu I ated 
simultaneously on to a host plant. The proportions ot The two species 
\~ere set at the beginning of the experj,ment and at Its completion the 
proportions ot the two species as newly produced cysts were determined. 
To avoid confounding effects of additivity, which results from 
changing the ratio of a mixture by altering the density of one component 
whi I e keep i ng the other t i xed, subst i tut i ve des i gns (Harper, 1977) were 
Used. These a I lowed the re I at i ve proport Ions of the two spec i es to 
alter, but ensured that total nematode density (eggs/ml) was held 
constant. 
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The substitutive experimental design used in this study was 
developed by De Wit (1960) and incorporated a "replacement serles" of 
species ratio classes. The replacement series Is shown In Table 6.1 and 
was used In both experIments 1 and 2. In addition, experiment 2 was 
expanded to Include a range of densities for each replacement series. 
TABLE 6.1 
The proportions of Ro and Pa used In the replacement series experiments. 
Ratio classes 
6.3 METHODS 
6.3.1 Experiment 
Pa 
Ro 
100 
o 
99 90 
10 
50 to o 
50 90 99 100 
For each ratio class the Inoculum density was 10 eggs/mi. The 
cysts required to produce the appropriate densities for each ratio class 
were counted out by hand. Cysts used were selected from a single 
generation population which had been selected for evenness of size. 
After the correct number of cysts of each size had been counted out they 
were mixed together and subsequently divided Into eight inoculum sachets. 
For each rat i 0 set four rep I I cates were produced and each 
replicate was inoculated Into 2.0 I itres of clean field soi I contained in 
the terylene bags. All treatments and replicates were labelled and 
planted in random order in a field plot. Host plants were allowed to 
grow to ful I maturity before harvesting. 
6.3.2 Experiment 2 
Host plants were grown in 600 ml of steri I ised potting sol Ii tree 
eggs rather than whole cysts were used, and the egg suspension was 
Injected Into the root zone of an actively growing plant. 
Egg suspens Ions of both spec I es were obta i ned by crus h i ng who Ie 
cysts and releasing the eggs. The eggs were dispersed in aerated water 
and the final egg density was achieved by adjusting the volume of water. 
-From this stock suspension the appropriate number at eggs was withdrawn 
to m a k e up the rat i 0 set s (T a b I e 6. 1 ). 
For each ratio set a range of overa!1 densities was made up from 
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the stock suspension. Densities selected were based on the only initial 
density/multlpl ication curve known for a New Zealand population (Foot 
pers . comm.) and are shown in Tab I e 6.2 
TABLE 6.2 
Range of initial densities used for each replacement series experiment. 
Initial densities (eggs/ml) 
0.3 2.4 19.2 153.0 
Glasshouse conditions 
Host plants were grown for approximately 30 days and had produc~d 
an even quantity of visible roots betore the Inoculum was Injected into 
the root ball. Each host plant was injected at four equidistant points 
between the main stem and the sides of the plastic pot. Each treatment 
consisted ot tour plants inoculated in this way and placed randomly on a 
bench ina control I ed temperature glasshouse. A I I 150 bags were blocked 
together and surrounded by a double row of buffer pots. Plants grew at a 
5011 temperature of 17.50 .:. 10C and were watered every -day. All plants 
were a I lowed to reach matur i ty and die down before harvest i ng. 
6.3.3 Identification of progeny 
The gross morphology of mature cysts of the two species is very 
simi lar and cannot be used }o distinguish between them. Measurement of 
L2 larvae has been used to distinguish the species (Stone! 1972) but tor 
critical identltlcatlon extensive measurements are requIred. Even then, 
morphological variations within species can make this technique 
unsatisfactory. Selective resistance by a potato cultlvar to one or 
other species of nematode Is another method that has been used by Jones 
(1957) and Green et al. (1970) to differentiate Pa from Ro in mixed 
POpu I at ions. Th I s techn i que depends on the tact tliat Sol anum tuberosum 
sUbs p . andigena cpe 1673 (Ellenby, 1954a) is resistant to Ro but not Pa. 
Toe presence ot white cysts on the root ball of the epe 1673 derived 
~ultivar Maris Anchor indicates that Pa is present. 
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To determine changes in the relative proportions ot progeny in 
each ratio class, 100 cysts we\e Inoculated Individually on to 100 Ro 
resistant Maris Anchor plants placed In polystyrene propagating trays. 
These commerc i a I I y ava I I ab I e trays are 50 mm th I ck and have rows of 
conical holes punched in them. There are 50 holes in a tray and each 
hole contains 50 ml of 5011 (Figure 6.1 A). Two trays with a total of 
100 ho I es were used for each test. I n the bottom of each hoi e a pi ast i c 
wad was p I aced to reta In mo i sture and roots (F i gur e 6.1 B). A sprouted 
10 9 tuber was placed on top of the wad and the 100 cysts to be tested 
were counted individually on to a damp 4 rom circle of filter paper 
(F i gu re 6.1 C). Th is was p I aced on the ins 1 de of each ho I e and covered 
with standard potting mix. 
A I I trays were I abe I I ed, and p I aced in random order I n a 50% I r ght 
excluding shade house (Figure 2.1A) which kept the so! I temperature 
between 15 and 22oc. Trays were watered da I I y. 
The number of tubers that fa i I ed to grow was recorded to a I low 
adjustments to be made to final root bal I counts. After 60 days the root 
ba I I s were exam I ned and the number support I ng wh i te cysts deterrn i ned. 
All cysts found were assumed to have developed trom a single Pa cyst and 
theretore root balls devoid of cysts Indicated that the initial single 
cyst inoculum was Ro. 
6.3.4 Experimental Assumptions 
A number of assumptions were made during the design ot these 
experiments and attempts were made to test and minimise their influence. 
Assumption 1 
It was assumed that although the two species were morphologically 
similar and c-Iosely related Ro and Pa were non interbreeding entities and 
therefore satisfied the species definition of M?lyr (1963). This 
assumption is based on the work of Parrott (1972). Kort and Jaspers 
(1973), Parrott et ~. (1975). Franco and Evans (1978), and Mugniery 
(1979) Who all showed with varying degrees of certainty that ~ pall ida 
was a valid species. 
The capacity of the two species to hybrldlse has been demonstrated 
In the laboratory but never in the field. Under the environmental 
conditions prevaIling In the South Island ot New Zealand It Is unl ikely 
that hybr i d I sat ion w I II occur to any great extent as resu I ts from 
FIGURE 6.1 
A. Polystyrene propagating tray used to grow Ro resistant potatoes to ' 
distinguish between Ro and Pa progeny In experiments 1 and 2. 
B. Plastic wads placed In bottom of ,polystyrene trays to retain root~~ 
and moisture. 
c. SIngle cyst on 4 mm cIrcles of fi Iter paper which were placed on 
the side of each hole in the propagating tray at tuber planting. 
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experiments show that L2 larvae of Pa are slower to hatch than those of 
Ro (Chapter 5.3.1), Th I s character is tic wou I d I so I ate the spec i es In 
the root spatially as well as temporally. Further, Parrott et ~. (1975) 
showed that females of one specIes tend to attract males of the same 
spec I es and th is wou / d reduce the probab II i ty of hybr I d i zat ion. 
Consequently, If hybridization occurred in my experiments it Is lIkely to 
have been of lIttle consequence to the outcome. 
Assumption 2 
It was assumed that when produced under Identical condItions cysts 
of both specIes would hatch with equal efficiency. AI I Inocula were 
rata I ned I n sachets and at harvest I (19 ti me the sachets from each 
treatment were recovered. The proportion of unhatched eggs was 
determ I ned for each rat; 0 set. The proport I on of un hatched eggs from 
ratio set R0 100 and PalOO was determined. The mean percent hatch was 
63.0 .:!:.SE13.9 and 85.2 ~SE6.4 for Pa and Ro respectively. These values 
were not sIgnIficantly different (P>O.OS). The mean effective Inoculum 
was calculated as 7.4 eggs/mi. This value was used in all subsequent 
calculations. 
Assumption 3 
It was assumed that both species were able to multiply on the same 
host cultlvar. To test multipl icatlon efficiency on different hosts, 
three susceptible cultlvars were Infested separately with egg suspensions 
of Pa and Ro. Inoculum densIty was 10.0 eggs/ml soi I and infested plants 
were grown In a glasshouse at 17.50 + 1°C. The cysts produced were 
recovered at plant senescence. 
Fecundity and multlpl ication factors were calculated from the 
cysts produced and are shown in Tab I e 6.3. Sign if I cant d it f erences 
(P<O.05) in multiplication tactors were found between Pa and Ro on ea,ch 
host plant. Multiplication of Pa was always lower than Ro tor ai' 
c\.Iltlvars tested. Simi larly, Ro had a higher fecundity (eggs/cyst) than 
Pa. 
It is concluded that although multiplication rates between species 
differed, both species had an equal opportunity to establ ish on the same 
Cultivar. Therefore differences in multiplication were primarily the 
reSult of variations In species fecundity. Although nematodes on 1Iam 
Hardy had the lowest multiplication rate It was used in my work as it Is 
the rna i n commerc I a I cu I t I var grown I n New Zea I and. 
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TABLE 6.3 
Mean number of cysts/l00 ml of soi I, fecundity and multiplication factors 
for two species produced on three susceptible cultivars. KAT = Katahdin, 
AS = Arran Banner, IH=llamHardy (n=5). 
Cultlvar Fecundity Mu Ii" I P I i cat I on 
(eggs/cyst) factor 
Cysts produced 
(per I OOml >, 
Pa Ro Pa Ro Pa Ro 
mean mean mean mean mean mean 
(+ SE) (+ SE) (+ SE) (+ SE) 
KAT 124(+10.6) 148(+12.3) 243(+ ~.4) 275(+28.2) 30.1 40.7 
AS 96(+11.2) 136(+21.7) 246(+17.3) 323(+\4.8) 23.6 43.9 
IH 103(+ 9.0) 122(+ 8.3) 151 (+ 7.6) 194(+ 2.9) 18.4 24.0 
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Assumption 4 
It was assumed that after 12 months storage al I cysts would hatch 
when stimulated by a host plant root exudate. 
Dunn (1954, 1962) demonstrated that exten ded dry stor age ot cysts 
reduced the level of egg hatch. He also showed that this effect could be 
minimised If the cysts were preconditioned prior to use in a warm (35 0 C) 
moist environment for 21 days. Because cysts produced in my experiments 
were dry stored for 12 months, they were preconditioned In this way 
before use. 
The efficiency of the treatment was tested on the progeny of 
exper i ments I and 2. A tota I ot 200 cysts of Ro and Pa from the Ro
'00 
and Pa
'
00 ratio sets were Inoculated individually on to 100 Ilam Hardy 
and 100 Marls Anchor plants. Complete hatching did not occur In spite of 
preconditioning <Table 6.4). Although percentage hatch was reduced In 
the progeny of both experiments there was no significant difference 
within each experiment between percent hatch of Ro and Pa or between the 
host cu I t I vars. The negat I ve response of Ro on Marls Anchor was 
expected. However, the sIgnificant difference (P<0.05) between the 
percentage hatch in exper i ments 1 and 2 was not expected. A poss r b Ie 
explanation for this result Is that the 50i I used In the glasshouse 
experiment became drier towards the end of the experiment than the soil 
I n the f rei d exper I ment. I f so, th i sin f I uence on the cyst seems to 
have persIsted In spIte of their being stored under the same conditions 
for 12 months after harvest. Correction factors were calculated (Table 
6.4) to remove the b [as produced by i ncomp I ete cyst hatch I ng. Th i s was 
particularly Important as otherwIse a non hatching Pa cyst could be 
Interpret~d as an Ro cyst If it was planted with a Ro resistant potato. 
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TABLE 6.4 
Mean percentage of plants producing white cysts of Pa and Ro on resistant 
and susceptible potato plants and the factors calculated to correct for 
partial cyst hatching. (IH = 11am Hardy, MA = Marls Anchor.) 
Species and 
cultivar 
Experiment 
Pa IH 
Ro IH 
Pa MA 
Ro MA 
Exper Iment 
Pa IH 
Ro IH 
Pa MA 
Ro MA 
2 
Percent 
positive 
51.2 a 
61.6 a 
53.4 a 
0.00 
26.6 a 
32.9 a 
25.8 a 
0.00 
Calculated 
correction factor 
x 1 .91 
x 3.81 
Within each experiment. values followed by the same letter were not 
significantly different at the 5% level. 
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6.3.5 Analysis of results 
To study Interact ions between popu I at ions, known numbers of 
an i rna I s of two spec I es may be rei eased I nto a resource I I m I ted 
environment and subsequent changes In composition, death rate, and or 
birth rate can be recorded over a number of generations. 
Such an approach is not possible with potato cyst nematodes 
because of the d Itt i cu I ty in d i scr I m I nat i ng between generat ions. S I n9 Ie 
generCltion experiments repeated at a range of proportions avoided this 
problem. De Wit's (1960) ratio diagram method (In Harper, 1977), which 
involves comparisons of species ratios at the beginning and end of an 
exper I ment was used to ana I yse the resu I ts of both exper i ments. It is 
sensitive to changes in proportions, and detects frequency dependent 
interactions (Harper, 1977). The slope and position of the lines 
produced by ratio diagram analysis fit one of four types of response, and 
show the status of the Interacting popUlations. 
I n a Type I response, the rat I 0 of both spec I es rema ins una I tered 
after a period of growth together. 
In a Type II response, one or other species is disadvantaged 
regardless of the species ratio and ultimately wi I I go to extinction. 
In a Type I I I response, the Initially less abundant species is at 
an "advantage and Increases but It Is not possible to specify which 
spec I es w II I have the advantage without spec j fy r ng the frequency. Th I s 
Is known as a frequency-dependent situation" and mixtures wll I ten"d to 
establ ish an equll ibrium between the lower and upper frequencies. 
In a Type IV response, the major component has the advantage and 
no equ I I I br i u m between frequenc i es w I I I be rna i nta i ned even though the 
outcome Is frequency-dependent. 
6.4 RESULTS 
6.4.1 Experiment 
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Mean cyst numbers (per 100 m I of so I I) were obta i ned tor each 
ratio class and overall multiplication factors for each class were 
calculated. Results are presented in Table 6.5. The effective Inoculum 
for th is exper I ment was 7.4 eggs/ m I of so I I. 
TABLE 6.5 
Mean number of cysts/IOO ml of soil, mean fecundity and multiplication 
factors for all ratio classes based on an effective inoculum of 7.4 
eggs/ml soil (n=4). 
Ratio class cysts/l00ml 
Pa Ro 
Pa Ro mean (+ SE) 
100: 0 72.0(+ 6.5) 
99: 52.3(+ 3.9) 
90; 10 57.7(+ 8.5) 
50: 50 95.3(+16.3) 
10: 90 17 4.2 (+52.0 ) 
1: 99 134.0(+15.6) 
. 0: 100 120.0(+ 9.7) 
Fecundity 
(eggs/cyst) 
mean (+SE) 
295.5(+ 7.2) 
314.8(+12.7) 
299.1 (+ 8.0) 
285.7(+11.8) 
302.1(+9.2) 
308 .8 (+ 8. 7l 
309.3(+16.3) 
Multiplication factor 
28.7 
22.0 
23.9 
37.1 
72.5 
55.6 
49.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------
: Total cyst numbers 
i:; original mixture Increased. 
~'i 
Increased as the proportion of Ro in the 
Significant di tferences (P<O.OS) were found 
between PalOO and ROIOO populations but there was no dIfference when the 
ratIo classes contained a high proportIon of the same species (I.e. RogO ' 
ROg 9; and Pa90' Pa99)' No sIgnIfIcant differences were found between 
fecundIty (eggs/cyst) levels of al I ratIo classes, although there was a 
tendency for hIgher fecundity to occur In mixtures wIth Ro dominant. 
The percentage of Pa cysts and cyst percentages corrected tor 
Incomplete hatch <Table 6.4) are shown In Table 6.6. 
TABLE 6.6 
Mean observed percentage ot plants with Pa cysts In each ratio class. 
Percentage corrected to account for Incomplete hatch. 
RatIo class 
Pa : Ro 
100; '0 
99: 
90: 10 
50:' 50 
10: 90 
I; 99 
0: 100 
-
Percentage of 
plants with Pa 
cysts. 
mean (+SE) 
52.3 (+6.1 ) 
47.0(+5.9) 
25.5(+7.2) 
5.8(+1.2) 
2.4(+0.4) 
0.0 
0.0 
Corrected percentages 
(observed % xl .91 ) 
99.9 
89.9 
48.7 
11.2 
4.4 
0.0 
0.0 
Corrected values for the percentage of Pa In the final ratIo set 
.were generally lower than in the origInal ratio class figures and 
IndIcated that the two species were Interacting so that the proportion of 
Pa in the progeny was reduced. 
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The number of cysts/IOO ml for both sp ecies in each ratio class 
are shown in Table 6.7 
TABLE 6.7 
Numbers of cysts produced by each species during Interaction experiments 
with different ratio classes. 
Ratio class 
Pa : Ro 
100; 0 
99: 
90: 10 
50: 50 
10: 90 
1: 99 
0: 100 
Progeny Percentage of 
(cysts/100 ml) Pa 
72.0 99.9 
52.3 89.9 
57.7 48.7 
95.3 11.2 
174.2 4.4 
134.0 0 
120.0 0 
Cysts/IOO ml 
according to species 
Pa Ro 
72 0 
47.1 5.3 
28.1 29.6 
10.6 84.8 
7.6 166.7 
0 134.3 
0 120.0 
9/1 
Calculated multiplication factors, and fecundity values for each 
ratio class are shown in Table 6.8. Initial effective density of the 
Inoculum for each ratio class is also presented. 
TABLE 6.8 
Initial effective egg density, progeny fecundity and segregated species 
multiplIcation factors in experiment 1. 
Ratio class 
Pa Ro 
100: a 
99: 
90: 10 
50 : 50 
10: 90 
\: 99 
0: 100 
EffectIve egg 
density (eggs/ml) 
Pa Ro 
7.4 0.0 
7.3 0.1 
6.7 0.7 
3.7 3.7 
0.7 6.7 
0.1 7.3 
0.0 7.4 
Fecundity 
(eggs/cyst) 
295.5 
314.8 
299.1 
285.7 
302.1 
308.8 
309.3 
MultiplicatIon factor 
Pa Ro 
28.6 0.0 
20.1 225.3 
12.5 119.6 
8.2 65.4 
31.1 75.5 
0.0 56.5 
0.0 50.1 
! 
Multip\ lcatlon factors tor Pa ranged from 8.2 - 31.1 and were 
greatest at Pa:Ro ratios of 100:0 and 10:90. MultiplIcation factors were 
up to seven times higher In Ro and were greatest at Pa:Ro ratios at 99:1 
and 90: 10. 
Rat los of the species based on eggs/ml of soi I, for initial and 
?'fJ ~ nal egg densities In al I ratio classes are shown in Table 6.9. 
~ ~ rlthmetic values were logarithmically 
~lIn ~ _ear regression was performed on the 
transformed (Harper 1977), and a 
data. A significant fit (P<O.05) 
'~as bt . . 
;,;',: 0 a I ned for a 1 I data po I nts in the regress Ion mode 1 (F i gure 6.2). 
FIGURE 6.2 
Input-output ratio diagram showing effect of competition between Ro and p~ 
In a field situation. (Initial total egg density, 7.4 eggs/mil :~~ 
Straight line fitted by least squares line of best fit. 
diamonds 
sol id line 
long dashed line 
observed data 
fitted regression 11ne 
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TABLE 6.9 
Egg numbers and interspecific egg ratios for al I ratio classes at the 
start and end of experiment 1. 
Ratio of Ratio of 
species species 
Ratio class In Iti al density FInal density ( in Itial (final 
Pa Ro (eggs/ml) (eggs/m I ) density) density) 
Pa Ro Pa Ro Pa Ro Pa/Ro Pa/Ro 
100: a 7.4 0.0 212.7 0.0 
99 : 7.3 0.1 148.2 16.6 98.9 8.9 
90: 10 6.7 0.7 84.0 88.5 9.0 0.94 
50 : 50 3.7 3.7 .. 30.2 242.2 1.0 0.12 
10 : 90 0.7 6.7 22.9 503.6 0.11 0.04 
1 : 99 0.1 7.3 0.0 414.7 0.01 0.0 
0: 100 0.0 7.4 0.0 371 .1 
A change In proportions of the two specIes was found in a single 
generation. The Interaction was partIally descrIbed by a type I I I model. 
RO J the Initially less abundant species In Pa~Ro 99:1 90:10 ratio classes 
increased In the final species ratio. On the other hand, Pa In a simi lar 
initial minority (10:90 1 :90) did not increase their representation In 
the final ratio. Although Pa dId not increase in the final population of 
any ratio sets there was a tendency for Pa In low proportions e.g. at 
10:90 to perform better than when present as a high proportion of the 
ratio set e.g. at 99:1 90:10. This suggests that a response simi lar to a 
type I I I model may have occurred with Pa but at a lower non-detectable 
level. 
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6.4.2 Experiment 2 
Mean numbers of cysts ot both species produced per 100 ml of soi I 
for al I ratio classes at four egg densities are presented In Table 6.10 . 
TABLE 6.10 
Mean number of cysts produced/laO ml of sol I tor tour inoculum densities 
and seven ratio classes. 
Ratio cI asses Initial density 
Pa Ro 
0.3 eggs/ml 2.4 eggs/ml 19.2 eggs/mt 153 eggs/ml 
mean (+SE) mean (+SE) mean (+SE) mean (+5E) 
100 0 O. 1 7 ( +0 . 1 0 ) o .96 ( +0 . 1 4 ) 17.1(+ 1.55)a 56.2(+ 8.62)a 
99 0.12(+0.08) 1.08(+0.98) 11 .1 (+ 1.40) b 55.3(+ 3.98)a 
90 10 0.33(+0.24) 1 .50 (+0.40 ) 20. 1 (+ 3. 1 8 ) ac 77.4(+ 7.18)b 
50 50 0.42(+0.03 ') 1 • 4 2 ( +0 • 29 ) 3\ . 6(+ 1.31)cd 1 31 .2 ( + 1 5 • 90 ) c 
10 90 0.62(+0.08) 6.95(+1.32) 66.0(+14.81 )d 234.8(+26.38)d 
99 0.45(+0.46) 11 .95 (+0.81 ) 97.2(+19.90)d 234.6(+43.70)d 
0 100 0.83(+0.14) 2\.75(+1.44) 95.8(+\7.41 )d 303.2(+28.20)d 
In each column, data fol lowed by the same letter are not slgnl flcantly 
d It ferent at the 5% level. 
-
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Insufficient cysts were produced from the 0.3 and 2.4 eggs/ml 
inoculations to 81 low useful analysis, and as a result, analysis was 
restricted to the progeny of 19.2 and 153 eg9s/ml density classes. 
Numbers of cysts produced per 100 ml of so! I (Table 6.10) were not 
significantly different (P>0.05) between ratio classes with a high 
proportion of Ro. However, when the proportion of Ro dropped to 0.5 and 
below, a significant decrease In the total number of cysts produced was 
found. 
Fecundity and multiplicatIon factors calculated for the two 
density groups are shown In Table 6.11. 
TABLE 6.11 
Fecundity and multiplication factors for the progeny of al I ratio classes 
at two densities (n=4). 
Rat 10 c I ass 
Pa 
100:0 
99: 1 
90: 10 
50:50 
10:90 
1 :99 
0: 100 
Ro 
Fecundity 
Initial density 
19.2 
mean (+SE) 
193.5(+31.0) 
160.2(+29.7) 
145.7(+30.8) 
124.5(+32.0) 
146.2(+42.7) 
261.- • a ( +6 1 .0 ) 
11 2 • 7 ( +42 .0 ) 
153.0 
mean (+SE) 
178.0(+24.9) 
177.0(+44.9) 
128.0(+14.7) 
161.5(+.34.9) 
187.0(+34.8) 
208.0(+40.4) 
181.0(+27.7) 
Mu I t j p I i cat i on 
tactor 
InitIal denSity 
19.2 153.0 
1.7 0.7 
0.8 0.5 
1.5 0.6 
1.9 1.3 
5.0 2.8 
13.0 .3.1 
8.6 3.4 
No significant differences (P>0.05) In cyst fecundIty were found 
between different ratIo classes within the density groups or between the 
two density groups for the same ratio class. 
Mu I tip I 1 cat Ion factors Increased wl~h an Increase In the 
proportion of Ro In the mixture and were higher In the 19.2 than the 
153.0 eggs/ml density group. 
The percentage of Pa cysts In each situation and the percentages 
, after correction for cyst dormancy are shown in Table 6.12. 
t: _ 
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TABLE 6.12 
The mean percentage of plants with Pa cysts at each density and In each 
ratio class. Percentages corrected to account for Incomplete hatch. 
Ratio class 
Pa:Ro 
100 0 
99 
90 10 
50 50 
10 90 
1 99 
o 100 
Percentage with cysts 
initial densIty 
19.2 
(mean +SE) 
26.9(+4.1 ) 
24 • 1 (+4.1 ) 
19.5(+1.0) 
1 0 • 1 (+0 . 68 ) 
2.9 (+0.51 ) 
o . 44 ( +0 . 17 ) 
0.0 
153.0 
(Mean +$E) 
28.5(+3.8) 
22.7(+3.5) 
17.5(+1.4) 
6.22(+0.75) 
2.54(+0.40) 
0.27(+0.27) 
0.0 
Corrected percentage 
(observed % x 3.8) 
19.2 153.0 
102.4 98.4 
91.8 86.8 
74.2 67.0 
38.5 23.7 
11.0 9.7 
1.6 1.0 
0.0 0.0 
The corrected values for Pa In each ratio class at each density 
were compared with the origInal ratIo class values. A large difference 
was found with respect to the ratIo classes between Pa:Ro 99:1 and 
50:50, but a lesser difference was found for Pa:Ro 10:90 and 1 :99. 
The numbers of Ro present in the progeny were calculated from 
total numbers of cysts produced and the proportion of Pa In the samples. 
Numbers of Pa and Ro in each ratio class are presented In Table 6.13. 
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TABLE 6.13 
Numbers of cysts produced by each species In different ratio classes at 
two initial densities. 
Ratio class Mean numbers 
Pa : Ro cysts/IOO ml 
(both species 
Inltl a I 19.2 
d~nsity 
100 0 17 . 1 (+ 1 .55) , 
99 11 .1 (+1 .40) 
90 10 20.08 (+ 3. 18 ) 
50 50 31.6(+1.31) 
10 90 66 . 0 ( + 1 4 .81 ) 
00 97.2(+19.9) 
o : 100 95.8 (+ 1 7.41 ) 
-
of Number of cysts Pa 
(mean +SE) per 100 ml 
combined) 
153 19.2 
Pa 
56.2(+8.62) 17.1 
55.3(+3.98) 10.1 
77.4(+7.18) 14.9 
13 1 • 2 ( + I 5 .90 ) 12.1 
234.8(+26.38) 7.3 
234.6(+43.70) 1.5 
303.2(+28.20) 0.0 
'fHE LI BRARY 
~IVmS'TY OF CANTERBUR.':r 
(" . CHURCH. N.Z. 
Ro 
0 
1.0 
5.1 
19.4 
58.7 
95.7 
95.8 
(mean) 
153 
Pa 
56.2 
48.0 
51.8 
31.1 
22.8 
2.3 
0.0 
and Ro 
Ro 
0 
7.3 
22.5 
100.1 
212.0 
232.2 
303.2 
100 
TABLE 6.14 
Initial effective egg densities for both species, fecundity of progeny 
(from Table 6.11) and multiplication factors for both Pa and Ro at two 
initial densities; 19.2 and 153 eggs/m I. 
19.2 eggs/mt 
Ratio class I nltla I effective Fecundity Multlpl [cation factor 
density (eggs/m 1 ) (eggs/cyst) 
Pa Ro Pa : Ro Pa Ro 
100 a 19.2 0 193.5 1.7 0 
99 19.0 0.2 160.2 0.8 8.0 
90 10 17.2 2.0 145.7 "\. 3 3.7 
50 50 9.6 9.6 124.5 1.6 2.5 
10 90 2.0 17.2 146.2 5.2 5.0 
99 0.2 19.0 261 .0 19.6 13.1 
0 100 0.0 19.2 182.7 0.0 9.1 
153.0 eggs/ml 
100 0 153.0 0.0 178.0 0.65 0.0 
99 151.5 1.5 177 .0 0.56 8.6 
90 10 137.7 15.3 128.0 0.48 1 .9 
50 50 76.5 76.5 161.5 0.65 2.1 
10 90 15.3 137.7 187.0 2.8 2.9 
99 1.5 151 05 208.0 3.2 3.2 
0 100 0.0 153.0 181 .0 0.0 3.6 
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TABLE 6.15 
I nit I a I, and fInal densIties (eggs/ml ) t and ratIo sets for both Pa and Ro 
at In It 1 al densities of 19.2 and 153.0 eggs/mi. 
Ratio class (n Itial density FInal densIty Ratio of Ratio of 
(eggs/ml) (eggs/ml) species species 
( in it ia I (f I na I 
density) density) 
19.2 eS9s/ ml 
Pa : Ro Pa Ro Pa Ro Pa/Ro Pa/Ro 
100: 0 19.2 0.0 33.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
99: 19.0 0.2 16.1 1.6 95.0 10.0 
90: 10 17.2 2.0 23.0 7.4 8.6 3.11 
50: 50 9.6 9.6 15.0 24.1 1.0 0.62 
\0: 90 2.0 \7.2 10.7 85.8 0.11 0.12 
1 : 99 0.2 19.0 3.9 249.7 0.01 0.02 
0: 100 0.0 19.2 0.0 175.0 0.0 0.0 
153.0 eggs/ml 
100:' 0 153.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
99: 151.5 1.5 84.9 \ 2.9 101. a 6.5 
90: 10 137.7 15.3 66.3 28.8 9.0 2.3 
50: 50 76.5 76.5 50.2 161.6 1.0 0.31 
10: 90 15.3 137.7 42:6 396.4 0.11 0.10 
1· 99 1.5 151.5 4.8 482.9 0.01 0,01 
0: 100 0.0 153.0 0.0 548.7 0.0 0.0 
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Multipi icatlon factors for both species in each ratio class were 
calculated from the values presented in Table 6.13 and are presented in 
Table 6.14. In al I ratio classes and at both initial densities, 
multipl ication factors were low and never exceeded x 20. In each ratio 
class multipl ication generally was higher at the lower (19.2 eggs/ml) 
densIty. 
Initial and final egg densities tor both species were calculated 
as In experiment 1 and are shown In Table 6.15. As In experiment 1 the 
ratio of the species in the Initial and final densities for both overal I 
density groups were log-transformed prIor to a linear regression 
analysis. A significant fit (P<0.05) was obtained for al I data points at 
each overal I density (Figure 6.3). 
The regression lines for both density groups had simi lar slopes 
and as in experIment 1 were below the I ine of non-interaction (8=1). 
However, when In a more favourable environment Pa as the less abundant 
species (10:90 1 :99) was able to maintain or Increase Its representation 
In the final species I'otio. In the same environment Ro, as the less 
abundant species was only able compete In the 99:1 ratio class when at 
the lower (19.2) eggs/m I overa I I dens i ty. From the regress ion lines it 
!s apparent that the slopes obtained for the two density groups are the 
same. 
FIGURE 6.3 
Input-output ratio diagram showing the effect of competItion between R~,:. ',. 
and Pa at two densities In a controlled environment. ~ 
A ;:: 
8 = 
long dashed line = 
Initial avera I I density 19.2 eggs/ml 
Initial overal I density \53.0 eggs/ml 
line of non-Interaction (a=\) 
Straight lines fitted by least squares' Ine of best fit. 
circles = 
so II d line = 
triangles = 
short dashed fine = 
observed data at \9.2 eggs/ml 
fitted regression line at 19.2 eggs/ml 
observed data at 153 eggs/ml 
fitted regressIon I ine at \53 eggs/ml 
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6.5 DISCUSSION 
Multiplication factors calculated for experiments 1 and 2 differed 
markedly. Those tor the Pa'00 and ROIOO ratio classes In experiment 1 
were similar to those of other populations maintained under simi lar fIeld 
conditions (Table 5:16), but nematode multiplIcation In experiment 2 was 
much lower than expected. This difference was largely the result of 
delayed inoculation into the host root system (Appendix XVIII), 
Significant reductions In the Ro multiplication factor occurred after 30 
days but a significant decrease In Pa multlpl !catlon was observed after 
only eight days. There was no significant difference in the 
multlpl icatlon of both Pa and Ro at anyone time. 
In experiment 2, overal I multiplication was Influenced by Inoculum 
density and multiplication was lower at higher densities. Differences in 
the proportion of Pa In Initial and final Pa:Ro mixtures showed that 
Interactions between the two species occurred and overal I multlpl [catIon 
was strong I yin f I uenced by the proport Ions I n the 1 nit i a I mixture. 
AnalysIs of the Initial and tinal ratio sets for both experiments showed 
that Ro was more success fu I as the f I na I num ber of Ro eggs in the so i I 
was higher than I n the in I t i a I I eve I. Th I s I ncrease was at the expense 
of Pa I n the mixture. 
The s lopes of the rat 1 0 set 1 i nes J n the two exper i ments were 
simi lar and a consistent frequency dependent response was observed. AI I 
slopes tended to converge at zero and ,the y intercepts for all 
experiments were not Significantly different from zero. In the field 
based experIment (experiment 1) the ratio line was wei I below the line of 
no advantage (a:=1) for all ratio classes. Extrapolation of the lIne 
showed that there was a pol nt at wh i ch 'the tw<? lines converged and where 
the Pa and" Ro populations would be in equi I ibrium. This point was 
reached when Pa was at a very low frequency. 
I n Sect Ion 5.3.8, I showed that Ro hatched ear Ii er from the cyst 
and spent less tIme in the sol I than Pa before establishing in host 
roots. 80th these characteristics make Ro a more effective parasite In 
many South Island field situations. These hatching and establishing 
characteristics can also account for some of the observed frequency 
dependent responses which show that regardless of the specIes, the 
minorIty species In the mixture always maIntained or Improved its 
representation in the mixture. 
Let us consider the situatIon where Ro is the more abundant 
~ecles. When stimulated it wi I I hatch before Pa and become establ ished 
mOre quickly In the roots. Because of Its lower mortal ity in the sol I a 
greater number of larvae wi I I estab I Ish in the roots and occupy most 
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of the available sites. There will be some intraspecific competition 
and th I s may resu I tin reduced mu I tip I I cat Ion. Pa as the I ess abundant 
species wll I hatch at a later date and colonise a different set of roots 
(most likely different In time and space), For these reasons) Pa Is 
unl ikely to compete directly wIth Ro for sites and because of relatively 
loW numbers will exh1blt I imlted Intraspecific interactions. The effect 
of there be i ng fewer su I tab Ie sites I n the rem a In i ng root system w I I J 
most I I ke I y be ~ I n 1m r sed by the low I arva I numbers. Consequent I y, Pa 
multiplication wll I be higher. 
In the converse situation, the more abundant Pa wil I be slower to 
colonise and as usual Ro wll I establish earlier. However, because 
InItial density of Ro Is low there should be little Intraspecific 
competition and hence a higher rate of Ro multiplication can be achieved. 
Pa wil I establ ish after Ro and take up a range of root sites not occupied 
by Ro. Some at these sites wil I be less desirable and this combined with 
some degree of I ntraspec if I c compet it Ion wi I I depress the mu It r p I kat ion 
of -p a. 
Experiment 2 demonstrated the same frequency dependent responses 
as exper I ment 1 but showed that overa II dens i ty cou I d mod I ty the 
frequency dependent effect. At low densities there was an improvement in 
the multlpl icatlon of Pa over.a wide range of Pa:Ro ratios. This was 
probably the result of reduced Intraspec.ific competition (by Pa) since 
there WQU I d be more root sites ava I I ab I e for co I on i sat Ion by Pa even 
after Ro had estab I j shed. 
In both experiments and 2, the equilibrium point was not 
determ i ned but Col e and Howard (1962) i nd I cated that two speer es can be 
present in a field situation, one at a very low and often nondetectable 
leyel. Thus, after a number of years Cole an.d Howard found Pa when Ro 
resIstant potatoes were planted j yet it had not been observed before. 
As I n the I r study, I found that the numbers of the norma I [y dam i nant Ro 
had to be reduced in absolute terms before Pa could compete. 
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6.6 SUMMARY 
The experimental results obtained al Iowa number of tentative 
general Isat[ons to be made as follow:-
1. In the silt sol Is of Canterbury Ro Is more successful than Pa. 
2. Frequency dependent responses between the two species were 
detected In both tield and glasshouse trials. The minority 
species was able to maIntain itself In the mixture. 
3. In a mixture of two species the proportions at the two species 
wi I I change untIl an equilibrIum Is achieved and In the Canterbury 
situation this will occur at a point where the proportion of Pa 
present is very low. 
4. The ·compet 1 t i veness at Pa is improved w hen the tota I dens i ty of 
the mixture is reduced. There Is a suggestion that the 
equl I ibrlum point between the two species [5 higher at lower 
avera I I dens I ties. 
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CHAPTER 7 
POPULATION CHANGES IN THE ABSENCE OF A HOST 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
Attrition In viable egg numbers occurs within al I cysts in the 
absence of host stimulation. Attrition has been described also as 
reduction (Shepherd, 1962b), decrement <Gra.inger, 1959) and population 
decrease (Jones and Kempton, 1978). 
The measurement of attrition rate Is an integral pari of a 
nematode management program as the rate of atirltion Influences the 
required duration of a rotailonal cropping pattern (Nusbaum and FerrIs, 
1973). Most countries pracilce rotation In some form, (Southey, 1978) so 
that the number of live nemaiodes can be reduced to a level sufficiently 
low thai a subsequent host crop wi I I not suffer serious damage (Brown, 
1978) • 
Rates of natural attrlilon vary' in different countries (Fenwick, 
1955, 1956; Grainger, 1959; Oostenbrlnk, 1952; COoper, 1954; Cole and 
~oward, lS59; Relnmuth end Schmidt, 1959; Toxopeus, 1959; SchlUier, 1976; 
Oydv In, 1978) and annua I percentage· losses reported under fa I low or non 
host crops range from 4% to 95%. 
GeographIcal differences have been· noted. In hot countries such 
as Israel. attrition rate Is very hIgh (Cohn.et ~., 1970), whereas in 
cooler countries such as Norway (Oydin, 1978) much lower rates have been 
reported. 
Attrition rates for the Pa2 population at Pukekohe as ~etermined 
by Fooi et~. (1980) were h.igher (70% per annum) than in most temperate 
countries. Both the climate and cropping patterns used In the South 
,1~land are markedly different from those at Pukekohe. Pukekohe has a 
~vlrtual Iy frost free, maritime, subtropical cl imaie and the traditIonal 
~ potato crop is very ear I y, being planted In Aprl I-May and harvested In 
~AuguSi-September ". 
~ !t Is unl Jkely therefore that attrition rates determined from the 
!I ~~ukekohe popu I at ion cou I d be appropr I aie I y used as a gu i de line for a 
~[ 
\;,SOI!Jth I s I and 
2' 
"*Comp 11 cates 
management~program. The presence of two specIes further 
the South Island situation as there Is no Information 
;zi'f. 
",/:, ~e9ardlng possible differences in attrition rates between the two 
i' >.:~pec I e t7 ,-t s. 
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In the present study, attrition rates of both species were 
examined and compared In 5i It and peat soi 15 in Canterbury. At Outram the 
attrition rate of Ro (the only species detected) was also determined 
because the soi I type is difterent tram that in Canterbury (see 
Appendices I, II and III), 
There is no information on whether different sized cysts have 
different attrition rates. Therefore, to determine whether cyst size 
Influences attrition rate, al r populations were subdivided according to 
cyst size and the size classes were examined separately. 
7.2 METHODS 
7.2.1 Preparation of populations 
Pure populations of R04 and PS 3 were established at Lincoln during 
the 1978-79 growing season. Both species were grown under identical 
conditions as outl ined in Chapter 2, so that large numbers of new cysts 
were ava! lable. 
Attrition rates were determined on three arbitrarily chosen cyst 
size classes which spanned the entire size range; 250-350 micrometres 
diameter (smal I), 350-500 mlcrometres (medium), 500-850 micrometres 
(large). Populations were divided into the three sizes, then 
reconstituted, so that equal numbers at cysts ot each size were present 
for future sampl ing. Egg status (numbers I ive, dead and hatched) in each 
size class for each species is shown in Table 7.1-
Unlnfested soi I from the three research areas, S4, Cranford St. 
and Outram was collected and cysts were mixed with the sol I to give a 
mean density of 31.5 cysts/l00ml soil. One quarter of this Intested soi I 
was placed into each of four terylene bags. They were returned to their 
original site of collection and burled with the tops of the bags open and 
contents flush with the soil surface (Figure 7.1). 
Because of quarantine requirements, Pa3 was not introduced to 
Outram. Population codes tor both specIes at each location are listed in 
Table 7.2. 
FIGURE 7.1 
Terylene bag in soi I with top open and contents flush with the surrounding 
soi I. 
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TABLE 7.1 
Egg status (numbers of eggs/cyst) ! n three size c I asses of cysts 
belonging to the two specIes ~sed to establ ish the populatIon attrition 
study at three locations In the South Island (n=4). [250-350 m!crometres 
= sma I I, 350-500 m i crometres = med i u m, 500-850 m I crometres = large]. 
No. 
Live 
No. 
Dead 
No. 
Hatched 
No. 
Live 
No. 
Dead_ 
No. 
Hatched 
Sma It 
mean (+SE) 
46.0(+6.4) 
12.0(+1.1 ) 
7.0(+2.1) 
38.0(+4.8) 
9.0(+1.9) 
4.0(+6.2) 
Cyst size 
Med i um 
mean (+SE) 
Species Ro 
96.9(+9.2) 
22.0(+2.2) 
7.9(+4.2) 
Species Pa 
Large 
mean (+$E) 
385.0(+27.1 ) 
9.3(+15.0) 
6.9(+8.4) 
155.0(+6.9) 260.0(+ 11.7) 
21.0(+2.5) 57 .0 (+ 1 0 . 1 ) 
11.7(+4.8) 26.9(+13.6) 
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TABLE 7.2 
population codes for the two nematode species at the three locations. 
Population code Species Location 5011 type 
RoS4 R04 S4 Lincoln SI It 
PaS4 Pa3 54 LI nco In Silt 
RoC R04 Cranford St. Peat 
PaC Pa3 Cranford St. Peat 
RoO R04 Outram $i It loam 
7.2.2 Sampl ing program 
The experiment was set up In July 1979 and terminated In Ju Iy 
··1981 • Samples were taken r f possIble In January:, Apr I I., July and 
October. On each occasion all four bags were lifted from the ground an.d 
the infested so 11 in each bag was through I y mixed before the 100m I samp Ie 
was taken. Mixing of the soil also simulated the quarterly cultivation 
program expected under a normal cropping pattern. 
Each sample was air dried In the laboratory 
extracted, divided into the t~ree size classes and 
and the cysts were 
counted. Fifteen 
cysts of each size class were broken open so that eggs contained could be . 
stained with 'Meldolas
' 
soluilon, for 48h. Live eggs and tree-living 
larvae, dead eggs, and empty egg shel Is were counted. Free-living larvae 
and \ ive egg counts were combined to give total vlabl Iity. 
7.2.3 Soil temperature and moisture 
Physical characteristics of the sol I environment were recorded for 
the duration of the sampling program (Chapter 2.10)~ Cont I nuous so II 
temperature recordings and weekly sol I moIsture measurements were taken 
at 81 I three study sites. 
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7.3 RESULTS 
7.3.1 Whole cyst survival 
Mean ~yst densities for each location are shown In Figure 7.2. 
AI I size classes at each location are combined in the figure because 
there were no significant (P>O.05) differences between sizes. The 
Initial rise In numbers of cysts was a reflection of sol r consol idatlon 
at the beginning of the experiment but over the remaining months no 
significant reduction in cyst numbers occurred. 
7.3.2 LI ve egg s 
Changes in numbers of live or viable eggs are shown In Figure 7.3, 
and a more rIgorous analysis using log-transformed data is shown In 
Figure 7.4. The regression coefficients and their standard errors are 
presented In Table 7.3. R04 had a greater loss of viable eggs than Pa3 
I n Canterbury, a pattern wh I c~ was cons i stent for a I I but the sma \ I 
cysts. From the twelfth month on, ·dlfferences in species egg number were 
significant (P<O.OS) for large cysts. Rate of attrltJon of the R04 
population at Outram was signIficantly different (P<O.05) from that of 
the· R04 populations In Canterbury but was similar to that exhibited by 
al I Pa3 populations. Soil type had no obvious effect on attrition rate 
(Table 7.4) but the large cysts of R04 and Pa3 showed significant 
differences in the.ir rate of attrItion In both sol I types. 
FIGU RE 7.2 
Tota I number of cysts recovered from 100 m I of so i I at the three 
locations. 
circle with 5011 d line = Ro at S4 
triangle with solid II ne = Pa at S4 
circle with short dashed line = Ro at Cranford St. 
triangle with short dashed line = Pa at Cranford St. 
cjrcle with long dashed line = Ro at Outram 
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TABLE 7.3 
Regression coefficients (al and y intercepts (b) for fitted regression 
lines relating viable eggs/cyst against time for two species and three 
size classes of cysts at three locations. 
Size PaS4 PaC RoS4 RoC RoO 
cl ass mean (+SE) mean (+SE) mean (+SE) mean (+SE> mean 
a 5.7 (+0.10) 5.5 (+0.09) 6.2 (+0.16 ) 6.0 (+0.17) 5.6 
large 
(+SE) 
(+0.17) 
b -0.04 (+0.01 ) -0.03 (+0.01 I -0.09 (+0.01) -0.07 (+0.01 ) -0.05 (+0.01 ) 
a 5.0 (+0.11 ) 4.9 (+0.21 ) 4.5 (+0.22) 4.9 (+0.06) 5.0 (+0.23) 
.....,. 
med i urn 
b·-0.03 (+0.01 ) -0.04 (+0.01 ) -0.05 (+0.01 ) -0.06 (+0.01 ) -0.06 (+0.02) 
a 3.6 (+0.14) 4.0 (+0.12 ) 3.6 (+0.37) 3.9 (+0.15) 3.8 (+0.12 ) 
small 
b -0.03 (+0.01 ) -0.06 (+0.01 ) -0.05 (+0.02) -0.06 (+0.01 ) -0.0\ (+0.01 ) 
a 5.1 (+0.09) 4.9 (+0. 11 ) 5.2 (+0. 18) 5.3 (+0. 12) 5.1 (+0.16 ) 
mean (A I I ) 
b -0.04 (+0.0 I ) -0.03 (+0.01 ) -0.08 (+0.01) -0.07 (+0.07) -0.05 (+0.01) 
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TABLE 7.4 
Comparison of attrition rates between and within species with different 
sized cysts and grown In different soils. 
Species Species Significance 
cyst size cyst size (P<O.05) 
PaS4 small v RoS 4 small NS 
med I um v med tum NS 
large v large 
** 
PaC sma II v RoC small NS 
medium v medium NS 
large v large )( 
So! ! v 
ROS 4 sma II v RoC small NS 
med I um v medium NS 
large v large NS 
PaS4 sma II v PaC small *' 
med i um v med i um NS 
large v large NS 
RoC sma i I v RoO small NS 
med I um v medium NS 
large v , arge NS 
Size v 
Small RoS 4 v Medium RoS NS 
RoC v RoC NS 
RoO v RoO NS 
PaS 4 v PaS4 NS 
PaC v PaS NS 
Med i um RoS 4 v Large RoS 4 "* 
RoC v RoC NS 
RoO v RoO NS 
PaS4 · v PaS4 NS 
: 
PaC v PaC NS 
. Large RoS4 v Sma II RoS4 NS 
RoC v RoC NS 
RoO v RoO NS 
PaS4 v PaS4 NS 
PaC v PaC * 
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The decl ine In egg number in large cysts was slgnlf'icantly -faster 
in R04 than Pa3 (Figure 7.4.Al but the difference was not significant for 
other sized cysts (Figure 7.4 B,C). 
The higher rate of attrition observed In silts compared with peats 
for smal I Pa3 cysts, and the higher attrition In Canterbury than in the 
Outram silt loams for large R04 cysts were the only significant soi I type 
effects observed. 
Mean annual rates of attrition tor each species at each location 
were calculated using the tltted regression lines (Tab Ie 7.3) . The 
number of eggs present atter 12 months (Table 7.5) was obtained by 
solving for y In the equation -
log y = log a - (log b)x 
where x=12 and division of this value by the initial number of 
eggs gave percent annual attrition. 
TABLE 705 
Calculated annual percent attrition rate tor two species, three cyst 
sizes and three locations. Calculated tram values presented In Table 7.3. 
Cyst 
size 
Small 
Med I um 
Large 
Mean (All) 
PaS4 PaC 
30.2 51.3 
30.2 38. , 
38.0 30.2 
38. , 30.2 
RoS4 RoC RoO 
45.1 51 .3 45.1 
45.1 51.1 51.1 
66.0 56.8 45.1 
61 .7 56.8 45.1 
-------~------------------------------------------------------
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Annual attritIon rates were consIstently higher for R04 than Pa3' 
and were lower at Outram than In Canterbury. 
7.3.3 Dead eggs 
Smal I numbers of dead eggs were present in cysts at the beginning 
of an experiment (Table 7.1). However, the number of dead eggs recovered 
during the experiment tended to decrease with time (Figure 7.5). This 
was particularly obvious for large cysts, but was highly variable within 
replicates and between treatments. The data were analysed and the 
correlation coefficients (r values) <Table 7.6) relating change in egg 
numbers to time indicated that a high proportion of regressions were not 
significant (P>0.05). The number of dead eggs recovered at any point in 
time was largely random and not Influenced by soi I type, species or size 
class. 
TABLE 7.6 
Correlation coefficients ( r values) relating numbers of dead eggs per 
cyst with time, The r values were calculated from logarithmically 
transformed data used In the I inear regression equations (n=4). 
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(* 
Cyst 
size 
Smal I 
Med! urn 
Large 
Mean (A I I ) 
Population codes 
PaS4 PaC 
0.,60 0.03 
0.78* 0.01 
0.76** 0.63 
0.80* 0.52 
RoS4 RoC 
0.53 0.06 
0.78* 0.30 
0.24 0.43 
0.49 0.41 
Significant at the 5% level, * * Slgnltcant at the 
RoO 
0.03 
0.59 
0.55 
0.60 
1% level) 
FIGURE 7.5 
Changes In the number of dead eggs (as a percentage of the Initial 
numbers> In two species at three locations for three cyst size classes. 
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7.3.4 Hatched eggs 
The number of egg shel Is present in cysts Increased with tIme 
(Figure 7.6) and their increase fol lowed a generally asymptotic curve. 
In the first 12 months the number of egg shel Is Increased but after this 
time they began to level off. Ro In peat was an exception since little 
Increase in egg shel I numbers was found. Not surprisingly, the pattern 
of Increasing egg shel I numbers in the first 12 months was essentially 
the reciprocal of the pattern for viable egg decl [ne shown in Figure 7.3. 
Atter 12 months, this pattern was disrupted as the number of egg shel Is 
remained more or less constant although a declIne In viable eggs 
continued. 
7.3.5 Sol I temperature and moisture 
The mean sol I temperature anq soi I moisture tor al I three study 
areas for the duration of the study are presented in Appendix VII and 
Append I x V I I I • 
7.4 DISCUSSION 
Mature cysts tree in the sol I encounter a different set of 
surv I va I prob I ems from those encountered dur I ng deve I opment ina hos.t 
root. In sol[, the .. cyst must be sufficently insensitive to the 
environment to survive for an extended period yet be able to respond to 
the stimulatory effects of a suitable host plant. Factors that stimulate 
potato cyst nematode eggs to hatch In the presence of. a host have been 
discussed extensively and reviewed by Shepherd (1962b) and Clark and 
Perry (1977). However, I [tt Ie deta I I ed study has been attempted on the 
tate of cyst contents in a fIeld situation in the absence of a host. 
In the present study I showed that there was no reduction In the 
number of cysts present 1 n the so iii n the first two years but that the 
number of viable eggs decl ined with time. Loss of viable eggs was caused 
by hatching rather than death wIthin the cyst and Ro had a more rapid 
rate of attrition than Pa. 
Egg hatching In the absence of a host can be affected by diapause 
or dormancy (Evans and Perry, 1976; Shepherd, 1962b; Ellenby and Smith, 
1967) and can result In a spring flush of hatching. This is not a 
universal phenomenon, however, and was not observed by Rode (1971) or 
Wood and Foot (pers. comm.) 
AttrItion rates observed In the present study were log-I inear for 
-both species and cyst size. A dormancy period was not found. Jones and 
Kempton (1978) logarIthmically transformed the arithmetic results of 
COoper (1954) to demonstrate a simi tar constant rate of popUlation 
decrease, which had not been Immediately apparent when plotted on 
linear scale by Cooper (1954), 
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Cole and Howard (1959) also plotted percentage decrease In egg 
numbers over time but failed to recognise the constant rate of decline 
because It was plotted on a linear scale. Logarithmic transformatIon of 
their data showed a similar constant rate of population decline. It IS 
interesting to note that published figures from Cole and Howard (1962) do 
not show a constant rate of attritlonJ as the percentage loss in the 
first year was much higher than In the fol lowing year. Such observed 
variation In results of attrItIon studIes carried out on a greater time 
base than the" present study suggests that although a constant rate of 
decline can be demonstrated by Intensive sampling over a short time J long 
term attritIon may not necessarily conform to the same pattern and to 
extrapolate beyond the data points Is I I I advised. 
The declIne in the number of dead eggs In cysts over the 
experimental period was largely random but occurred at a"much lower rate 
than viable egg losses. 
An increase In the number of egg shel Is was also observed. This 
was the result of egg hatching and was the reciprocal of the decline In 
viable eggs. This relationship broke down after approximately 12 months 
When egg shel I "numbers In samples became more-or.-Iess constant whereas 
the number of viable eggs continued to decl ine. conclude from this 
that some egg shel Is had already begun to decompose at thIs time and so 
were not found In later samples. 
Significant dIfferences In the overal I attrition of viable eggs 
were found between R04 and Pa3; these dOl tferences were independent of 
location (Table 7.4). Attrition rates tended to be higher in the sl It 
soils of S4 than In the peat soi I of Cranford St. R04 In the sl It loams 
of OUTram occupIed an IntermedIate positIon. Attrition rates calculated 
for the three size classes of cysts were not signIficantly different. 
Wa I I ace (19.5? J 1956 J 1958, 1959, 1963) cone I uded that aerat Ion was 
the most Important sol I factor affecting the emergence of larvae from 
cysts but he also considered that the structure and composition of the 
5011 was Important. ThIs is because these factors Influence the degree 
of sol I~aeration and subsequent larval emergence. 
In my study, differences In emergence occurred In the three soil 
types used, and an examination at their physical characteristIcs suggests 
a Possible explanation for this. 
The greatest loss In vIable eggs occurred In the Canterbury 51 It 
SOils which exhibited a wei I developed structure and 'crumb'. Wal lace 
-ns 1 dered so I' structure to be) tla vague term but I det i ne it 
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here as the arrangement of sol I particles, the word particle meaning not 
only the individual elements such as sand, si It and clay, but also the 
units formed by an aggregation of these smaller fractions, commonly 
termed crumbs", The crumbs In S4 sol I had large interstitial pores which 
al lowed extensIve sol I aeration. Sol I moisture (Appendix VI I I) at S4 was 
above soi I capacity during winter but drained readily in spring and 
summer. Regular wetting and drying ensured ful I aeration and at the same 
time the soi I was subjected to a seasonal heating and coolIng regIme 
(Appendix VI I). According to Bishop (1955) these conditions produce 
opt i ma I I arva I emergence. 
The level of oxygen consumptIon wIthin a sol I varies between sol I 
types, and is lowest In sol Is containing large sand particles and low 
organ r c content (Russe I I, 1950; ~Ia I I ace, 1956). Th I s type of so i I occurs 
at S4. In contrast, the Outram salls although highly mineralIsed are 
nade up of fine particles and are almost structure less with smal I 
interstitial pores which are further reduced by the pr~sence of clay 
~article5. 
One effect of the clay component would be to Increase the oxygen 
consumptIon of the sol I as Indicated by the work of Wal lace (1956). Soi I 
noisture at Outram never reached fIeld capacity (Appendix VI I I) and did 
not exhibit a marked seasonal fluctuation. ThIs probably reflects the 
water holdl_ng capacity of the clay particles especially as the seasonal 
soil temperature regime was simi lar to that of S4. 
Finally, the peat salls of Cranford St. (where the lowest 
attrition rates were found) can be consIdered to be Incompletely drained 
salls Where full aeratIon Is seldom achieved. 
Although raw peat soils are made up of large pieces of 
undecomposed organic particles whIch al low good aeration when draIned, 
this Is not the case In cultivated peats such as .Cranford st. where 
organic material has been broken down Into smal I particles and [n extreme 
cases is powder I Ike. Th i 5 rcsu I ts I n a I arge I y structure I ess top so II 
with very sma I I pore spaces. Dry r n9 of the so I lis restr i cted to the top 
layers and the rest of the soi I profi Ie becomes progressively wetter with 
depth. 
Soi I moIsture samples taken from Cranford St. (Appendix VIII) 
Showed strong seasonal fluctuations. but the moisture content never fel I 
below 45% (oven dry w~rght) which Is roughly twice that of the other sol! 
tYpes examined. 5011 temperature fluctuations were sImi lar to those 
recorded at 54 except that summer temperatures were higher. 
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In addition to having relatively poor aeration characteristics, 
peat soi Is have a hIgh oxygen consumption which would further restrict 
the amount of oxygen available to the dormant cyst (Wal lace 1963). 
7.5 SUMMARY 
1. AttrItion rates were higher In sl It than in peat soi Is and were 
higher In R04 than Pa3" 
2. Cyst size dId not slgnflcantly influence the rate of attrition •. 
3. Attrition rates for both species were 109-1 Inear over the duration 
of the experiment and were primarily the result of emergence of 
hatched larvae not death of eggs. 
4. Reduction In dead egg numbers was largely random and the result of 
decomposition processes. 
Influence. 
Species and cyst size had no apparent 
5. Empty egg shel Is accumulated fol lowing Initial hatching but after 
12 months the number of egg shel Is present leveled off. 
6. Highest annual attrition rates occurred In sol Is which were ·free 
drainIng and had good structure. The presence of high organic 
matter or high proportions of clay particles reduced the attrition 
rate. 
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CHAPTER 8 
CONCLUDING REVIEW 
New Zealand is a primary producing country and depends largely on 
export markets for Its economic survival. 
Traditionally, the United Kingdom has been our princIpal market 
and low co s t e f f I c i en t pro d u c t ion co u pie d wit han ass u red mar k e t h a v e 
offset the considerable cost of supplying a market hal fway round the 
war I d. With the advent at the European Econom I c Commun I ty (EEC) thi s 
market has been reduced seriously and is no longer assured. As a result, 
New Zea I and has been forced to diver s I ty both t ts markets and produce. 
Distance f rom markets is st I I I a d I st i nct d i s8dvantage but th I s very 
IsolatIon has been of great virtue In keeping New Zealand relatively free 
from other countries' pests and diseases. As a result, New Zealand 
enjoys a good reputation which has. enabled us to maintain a high level of 
confidence In meeting the export requirements of markets. 
A we I I deve loped quarant i ne serv I ce he I ps rna I nta i n th I s freedom 
from pests and diseases and at the same time Is responsible tor the 
restrictIon, reduction and control of any pest present in New Zealanq. 
Such vigilance Is frequently challenged by those who .. would argue that it 
Is better to al low every pest Into every country and then Implement 
policies based on the premise:- lilt's everywhere so let's live with it". 
. . 
This approach, whi Ie theoretically straightforward, ignores the tact ~hat 
It Is easier and cheaper to restrict and control a pest at the 
colonization phase when dlstr Ibutlon Is I imlted than to manage a pest 
when it has spread over a wide range of sites. Also, not every pest has 
the same capacIty to colonize, establ ish, multiply and spread. 
SignifIcantly} most proponents of the 1I11"e with Itlt philosophy 
are mIcrobiologIsts who rightly recognise there Is very little that can 
be done to restrict the spread of spores and other such airborne 
micropropagules. However to extend this argument to Invertebrate pests 
such as nematodes cannot be susta I ned. Conta I nment at such pests is a 
Worthwh II e pursu It as theoret i ca II y 1 tis poss·i b I e to stop co Ion I sat ion 
of a pest, ·and certainly it is practical to I imit the rate and spread of 
a pest by quarantine measures. This is especially so if its original 
site of InfestatIon Is apparently limited and the pest does not move 
quickly_ Such action although causing localised hardship Is likely to 
_protect the greater part at the country for a longer perIod. 
One cannot argue that quarant i ne w f I I guarantee that an area 
current I y tree of a pest wi I I stay free, but 1 t certa i Ii I Y "buys t i me ll iii 
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which the farming sector saves money and the scientific community can 
develop suitable management practices. 
In addition to Its practical aspects, the presence of Internal 
quarantine activity in Itself establIshes confidence In our primary 
Industries on the world scene. 
I twas aga I nst ttl I s ph I I osop hi ca I backdrop that potato cyst 
nematode (peN) was discovered in 1972. Because of Its recognised impact 
on potato productIon and its well documented international trade 
consequences, peN was treated by the Ministry of Agriculture and 
FisherIes as an outbreak situation. An Immediate survey of the affected 
area was undertaken, all infestations were fumigated at government 
expense and the land was retired from solanaceous cropping. 
This course of action immediately reduced the known Infestations 
and the risk of greater spread trom these areas. Subseqently, a national 
survey was undertaken to estab Ii sh the extent of the prob I em. Three 
distinct areas of commercial production were tound to be Infested but 
they did not include the bulk of New Zealand's potato cropping areas. 
Because of Its apparently I imlted distribution, a policy was formulated, 
the stated objectives of which were to contain, control and reduce peN 
populations in New Zealand. 
To achieve these objectives a large number ot specific questions 
had to be answered. Thus, research un I ts were estab I i shed by DS I R in 
both r s I ands to supp I yin format Ion and adv I.ce to MAF and to ass I st I n the 
formulation of management strategies for peN. 
The present study forms part of the reseach program. Its specific 
objectives were to study the biology of the pest In the South Island and 
oompare:the ecology of the two species, ~ rostochiensls and ~ pal I ida. 
A I though rout i ne I n a number of aspects the reg' ona I approach was 
essential In this case as information a.lready obtained at Pukekohe was 
unllkely "to be appl Icable ~o South Island situations. 
The results of this study have been presented In the previous 
chapters and in this review are considered in the same order. 
On a national level, yield losses observed In the present study 
can be compared with those obtained by Wood and Foot (1977b) and Foot et 
~. (1980) at Pukekohe. Wood an d Foo:t (1977 b) estab I I shed that loss r n 
y I e I d became sign If i cant at a nematode egg dens I ty of approx i mate I y 20 
eggs/mi. This response threshold Is comparable wIth that observed In the 
present study. Wood and Foot (1977b) in New Zealand and also Selnhorst 
(\967a) and Oostenbrink (1966) working In Holland noted that low egg 
levels had a stimulatIng effect on plant growth, but this was not 
Observed in the present study. Yield losses are related to initial 
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density and typically are described by a sigmoid curve (Lownsberry and 
Peters, 1955; Jones, 1956; Hes! ing. 1957; Hoestra and Oostenbrink, 
1962; Seinhorst, 1965, 1970; Jones et ~., 1967; Selnhorst and Den 
Ouden, 1971; Jones and Kempton, 1978; Stelter ~.£..!.., 1980, and Foot et 
~., 1980). 
Maximum yield loss In the present study (90%) of control) occurred 
at an Initial egg density of approximately 150 eggs/mi. This was much 
higher than at Pukekohe where max I ma I y i e I d loss amounted to about 50% 
and resulted from an initial egg density of 60 eggs/mi. However It Is 
simi lar to results obtained by Selnhorst and Den Ouden (1971) who showed 
that a signifIcant loss in yield occurred at about 20 eggs/g of soi I and 
maximum loss (80%) occurred at an Initial pre-plant density of 300-800 
eggs/ml of soil. Population equl I Ibrlum of both Ro and Pa in Canterbury 
was simi lar (8 mean of 312 eggs/ml of sol [) and again was higher than at 
Pukekohe (100 eggs/ml), However, in a British population studied by 
Jones and Parrott (1969) equ j I I br I urn occurred at 59 eggs-/m I of sol I and 
Se i nhorst and Den Ouden (1971) in Ho I I and recorded an equ iii br I urn dens I ty 
of 100 eggs/g 5011. 
There was also a large difference In the maximum multiplication 
abl I ity of the Canterbury and Pukekohe populatIons; simi lar egg densities 
(less than 1 egg/ml) produced multiplIcation factors of 93x and 25x, 
respectively. The Pukekohe factor compares wei I with those observed in 
Hoi land (x22, Seinhorst and Den Ouden! 1971-) and IreJand (x22 Winslow, 
1972). Fecundity (eggs/cyst) In the study of Selnhorst and Den Ouden 
(1971) was about 100 eggs/cygt and initial egg density had! ittle effect. 
The Engl Ish population studied by Evans (1969) had a fecundiTY of 100-150 
eggs/cyst which although not greatly different from the Dutch population 
was much lower than tl1e va Illes of about' 200 eggs/cyst for Pa and Ro r n 
Canterbury. 
Foot (1978b) found that at Pukekohe (Pa 2) fecundity was between 
160-240 eggs/cyst depending on planting date and that environmental 
factors had a great influence on fecundity. She demonstrated this 
effect by rearing nematodes In a control led environment and showed that 
under optimal conditions (17.50 C) fecundity of both species Increased to 
400-500 eggs/cyst. Thus It appears that In Canterbury ~CN has 
estab I i shed ina favourab Ie env I ronment and high fecundity and 
mu I tip I I cat I on rates resu I ts I n both rap r d popu-I at Ion increase and 
extens I ve host deb i I J tat ion. 
The life cycle of both species was studied by the construction of 
II fe tab I es and resu I ts of the present age spec I fie I I fe study can be 
compared directly with those of Foot (197Bb) at Pukekohe. However, 
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there is an absence of other comparab I e works (Jones and Kempton, 1978). 
Foot's (1978b) study dealt specifically with Q:. pall ida (Pa2) whereas in 
the present study both Pa3 and R04 were considered. The spring planting 
period at Pukekohe corresponds to the early planting period In 
Canterbury. 
A comparison of data obtained from Pukekohe and Canterbury shows 
that the pattern of mortality for all I ite styles was simi lar for both 
populations except for I ite style C (in the root) which had a higher 
mortal-Ity In Canterbury. Duration of each I I fe style was also very 
simi lar except for I ife style D (adult) at Pukekohe which took 41 days 
compared with 29 days in Canterbury. 
Chitwood and 8uhrer (1946) working with G. rostochiensls measured 
the Interval of each juveni Ie instar and stated that generation time 
(I.e. the duration between e~bryonated egg and embryonated egg) was 
between 38 and 48 days as observed In this study and by Foot (1978b). 
The time between planting date and hatching was not me~tioned by Chitwood 
and Buhrer (1946) but a large difference in the length of this period was 
found between the Pukekohe and Canterbury populations. The latter 
hatched soon after planting (7-10 days) whereas the Pukekohe population 
did not respond for at least 34 days after planting. 
A Q:. rostochlensls population in Cyprus (Phil is, 1980) had a slow 
hatching response simi lar to that observed at Pukekohe, but duration of 
the larval stages was Inversely related t~ 501 I temperature. Evans 
(1969) observed a similar inverse relationship. This is consistent with 
the results of the Canterbury experiments and contrasts with the Pukekohe 
pop u I at i on w h J c h w as less res pons I v e to so I I t e m per a t u r e c h an g e s • 
Development times of Ro generally were shorter than Pa, a finding that is 
cons I stent with that of McK.enna and vii ns low (1972). 
Sex ratios also differed In Canterbury and PukekOhe with males 
better represented In the latter. Both Ro and Pa populations in 
Canterbury had fairly simIlar sex ratios throughout the season but 
increased with time which Is in direct contrast to the findings of Foot 
(1978b) who observed a decrease In sex ratios with time. 
Effective population multipl ieation (number of I ive eggs in 
Inoculum divided by total number of new eggs produced) was generally 
highest in spring pl'antings at both locations with mean multiplicative 
values of 15.6 and 49.6 obtained at Pukekohe and In Canterbury 
respectively. It seems likely that the between population difference is 
brought about by edaph ic factors (Foot 1978b). 
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In Canterbury, as elsewhere (Jones, 1950; Phills, 1980), an 
I ncr ease In soi I temperature dur I ng the growth per lad decreased the 
duration of each life 'style whereas at Pukekohe the population were much 
less respons I ve and so II temperature I nf I uenced I arva I morta I i ty rather 
than durat Ion of life cyc I e. An increase I n so 11 temperature red uced 
effective multiplication of both Ro and Pa in Canterbury and Pa in 
Pukekohe, as has been observed by Ferr I sand Ma i (1956). The low 
multlpl icatlon observed In the Outram population was related to low sol I 
temperature in the early stage of the life cycle causing high (ife style 
B morta I i ty. 
~ pal I Ida populations In Canterbury appeared to be more sensitIve 
to increases In sol I temperature than those of Ro, and their 
multiplication rates decreased more rapidly at higher temperatures. 
Stone and Webley (1975) published a similar finding and Foot (1978a) 
showed that Ro could maintain a higher multipl icatlon rate at higher 
temperatures than Pa whereas the multiplication of Pa was. higher at lower 
temperatures. She found that the optimum temperature for the development 
of both species was 15-200 C. 
I n my stUdy the II fe sty I e In wh I ch greatest morta Ii ty occurred 
was life style 8. This Is consistent with Foot's (1978b) findings. 
Survival curves calculated for both R04 and Pa3 in Canterbury and Pa2 at 
Pukekohe were very s i mil ar. 
Cropping patterns at Outram were ~!.mllar to those of winter 
plantings at Pukekohe as both were planted at a low soil termperature. 
The popu I at Ions had an extended deve lop ment time and atter 96 and 100 
days respect I ve I y, popu I at ions at Pukekohe and Outram had reached on I y 
the immature, wh i te fema I e stage. Harvest i n9 at th 1st i me resu I ted r n 
low cyst fecundity. Effectlve·multlpl icatlon was also low. 
When the population w~s able to develop to ful I maturity (at 
Outram after 150 days) the multiplication rate and fecundity increased 
substantially. This was the direct result of increased cyst size, and 
reduced egg marta I i ty with I n the cyst (Brande and D' Herde, 1964) and 
Mugnlery (1978) also noted an Increase In cyst size and fecundity If the 
nematode had a ful I development time. 
A SignifIcant difference In the time taken for larvae to hatch 
from the cyst was observed between Outram and Pukekohi populations grown 
under similar soil temperature regimes. The latter did not respond to 
root exudate for two-three weeks whereas Outram larvae hatched wIthin 10 
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days. Once st i mu I ated, the bu I k.of the L2 I arve at Pukekohe rap i d I y 
hatched whereas at Outram hatchIng continued for approximately 61 days 
without a pronounced peak. Very high mortal ity within the soi I was 
associated with this extended L2 phase. 
The ab II i ty of Outram nematodes to hatch at lower temperatures 
(mean 9.4 0 C) is typical of populations associated with early planting 
areas, and has been recorded elsewhere by Chitwood and Buhrer (1946); 
Grainger (1964); Brande and D'Herde (1964); EI lenby and Smith (1975); 
Mugniery (1976), and Hominlck (1979). 
No mass invasion of host plants by L2 larvae was observed at 
Outram but rather there was gradual and extended colonisation. 
Similarly, Hominlck (1979) reported an extended hatching period in 
Ayrshire (Scotland) and noted that the proportion of unhatched eggs was 
high (30-40%). In contrast, only about 10% of eggs fai led to hatch at 
Outram. 
DespIte hIgh mortality and interrupted developm~nt In the early 
cropp i ng areas, some nematodes do reproduced successfu II y. Th i sled 
Ellenby and Smith (1975) to p'ostulate that planting at low 5011 
temperatures and early harvesting selects for nematodes with an abl I Ity 
to hatch at low temperatures and that only they complete development 
before the early harvest. 
There is now ample evidence substantiating the concept of low 
tem perature hatch i ng adaptat ion, but ev i dence of ab i I r ty to comp I ete a 
life cyc I e before ea-t I y harvest I s not as we I I documented. Gra i nger 
(1964) stated that Immature temales dislodged from roots at harvest make 
.Ittle contribution to the next generation, but my study at Outram showed 
that they made the major contr I but 1 on to the next gene rat i on I and were 
capable of maturing in the absence of a host plant. Therefore, if,any 
selection tor development were to occur it should be in this section of 
the population. In addition to this, a proportion ot the population 
w hi ch had not ta I I en of f the root at harvest matured on the discarded 
root tissue and it can be argued that this component of the population is 
selected for late development. Both components respond in the same way 
to subsequent early potato plantings. 
The presence of selfsets (ground keepers) further complicates the 
picture as the early formed cysts (free in the so! I) have time to mature 
and respond to the presence of seltsets. However, their mult\pl icat!on 
Is low. The late developing cysts (In root tissue) do not respond and 
_although the carryover component in old cyst source Is st!mu"lated to 
hatch !t sutfers very high mortality and has low mUltiplication. 
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Grainger (1964) observed a simi lar response in the Ayrshire popul.ation 
when grown on seltsets. 
At Outram, a range of selection pressures apparently act on 
different components within the same population, (all of which have the 
capac i ty to interbreed), and I t seems un I Ike) y that a stra I n of rap r d I y 
developing nematodes could occur naturally. 
I nterspec if i c interact Ions between the two nematode spec I es 
present in the same host were demonstrated r n the Canterbury 
environment. Ro had a higher multiplication rate than Pa and this 
resulted In reduced numbers of Pa In mixed popUlations. This Is 
cons I stent with exper I menta I res u J ts obta I ned by Parrott and Berry 
(1978) but confl icts with the findings of some earlier work by Parrott 
~~. (1975). However, Interpretation of field observations made by 
Cole and Howard (1962) and Huljsman (1961) tend to support the case of Ro 
dominance In a mixture. 
Although Q.:..ealiida was not recognised as a distinct species at 
the time (1961-62) the rapid decrease in Ro density, (with the repeated 
use of Ro resistant potatoes) followed by a leveling off and subsequent 
Increase In numbers (In this case a Pa population) demonstrated the 
presence of a community wh'lch had contained a dominant species and a 
second less successful species (Huljsman, 1961; Cole and Howard, 1962). 
This less competitive species whi Ie coexisting, could only increase when 
absolute numbers of the dominant species were. reduced. The establIshment 
of dominance between Ro and Pa was largely the resurt of Interact'lons 
during hatching, and penetration of the host and th'elr different 
responses to environmental factors. 
Klnlock and Allan (1972) who worked with two species of 
Meloldogyne (hapla and javanlca) found that l:!.:. Javanlca was usually 
dominant In a mixture and this dominance was enhanced when initIal 
density of l::!!. Ja~anlca was high. The modifying effect of envlronmentc(1 
pressures was also noticed as ~ hapla was dominant at lower 
temperatures when It developed more rapidly-
I'n the present study, s 1m J I ar rep I acement of Pa by Ro was found 
under a range of Pa:Ro ratios. However, when Pa was less abundant In the 
Initial mixture, it was able to maintain Its repre?entatlon In the 
mixture. 
A much greater body of II terature Is ava i lab! e on Interact ions 
between species in dlfferen~ genera than on congeneric species. (Alongi 
~nd Tietjen, 1980; Chapman, 1979; Estores and Chen, 1972; Freckman and 
Chapman, 1972; Gay and B j rd, 1973; Johnson and Nusbaum, 1970; Mill er 
and Wlhrhelm, 1968; Sikora ~~., 1979, 1979; Turner and Chapman, 
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1972; We I scher, 1974). Most stud 1 es demonstrated some form of 
Interaction and often this resulted in dominance of one species. 
MIller's (1970) work on a Heterodera tabacum and Pratylenchus penetrans 
Is a good example. 
AttrItion rates of the two species also differ in the absence of a 
stimulating host, both Pa and Ro lose vIable larvae but I found this was 
greater In Ro than Pa. Observed attr! t ron rates (Ro 58%, Pa 34%) were 
lower than those reported by Foot et~. (1980) for Pa from Pukekohe 
(70%) and comparable with those found in European situations where 
seasons are more clearly defined (FenwIck, 1950; Goffart, 1952; 
Oostenbrlnk, 1952; Jones, 1956; Hesl lng, 1958). 
Cyst 5 I ze did not have a marked I nf I uence on attr I t Ion rate and 
most attrition was the result of larval hatch rather than mortal ity 
within the cyst. Shepherd (1961) also found thIs to be the case In a 
population of ~ goettlnglana. 
SoIl type also influenced the rate of attrition wbich was greater 
in open friable soil (S4) than In organic peat (Cranford St.) or fine 
sIlt loams (Outram). This is in lIne with the fIndings of IfJallace (1955, 
1956a, 1958, 1959, 1963) who attr I buted 5011 assoc 1 ated hatch I ng ef fects 
to differences in the aeration capacity of the soi Is. 
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SUMMARY 
The major findIngs of this study are:-
1. The popu I atlon bIology ot ~ rostoch lens is and Q.: pall I da d I Her 
with G. rostochlensis beIng a more effective parasite than G. 
pa II Ida. 
2. Premature removal ot the host plant does not result In the death 
of Immature cysts as dislodged cysts can complete theIr 
development In the absence ot the host. 
3. WIth in the I I fe cyc I e, morta I i ty J s greatest 1 n the I arva I stage 
w hie his f r eel nth e so i I (I I f est y I e B) and I sat fee t ed by so i I 
temperature and sol I type. 
4. G. rostochlensis Is competitively superIor to G.pailida In most 
situations. 
5. Loss In viabl I Ity within the dormant cyst Is the result of active 
egg hatch i ng rather than wIth In-cyst morta I I ty and Is greater in 
G. rostochlensls than G. pal I Ida. 
6. The rate of attr I t i on is in t I uenced by so I I type. Open, we I I 
aerated sol Is produce the highest attrition rates. 
In summary, this study provides basic biological InformatIon on 
potato cyst nematode in the South Is I and of New Zea I and and in 
combination with advances I'n chemical control and in the.breedlng of 
resistant potato cultlvars has enabled the establishment ot a largely 
successful control and management program tor thIs pest. 
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APPENDIX I 
Detar led, sol I protl les of S4 Lincoln. 
Eyre Series. Raeslde and Rennie (1974) 
Eyre sol Is range from wei I drained shal low si It loam to 
excessively drained stony sandy loam. The thickness of fine sediment 
over gravels is less than 45 cm and In many places less than 25 em, and 
topsoils are stony In many places. These sol Is' have formed on the coarse 
gravels of an ancient flood plain. They occu~ both on surfaces 51 Ightly 
elevated above the surrounding deep Templeton 50115 and In ancient 
watercourses.below th~ general level of. surrounding land. The surface is 
mostly undulating to rol ling and Includes braided channels, dunes and 
terrace scarps with some flat terrace treads. Where the surface Is 
uneven, stony sol Is tend to border the sides of old stream channels and 
shal low sol Is occupy the channel floqrs. 
Top so I Is are rna 1 n I y, between 15 and 25 cm th i ck ?lnd cons i st of 
silt loam ~nd sandy loam with varying stone content. Organic matt~r 
levels are lower than those In Templeton'sol Is and structures are more 
weakly developed. 
Eyre 51 It loam, shal low phase. Mostly as a complex with the very 
Shallow or stony Eyre solis. It consists of 15 to 45 cm ,si It loam, over 
gravels with a sand matrix In the deeper sol Is, or a sl It loam or sandy 
loam matrix In th.e shallower s'ol Is. In the shallower sol Is, the 
uppermost gravels are firmly packed with 51 It loam or sandy loam and the 
sandy gravels below are moderately cemented with brown col [old. Topsoi Is 
. . 
and upper subsoils are friable In most places. A profile Is: 
0-200 mm very dark greyish brown 51 IT loam; friable; strongly 
developed fine and medium nut and cast granular structure; 
dlstlhct boundary, 
200-230 mm brown 51 It loam; friable; moderately developed fine nut and 
cast granular structure; distinct boundary, 
230 mm gravels packed with silt In the top 5 cm, with sand below. 
APPEND I X I I 
Oetai led soil protl les ot Cranford Street, Marshlands. 
Walmalrl Series, Raeslde and RennIe (1974). 
WaimaJri peaty loam - south-west ot Halswel' and in the Marshlands 
area. It consIsts ot 25 to 50 cm ot mellow peaty loam over alluvium. 
Where the organic matter Is wei I decomposed it torms black or dark 
reddIsh brown topsoils, but where it Is more fibrous the topsol Is are 
browner. Before the peats were draIned the surface was almost flat but 
atter the water table had been lowered by draInage, the peat shrank and 
consol idated exposIng tree stumps In 'places and the surface became 
uneven. 
surface. 
To some extent, intensive cultivatIon has agaIn smoothed the 
Where over-draIned the peaty loam drIes out excessively In 
summer and does not re-wet readily In autumn, thus the risk of wind 
erosion is Increased. A profi Ie Is: 
o - 300 mm dark brown peaty loam; friable; moderately developed 
300 - 310 mm 
310 - 318 mm 
medium and fIne granular with some crumb structure; very 
many roots; indistInct boundary. 
dark brown .peaty loam; many very dark brown worm casts 
throughout; frIable; moderately developed medium and fine 
granular structurej many roots; undecomposed wood 
fragments; Indistinct boundary, 
dark brown peaty loam; trIable; medIum and tine granular 
structure;' much undecomposed' wood tragments; 
boundary, 
d I stl nct 
318 - 330 mm dark greyish brown sl It loam; orange brown stains along 
330 on 
root channe I Sj trIable; tine granular structure; 
abuhdant undecomposed wood; distinct boundary. 
greenish grey heavy 51 It loamj many dltfuse pale olive 
brown mottles; very fIrm; massIve; much undecomposed 
wood. 
Analyses of the peaty loam show very high total nitrogen, cation-
exchange capacities, base saturation, calcium and magnesIum with hIgh 
levels ot potassium. 
The mel low topsol Is are very trIable and weI I suppl jed with major 
plant nutrients. Waimalri peaty loam is of high natural productivIty-
APPEND I X I I I 
Detal led soil profl Ie of Outram. 
Clutha si It loam, Beecroft (pers. comm.) 
o - 150 mm very dark greyish brown silt loam; weakly developed fIne 
and medium nut structure; moderately weak strength; 
brittle deformation; slightly sticky; moderately plastic; 
firm penetration; 2-3% fine fa~nt dark reddish brown 
mottles; many fine roots; Indistinct smooth boundary; 
150 - 280 mm very dark greyish brown sl It loam: weakly developed medium 
blocky structure; moderately firm strength: brittle 
deformation; slightly sti,cky; moderately plastic; firm 
penetration; 2-3% tine faint dark reddish brown mottles; 
few fine roots; distinct Irregular boundary; 
280 - 800 mm light olive brown silt loam; weakl'y developed coarse 
prismatic structure; moderately weak strength; brittle 
deformation; 51 ightly sticky; mod~rately plastic; firm 
penetration; 2% very, fine faint dark yel jowish brown 
mott I es; few fine roots; sharp wavy boundary; 
APPENDIX IV 
Mean numbers of larval nematodes extracted from 5g of stained potato 
roots using different methods. 
Larval Stages 
Method n 
Hand dissection 5 71 .4ab aO.Oab 25.4ab 13.0a 
60 sec. maceration 5 40.2c 64.0b 17.6b 6.0 
3x20 sec. maceration 5 79.ab 96.8ab 24.6ab 11 .Oa 
and sieving; <25ml counted) 
Aggregated tissue 5 53.be 92.2a 28.2a 10.8a 
sample; (25ml counted) 
-Aggregated tissue 5 85.a 91.8a 28.2a 10.6a 
resample (12.5ml counted) 
(Corrected to 25ml) 
For each column, figures wIth letters In common are 
not significantly different at the 5% level. 
n = number of replicate 59 samples. 
Total 
189.8a 
127.8 
211 .4a 
184.8a 
215.6a 
APPENDIX V 
Mean number and weight of table and seed size tubers produced for three 
years in Pa Infested plots and uninfested control plots. (A, B, C and D 
= mlcroplot at dIfferent densities - Chapter 3). 
1979 
A 
B 
C 
0 
A 
B 
C 
0 
A 
B 
C 
0 
CONTROL 
mean (+SE) 
INFESTED 
mean (+SE) 
Table No. 
141.0 (+6.1 ) 145.0 (+9.0) 
110.0 (+1 .8) 118.0 (+8.3) 
131 .0 (+9 . .5) 94.0 (+6.1 ) 
110.5 (+ 3.2-) 94.0 (+6.1 ) 
Seed No. 
290.0 (+37.0) 224.5 (+20.5) 
382.0 (+40.4), 236.0 (+27.5) 
287.0 (+16.5) 24.0 (+16.4) 
320.0 (+30.3 ) 243.0 (+15.4) 
Total No. 
431 .0 (+32.0) 39.6 (+15.5) 
492.0 (+83.8) 354.0 (+65.4) 
4 8.0 (+11 .4) 307.8 (+82.6) 
431.0 (+27.4) 33.7 (+64.4) 
CONTROL 
mean (+SE) 
INFESTED 
mean (+ SE) 
Table weight (kg) 
24.5 (+1.6) 23.3 (+2.2) 
18.5 (+0.3) 19.3 (+9.9) 
18.2 (+1.3) 13.5 (+9.0) 
18.2 (+1 .3) 13.5 (+0.33) 
Seed wgt. (kg) 
8.7 (+1 .0) 7.6 (+0.7) 
10.2 (+0.45) 7.4 (+0.65) 
9.3 (+0.45) 7.2 (+0.60) 
9.1 (+0.85) 6.9 (+0.6) 
Total wgt. (kg) 
33.2 (+1 .0) 30.9 (+ 1 .6) 
28.7 (+0.7) 26.7 (+2.1 ) 
30.7 (+1.6) 17.2 (+1.5) 
27.4 (+1.5) 25.4 (+2.1 ) 
APPENDIX V (cont1d) 
Table No. Table wgt. (kg) 
1980 
A 134.8 (+11 .0) 82.0 (+3.5) 17.7 (+1 .3) 9.7 (+9.3) 
8 116.3 (+5.2) 23.5 (+7.3) 15.2 (+ 1 .2) 2.2 (+0.25) 
C 103.0 (+7.3) 7.0 (+2.6) 12.7 (+0.95) 0.58 (+0.25) 
0 92.5 (+5.3) 3.7 (+0.53) 11.8 (+0.59) 0.30 (+0.09) 
Seed No. Seed wgt. (kg) 
A 158.8 (+11.1> 125.3 (+11.1) 5.7 (+0.95) 4.5 (+0.3) 
B 139.8 (+ 9.5) 86.8 (+14.5) 4.8 (+1.57) 2.8 (+0.38) 
C 132.0 (+ 8.4) 47.0 (+6.8) 4.7 (+0.95) 1.4 (+0.15) 
D 156.0 (+ 8.5) 22.5 (+5.0) 4.8 (+0.6) 0.6 (+0.2) 
Total No. Total wgt. (kg) 
A 292.5 (+10.1) 207.3 (+ 8.7) 23.5 (+18.2) 1.2 (+1.5) 
B 256.0 (+8.2) 110.3 (+20.5) 20.1 (+19.1) 5.0 (+0.9) 
C 235.0 (+8.0) 54.0 (+ 9.2) 17.5 (+17.3) 2.0 (+0.41 ) 
D 248.8 (+11 .3) 26.3 (+ 4.5) 16.7 (+15.5) 0.9 (+0.14 ) 
1981 
--+----
Table No. Table wgt. (kg) 
41.8 (+11.0 ) 6.3 (+1 .4) 4.8 (+0.2) 0.7 (+0.10) 
Seed N06 Seed wgt. (kg) 
110.8 (+ 7.1) 74.7 (+7.1 ) 4.7 (+0.9) 3.0 (+0.25) 
Total No. Total wgt. (kg) 
152.5 (+17.7) 81.0 (+12.1) 9.5 (+1.5) 3.7 (+0.10) 
APPENDIX VI 
Mean number and weIght of table and seed size tubers produced for three 
years In Ro Infested plots and In unlntested control plots. (A, B, C, 
and D = mlcroplot at different densIties - Chapter 3). 
Control Infested Control Infested 
mean (+SE) mean (+SE) mean (+SE) mean (+SE) 
Table No. Table wgt. (kg) 
1979 
A 130.0 (.+ 9.3) 117.0 (+11 .3) 20.4 (+3.2) 20.6 (+4.8) 
B 110.3 (+10.0) 96.3 (+7.0) 17.7 (+3.2) 15'.2 (+3.4) 
C 125.8 (+73.0') 57.5 (+8.8) 20.6 (+1 .6) 8.4 (+ 1 .8) 
D 97.8 (+ 9.5) 47.5 (+5.8) 15.8 (+2.3) 7.1 (+1 .0) 
Seed No. Seed wgt. (kg) 
A 284.3 (+29.5) 311 .0 (+13.4 ) 9.9 (+1.71 8.8 (+0.8) 
-
B 387.3 (+21 .9) 283.8- (+24.4) 10.5 (+0.62) 7.9 (+0.58 ) 
C 307.3 (+21.5) 244.5 (+28.8) 9.2 (+0.15 ) 7.3 (+0.70) 
D 392.8 (+39.5) 287.5 (+17.5) 9.7 (+0.7) 7.7 (+0.50 ) 
Total No. Total wgt. (kg) 
A 414.0 (+34,.5) 428.0 (+12.0) 30.3 (+2.0) 29.4 (+2.3) 
B 498.0 (+24'.4) 380.0 (+20.0) 28.2 ( +2.4 ) 23.2 (+1 .6) 
C 433.0 (+20.2) 302.0 (+36.0) 29.8 (+2.5) 15.7 (+2.4) 
D 490.5 (+ 33.7) 335.0 (+19.5) 25.2 (+2.0) 14.8 (+0.8) 
APPENDIX VI (Cont'd) 
Table No. Table wgt. (kg) 
1980 
A 119.5 (+10.5 74.0 (+25.5 ) 14.2 (+1.6) 9.3 (+3.3) 
B 102.2 (+ 5.3) 19.0 (+ 4.1) 12.5 (+1 .1 ) 1.85 (+0.3) 
C 120.0 (+ 5.4) 24.2 (+ 4.5) 15.3 (+0.91 ) 2.20 (+0.18 ) 
'0 104.2 (+ 5.4) 14.75 (+ 3.2) 13 .8 (+0.85) 1.48 (+0.25) 
Seed No. Seed wgt. (kg) 
A 161 .0 (+13.8) 143.5 (+13.5 ) 5.1 (+0.35) 5.8 (+0.5) 
B 141 .2 (+4.2) 81.2 (+ 3.0) 4.8 (+0,.08) 2.8 (+0.14 ) 
C 143.3 (+8.7) 89.0 (+ 9.5) 5.1 (+0.35) 2.8 (+0.31 ) 
D 129.0 (+5.5) 71.5 (+ 9.0) 4.2 (+0.26) 2.4 (+0.33) 
Total No. ' Total wgt. (kg) 
A 280.0 (+20.2) 217 .0 (+35.8) 19.3 (+1.6) 15.1 (+3.6) 
-
B 243~0 (+21.6) 99.0 (+ 8.4) 17 .3 (+1.1 ) 4.6 (+0.50) 
C 263.0 (+11.5) 1 I 1 .0 (+11.5) 20.3 (+0.9) 5.0 (+0.69) 
D 233.0 (+10.5) 86.3 (+11.4) 17 .9 (+0.8) 3.9 (+0.56) 
1981 
Table No. Table wgt. (kg) 
5.3 (+2.2) 45.0 (+2.8) 4.9 (+0.4) 0.50 '( +0 .5) 
Seed No. Seed wgt. (kg) 
127.0 (+13.2) 1'00.0 (+2.6) 10.4 (+3.2) 3.6 (+1 .8) 
Total No. Total wgt. (kg) 
172.0 (+13.2) 100.0 (+2.6) 10.4 (+3.2) 3.6 (+1 .8) 
APPENDIX VI I 
Mean weekly 5011 temperature (oC) at 100 mm depth at three sites over the 
two years that the study was carried out. 
A = In 51 It at S4 
B = In peat at Cranford St. 
C = In sIlt loam at Outram. 
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APPENDIX VI I I 
Mean monthly sol I moisture (as percentage oven dry weight) at three sites 
over the two years that the study was being carred out. 
A = in 51 It at $4 
B = in peal at Cranford St. 
C = in silt loam at Outram 
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APPENDIX IX 
Detal I of life styles present In a single generation of cyst nematode 
(after Foot, 1978b). 
Life style A occurs within the cyst and Involves the egg, first 
stage juvenile, and early life of the second stage Juvenl Ie. It Is a 
resting stage particularly suited to survival In adverse conditions and 
In the absence of suitable hosts. However, In this study only the 
activated part of this life style was examined, that is the period when 
the cyst Is under the Influence of host roots. 
LIfe style B encompasses the active migration of the second stage 
Juven 11 e frQ(f'l I ts parent cyst through the so I I I n search of a host root. 
It Is successfully completed on penetratIon of the root by the second 
stage Juveni Ie. 
LJ fe st-rle C Is the main feeding phase In which the' sedentary 
second and third stage juven II es tap the host's resources via the 
syncltlum. Sex 9 f the developing nematode Is determ I n'ed by size of 
induced syncltlum and hence by food supply. 
Life style D Is the final phase, which terminates In reproduction. 
It Includes fourth,stage Juveniles (sub-adults) and adults, both of which 
show sexua l d I vergence In f unct I on and in surv i va I hurd 1 es: feed I ng 
continues In fourth stage larvae and adult females, both of whIch retain 
their sedentary state but become swol len and eventually protrude through 
the host root cortex; on the other hand, the fourth stage'male does not 
feed and Is merely an Immobile transition stage between the sedentary 
feeding Juvenile and the free-I ivlng, non-feeding vermIform adult whose 
sole function Is to locate and fertilise young adult females. Since 
mating Is essential to reproduction successful male functIon within life 
style D Is Impl.iclt In the pro~uctlon of viable eggs by the adult female. 
Successful completIon of this life style was therefore based or)" the 
survival' of females to become mature cysts (entry phase 5, see Table 
5.1). Suitable correction factors were used fo retain cohort parfty 
between this and the other four entry phases (Appendix XVI). 
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APPENDIX XV 
Equations used In the construction of life tables (from Foot, 1978b). 
The parameters measured during census at a cohort series were 
combined to produce the formulae listed I n Append Ix XVI tor estimating 
the number of Individuals surviving to each at the five entry phases 
(Table 5,1 ) of the potato cyst nematode J I fe cycle. The formulae were 
derived as fa 1 lows : 
Entry phase 1: Effective eggs'in InItial cohort -,ThIs was the 
total number at live eggs at Gohort Initiation, abo, minus eggs stIli 
alIve at the end of the series which were not stimulated to hatch by the 
,host, ab fln ., mjnus those eg9s dying 'durIng the series which, If they had 
not died, would not have been stimulated to hatch. 
a. bt In. (Ct In-Co), (bt In. used to def.i ne the reve I ant proport Ion, 
b 
thus assum I n9 no difference in egg marta I i ty between those ab I e and thos'e 
" unabl,e to be stimulated 'during the Interval n = a to fin.), 
Tbat Is: 
b 
o 
Entry phase 2: Number of second stage Juven II es enter I n9 the 
sol I - This was equal to, the number of hatched eggs at fInal 
census, edt In. minus the number bt hatched eggs at cohort ' InItiation, 
ado; that Is a(dfln-do )' Mortality of hatched second stage Juveniles 
within the cyst was thus Included in life style B rather than lite style 
A. 
Entry phases 3 & 4: Number of second stage .I lIVen I I es 
penetrating the root system; and number at ,juveniles entering 
sub-adulthood - Measurements of parameters based on Inoculum cyst 
status were at a cumulative nature, therefore allowing simple calculation 
of entry phases 1, 2 and 5. "'\easurements of wIth in-root parameters (fl J 
APPENDIX XVI 
Formulae estimating of numbers surviving to each I lfe ~tyle entry phase 
(after Foot, 1978b). 
1. Effective eggs in initial cohort: 
2 • Number of second stage j u ven I I es enter i ng so j I·: 
3. Number of second stage j~venl les penetrating root system 
(Manly estimate): 
A1 Q/(1 - w1) where A1 Js the area under the frequency 
curve of penetrated second stage 
juven II es, 
9 is the survival parameter, and 
WI Is the stage specific survival rate 
4. N~mber of juveniles entering sub-adulthood (Manly estimate): 
W2IA19/(1 - ~1)1 where w2 is the survival rate in I ife style C 
(feeding Juveniles). 
5. FInal number of breeding adults: 
It in. (1 + sr tot. ) 
l-srtot" 
APPENDIX XV II 
Key factors In population multiplication. The method of Varley and 
Gradwe I I (1960) was used where separate sub-marta I I ties for each I I fe 
style were calculated as k-values (k=the key factor because It Is the key 
to changes "tn population densities (Podolar and Rogers, 1975). 
K values were calculated fol lowIng POdolar and Rogers (1975) as: 
k-value = 10910 N - 10910 Ns 
where N = the number of Individuals betore mortality, 
Ns = the number surviving the mortality 
K = the total generation mortalIty comprlsi'ng the sum of a 
series of sub-mortalities. In this case 
Graphical presentation of the results were shown tn Figure 5.11. 
= II fe style A 
= II fe style B 
= II fe style C 
= Ii fe style D 
